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Chairman Smith and Oversight Subcommittee Chairman Schweikert  

Announce Subcommittee Hearing on  

Tax-Exempt Hospitals and the Community Benefit Standard 

 
House Committee on Ways and Means Chairman Jason Smith (MO-08) and Oversight 

Subcommittee Chairman David Schweikert (AZ-01) announced today that the Subcommittee on 

Oversight will hold a hearing on tax-exempt hospitals and the community benefit standard. The 

hearing will take place on Wednesday, April 26, 2023, at 2:00pm in the 1100 Longworth 

House Office Building.   

 

Members of the public may view the hearing via live webcast available at 

https://waysandmeans.house.gov.  The webcast will not be available until the hearing starts. 

 

In view of the limited time available to hear the witnesses, oral testimony at this hearing will be 

from invited witnesses only.  However, any individual or organization not scheduled for an oral 

appearance may submit a written statement for consideration by the Committee and for inclusion 

in the printed record of the hearing. 

 

DETAILS FOR SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN COMMENTS: 

 

Please Note:  Any person(s) and/or organization(s) wishing to submit written comments for the 

hearing record can do so here: WMSubmission@mail.house.gov.    

 

Please ATTACH your submission as a Microsoft Word document in compliance with the 

formatting requirements listed below, by the close of business on Wednesday, May 10, 2023.  

For questions, or if you encounter technical problems, please call (202) 225-3625. 
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FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS: 

 

The Committee relies on electronic submissions for printing the official hearing record.  As 

always, submissions will be included in the record according to the discretion of the Committee.  

The Committee will not alter the content of your submission but reserves the right to format it 

according to guidelines.  Any submission provided to the Committee by a witness, any materials 

submitted for the printed record, and any written comments in response to a request for written 

comments must conform to the guidelines listed below.  Any submission not in compliance with 

these guidelines will not be printed but will be maintained in the Committee files for review and 
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All submissions and supplementary materials must be submitted in a single document via email, 

provided in Word format and must not exceed a total of 10 pages. Please indicate the title of the 

hearing as the subject line in your submission.  Witnesses and submitters are advised that the 

Committee relies on electronic submissions for printing the official hearing record. 

All submissions must include a list of all clients, persons and/or organizations on whose behalf 

the witness appears.  The name, company, address, telephone, and fax numbers of each witness 

must be included in the body of the email.  Please exclude any personal identifiable information 

in the attached submission. 

 

Failure to follow the formatting requirements may result in the exclusion of a submission.  All 

submissions for the record are final. 

 

ACCOMMODATIONS: 

 

The Committee seeks to make its facilities accessible to persons with disabilities.  If you require 

accommodations, please call 202-225-3625 or request via email to 
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requested).  Questions regarding accommodation needs in general (including availability of 
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TAX-EXEMPT HOSPITALS AND THE 1 

COMMUNITY BENEFIT STANDARD 2 

Wednesday, April 26, 2023 3 

House of Representatives, 4 

Subcommittee on Oversight, 5 

Committee on Ways and Means, 6 

Washington, D.C. 7 

 8 

 The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2:24 p.m., in Room 1100 Longworth 9 

House Office Building, Hon. David Schweikert [chairman of the subcommittee] presiding. 10 

11 
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 *Chairman Schweikert.  The subcommittee will come to order, and I hit the gavel.  12 

It's too pretty to actually use, Mr. Chairman.  The Chairman was kind enough to provide 13 

us, all the new chairman of the subcommittees a fancy gavel, which we appreciate. 14 

 I do want to take one little point of personal privilege here.  We actually have our 15 

senior staffer Shawn -- where are you Shawn?  Is -- your spouse is going to have a baby in 16 

just a few hours. 17 

 *Shawn.  That's the [indiscernible.] 18 

 [Laughter.] 19 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  We are going to -- yeah, we hope so.  Yeah.  And we 20 

won't explain how that happened.  We're going to pass this little bib down, and I'm going to 21 

beg of all the members to write a little note.  But they're going to induce labor in a couple 22 

hours, and I thought this would be a really neat gift from all of us, both Republican and 23 

Democrat, it's a little baby bib for the new little tyke's future. 24 

 Shawn, stand up.  Wave. 25 

 *Shawn.  Hello. 26 

 [Applause.] 27 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Yay.  All right, now back to work, without knocking over 28 

my coffee. 29 

 I'd like to welcome everyone to today's oversight subcommittee hearing.  This is 30 

our first oversight committee hearing of this Congress, and I'm happy that our first hearing 31 

we will be able to work with who has become my friend, Mr. Pascrell, and his team in 32 

putting this hearing together. 33 

 Our approach today is not intended to be partisan or to beat up on anyone.  We just 34 

want information and to understand.  As I spoke with some of the witnesses, we see things 35 

coming at us from both directions.  Help us understand what's actually happening in that 36 
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tax-exempt world. 37 

 Today's focus is tax-exempt hospitals and the community benefit standards.  38 

Hospitals must maintain certain requirements to obtain and maintain their tax-exempt status, 39 

including organizational and operational requirements, community benefits, and also those 40 

things spelled out in the ACA.  When it comes to community benefits, various academics, 41 

think tanks have sought to put a value on both the tax exemption of hospitals which they 42 

receive and then the community benefits they provide. 43 

 We know that the tax exemptions are very valuable.  One of our witnesses today 44 

from the newly named KFF, we all know as Kaiser, will talk about their work showing that 45 

tax exemptions were valued around 28 billion dollars, and we are going to ask you how you 46 

calculated that math, in 2020.  With half of that coming from the federal tax exemption, 47 

KFF has also found that the value of charitable care provided by hospitals vary substantially 48 

across facilities ranging from .1 percent in operating expenses of hospitals to some well over 49 

seven percent, and some with other variances. 50 

 Additionally, the Lown -- pronounced properly?  The Lown Institute have made 51 

efforts to calculate fair share spending for nonprofit hospitals by comparing each system's 52 

spending on financial assistance, community investment to establish a value of its tax 53 

exemption.  The institute's results show significant deficits in community benefits provided 54 

as compared with the value of some of these hospital's tax exemption. 55 

 Moreover, some articles and studies, including one by one of our witnesses today, 56 

argued that for-profit hospitals on average provide more charity care than tax-exempt 57 

hospitals.  Conversely, groups like our friends at the American Hospital Association have 58 

published an analysis arguing that the value of community benefits provided by hospitals 59 

substantially exceed the value of the tax exemption.  The wide variance here seems to 60 

come from the lack of guidelines and also what we've done in Congress, and the IRS now in 61 
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its definitions of community benefits. 62 

 We are also pleased to have witnesses here today from the GAO who will talk about 63 

the GAO Study, the report they did in 2020, and the nature of the standards that the IRS's 64 

inability to conduct effective oversight on the tax exemption value of hospitals.  All of this 65 

makes exploring the tax-exempt hospitals, and the level of community benefits they provide, 66 

a worthwhile conversation.67 
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 *Chairman Schweikert.  And with that, I thank all of our witnesses for being here, 68 

and I'd like to turn it over for his opening statement, my friend, Ranking Member Mr. 69 

Pascrell. 70 

 *Mr. Pascrell.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I'm here to kick off our first oversight 71 

subcommittee hearing.  And congratulations on your gavel. 72 

 Our committee holds a sacred duty to ensure hospitals respond with the highest 73 

quality of care.  We know one size does not fill all to provide the care our communities 74 

need.  Tax-exempt hospitals deliver unmatched benefits and are the very cornerstone of our 75 

hospital system.  Nonprofit network cares for our most vulnerable.  You got to remember 76 

that. 77 

 These hospitals collectively deliver more in benefits and charity care than other 78 

hospitals.  There are nearly 3,000 not-for-profit hospitals across America.  In my state, 79 

New Jersey, 65 of these institutions keep our communities healthy.  I'm committed to 80 

robust oversight of our tax-exempt hospitals.  Many nonprofit hospital systems can and 81 

must do better. 82 

 But we cannot lose sight of the harm Wall Street has done already to our entire 83 

health system.  This subcommittee must continue taking a closer look at the opaque 84 

ownership of hospitals.  Private equity control is often shielded like a Russian nesting doll, 85 

designed to block oversight by the government and from patients.  By tightening their grip 86 

over healthcare, corporate tycoons place profits over patients.  Big bucks over the 87 

Hippocratic oath.  Our committee has the receipts. 88 

 As chairman, I led a hearing last Congress on the impacts of private equity on 89 

healthcare.  What we exposed still needs fixing.  Wall Street loads debt onto companies, 90 

sometimes leading to bankruptcy.  Facility closures, fired workers, neglected patients, and 91 

damaged communities. 92 
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 In 2022, private equity investment in healthcare grew to 90 billion dollars.  PE 93 

stretches like an octopus with tentacles in large and small hospitals, physician practices, 94 

dental practices, nursing homes.  These trends demand further investigation.  Our 95 

committee cannot ignore threats to hospitals harm our communities and access to care. 96 

97 
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 *Mr. Pascrell.  And I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I wish you the best of luck. 98 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  You're very kind.  Thank you, Mr. Pascrell. 99 

 And to the big chairman, Mr. Smith, share with us. 100 

 *Chairman Smith.  Thank you, Chairman Schweikert and Ranking Member 101 

Pascrell.  It's a pleasure to be before your first oversight subcommittee. 102 

 Today the oversight subcommittee is meeting to examine the tax-exempt status of 103 

nonprofit hospitals to ensure they are operating in the best interest of patients, communities, 104 

and taxpayers.  As the committee with oversight jurisdiction over the IRS, the tax code, the 105 

administration, and healthcare, we know this is an issue that is of great importance to 106 

American's health.  That's not only because of the obvious essential role that hospitals play 107 

in our healthcare system, but also because of their particular importance to many 108 

communities across the country where they are often the only option for medical treatment.  109 

That's particularly true in rural areas that many of us here represent. 110 

 Nonprofit hospitals account for almost 60 percent of hospitals in the United States.  111 

The federal tax-exempt status granted to most of these hospitals is significant.  It is 112 

estimated to be worth 14 billion with nearly another 14 billion coming from state and local 113 

exemptions.  Recent studies and articles have raised concerns, however, that the level of 114 

community benefit, which includes charity care, provided by tax-exempt hospitals has been 115 

inadequate compared to the value of their tax exemption. 116 

 Additionally, numerous news reports highlight aggressive billing practices, executive 117 

compensation in the millions of dollars, and abuses in the 340B Program.  The level of 118 

executive compensation is particularly alarming.  The top 10  nonprofit hospital CEOs 119 

average more than seven million annually.  Some as high as 14 million. 120 

 This further questions whether these facilities are  living up to their mission 121 

statements.  In the best case scenario, tax-exempt hospitals provide meaningful community 122 
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benefits that exceed the value of their tax exemptions, and some do; but given the concerns 123 

that exist, an examination is needed to determine if sufficient community benefits, including 124 

charity care, are being provided to ensure vulnerable patients and communities are being 125 

protected. 126 

 This hearing is an opportunity for us to learn from expert witnesses and identify any 127 

issues that may need to be addressed through legislation so that we can be confident that 128 

nonprofit hospitals are meeting the responsibilities and have the resources they need.  129 

Additionally, we must be sure that the laws, rules, and regulations under which they operate 130 

are clear and effective. 131 

 I'm confident that together we will identify the problems and the potential 132 

improvements that will benefit patients and communities with the flexibility that they need. 133 

134 
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 *Chairman Smith.  Yield back, Mr. Chairman. 135 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 136 

 Now for our witnesses.  Our first witness is Jessica Lucas-Judy, Director of 137 

Strategic Issues at the U.S. Government Accountability Office.  We all kindly referred to it 138 

as GAO. 139 

 Second, Ge Bai, Professor of Accounting at the John Hopkins Carey Business 140 

School and Professor of Health Policy and Management at the John Hopkins Bloomberg 141 

School of Public Health. 142 

 Third, Zachary -- is it Levinson -- Director of a new project at the KFF, we all know 143 

as Kaiser, that examines business practices of hospitals and their providers and their impact 144 

on costs and affordability. 145 

 And fourth, Melinda Hatton, General Counsel and Secretary for the American 146 

Hospital Association. 147 

 Ms. Jessica Judy, your written statement will be made part of the record.  You have 148 

five minutes.  Please share with us. 149 

150 
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STATEMENT OF JESSICA LUCAS-JUDY, DIRECTOR OF STRATEGIC ISSUES, U.S. 151 

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE 152 

 153 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Chairman Schweikert, Ranking Member Pascrell, members of 154 

the subcommittee, I'm pleased to discuss GAO's 2020 report on requirements that hospitals 155 

must meet for tax-exempt status and challenges that IRS faces with those requirements. 156 

 To maintain federal tax-exempt status, a hospital must operate for a charitable 157 

purpose to promote health for the benefit of the community.  In 1956, IRS required tax-158 

exempt hospitals to provide charity care, operating to benefit those not able to pay.  In 159 

1969, IRS removed the charity care requirement.  In its ruling, IRS identified six factors 160 

that distinguish how one hypothetical hospital satisfies requirements and the second does 161 

not. 162 

 These factors, referred to as the community benefit standard, include providing 163 

emergency treatment to all and using surplus funds to advance medical research.  A 164 

hospital need not meet all of the factors to qualify.  IRS does not have authority to define 165 

specific types of hospital activities.  The factors that IRS identified are examples not 166 

requirements. 167 

 Some of the factors may have lost relevance.  For example, some are now common 168 

features of all hospitals.  Hospitals are required by law to provide emergency treatment to 169 

all, regardless of ability to pay.  These factors may be a less useful gauge than they once 170 

were. 171 

 Representatives of tax-exempt hospitals told us the community benefit standard 172 

offers needed flexibility, but the lack of clarity creates challenges.  A hospital could 173 

maintain a tax exemption by operating an emergency room that's open to all while spending 174 

little to no money on community benefit activities.  We found 30 hospitals that reported no 175 
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spending on community benefits in 2016 and other hospitals that could have been at risk for 176 

noncompliance. 177 

 IRS officials told us the agency had not revoked a hospital's tax-exempt status for 178 

failing to provide sufficient community benefits in the previous 10 years.  We 179 

recommended that Congress consider specifying services and activities it believes would 180 

provide sufficient community benefits.  To date, Congress has not enacted such legislation. 181 

 IRS requires a tax exempt hospital to file Schedule H with its Form 990 annually.  182 

However, Schedule H solicits information inconsistently.  For example, IRS directs 183 

hospitals to specify the costs for providing health education, but hospitals may describe the 184 

use of surplus funds to improve facilities and patient care in a narrative without specifying 185 

an amount.  Our analysis found inconsistencies in what hospitals reported in those 186 

narratives.  Some provided numerous examples, others did not address any of the factors. 187 

 We recommended IRS update its forms and instructions to ensure that the 188 

community benefit information is clear and can be easily identified.  IRS agreed.  In 189 

response, it adjusted the instructions to indicate responses should include all the community 190 

benefit factors.  However, IRS still asks hospitals to describe that information narratively.  191 

IRS could fully implement our recommendation through further updates to its forms to help 192 

ensure community benefit information is clear and can be easily identified. 193 

 Turning now to the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, or PPACA, it 194 

established four additional requirements for hospitals.  These include conducting a 195 

community health needs assessment and setting limits on charges and collection.  IRS 196 

requires hospitals to self-report compliance with all four of the requirements on Schedule H, 197 

answering a series of yes or no questions for each.  IRS referred almost 1,000 hospitals to 198 

its audit division for potential violations in five years but could not identify whether any of 199 

these referrals related to community benefits. 200 
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 IRS said it sends back incomplete forms, but we found some hospitals left the 201 

community benefit section blank.  IRS's guidance for its revenue agents contain specific 202 

questions that address the community benefit factors, but there was no direction on when a 203 

hospital should be referred to audit.  Further, IRS could not determine if hospitals were 204 

being selected for audit for potential noncompliance related to community benefits. 205 

 We recommended IRS establish a process to identify hospitals at risk for 206 

noncompliance as well as specific audit codes.  IRS updated its guidance for employees 207 

and established an audit code for the community benefit standard, which we think will help 208 

ensure it's effectively reviewing hospital's community benefit activities. 209 

 In conclusion, IRS can easily verify whether the legal requirements of PPACA are 210 

met, but it's harder to verify the community benefits because IRS does not have authority to 211 

define specific services and activities that hospitals must undertake to qualify for a tax 212 

exemption.  Additional clarity about specific services and activities Congress believes 213 

would provide sufficient community benefits could help. 214 

 Chairman Schweikert, Ranking Member Pascrell, members of the subcommittee, this 215 

concludes my remarks, and I'm happy to answer any questions you have. 216 

 [The statement of Ms. Lucas-Judy follows:] 217 

 218 

**********COMMITTEE INSERT********** 219 

220 
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Chairman Schweikert, Ranking Member Pascrell, and Members of the 
Subcommittee: 

I am pleased to be here today to discuss our work on the Internal 
Revenue Service’s (IRS) oversight of hospitals’ tax-exempt status. 
Slightly more than half of the approximately 5,000 community hospitals in 
the United States are private, nonprofit organizations.1 Nonprofit 
organizations can obtain and maintain a federal tax exemption if they are 
organized for one or more purposes specified in the Internal Revenue 
Code section 501(c)(3). The Joint Committee on Taxation estimated the 
total revenue loss from the tax exemption of hospitals at $12.6 billion in 
2002.2 Hospitals reported that they provided $76 billion in community 
benefits in 2016—the most recent data available when we reviewed this 
issue in 2020.3 

Nonprofit hospitals can be tax-exempt if they provide certain community 
benefits, such as an emergency room open to all.4 They must also meet 
legal requirements in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(PPACA), such as maintaining a written financial assistance policy. 

My remarks today are based on our September 2020 report on IRS 
oversight of tax-exempt hospitals.5 I will focus on three aspects of this 
report—(1) the requirements that must be met for a nonprofit hospital to 
qualify for tax-exempt status, (2) challenges with verifying compliance 
with some of those requirements, and (3) IRS’s oversight of the 
community benefit standard and PPACA requirements. 

                                                                                                                       
1American Hospital Association, Fast Facts, accessed April 17, 2023, 
https://www.aha.org/statistics/fast-facts-us-hospitals. Community hospitals exclude 
nonfederal psychiatric hospitals and other hospitals, including long-term care hospitals 
and those within an institution.  

2Congressional Budget Office, Nonprofit Hospitals and the Provision of Community 
Benefits (Washington, D.C: December 2006) reports the Joint Committee on Taxation 
estimate.  

3GAO, Tax Administration: Opportunities Exist to Improve Oversight of Hospitals’ Tax-
Exempt Status, GAO-20-679 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 17, 2020). For the purposes of this 
statement, we use the term “tax-exempt hospitals” to refer to nongovernmental, nonprofit, 
and tax-exempt hospitals. Government hospitals—including those at the federal, state, 
tribal, and local levels—are also exempt from federal taxation. 

4IRS defines a hospital organization as an entity that operated at least one hospital facility 
during a tax year. A hospital facility is an entity that is required to be licensed, registered, 
or similarly recognized by a state as a hospital. Nonhospital health care facilities may 
include, but are not limited to, rehabilitation and other outpatient clinics, mobile clinics, and 
skilled nursing facilities. 

5GAO-20-679. 

Letter 
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To conduct our prior work, we reviewed relevant provisions of the Internal 
Revenue Code, Department of the Treasury regulations, revenue rulings, 
and guidance. We also reviewed IRS policies, procedures, audit plans, 
and determining factors for reviewing tax-exempt hospitals, and we 
interviewed IRS officials. We examined the most recent data available at 
the time of that report (tax year 2016) from forms hospitals are required to 
file with IRS documenting the community benefits they provide and their 
compliance with PPACA. More detailed information on our objectives, 
scope, and methodology can be found in the 2020 report. Since the 
issuance of that report, we received and reviewed information from IRS 
on actions taken in response to our recommendations. 

We conducted the work on which this statement is based in accordance 
with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate 
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives. We believe the evidence obtained provides 
a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 
objectives. 

Nonprofit hospitals must satisfy three sets of requirements to obtain and 
maintain federal tax-exempt status (see fig. 1). Requirements for 
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Figure 1: Requirements for Nonprofit Hospitals to Obtain Federal Tax-Exempt 
Status 

 
The Internal Revenue Code requires that all organizations seeking a tax 
exemption under section 501(c)(3) be organized and operated for one or 
more purposes, which can be charitable, religious, or educational, among 
others.6 The code does not specifically identify hospitals as being eligible 
for a tax exemption. However, IRS and federal courts have recognized 

                                                                                                                       
6Section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code covers the majority of these organizations, 
which include public charities, social welfare organizations, business leagues, and private 
foundations. Other types of organizations, such as education-oriented programs, farmers’ 
cooperatives, and political organizations, are also wholly or partially tax exempt. 26 U.S.C. 
§§ 501(c)(3), 521, 527, 529-530. 
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that the promotion of health for a community’s benefit is a charitable 
purpose.7 

IRS has also identified factors—referred to as the community benefit 
standard—for how hospitals could demonstrate that they provide benefits 
to the community. As described below, the types of benefits they could 
provide are not detailed in the Internal Revenue Code and are not 
mandatory by law. 

Lastly, as shown in figure 1, PPACA established four additional 
requirements that tax-exempt hospitals must meet to maintain a tax 
exemption.8 

In a 1956 revenue ruling, IRS required tax-exempt hospitals to provide 
charity care to the extent of their financial abilities.9 IRS determined in the 
ruling that only hospitals that operated for the benefit of those not able to 
pay, and not exclusively for the benefit of those who were able and 
expected to pay, could qualify for a tax exemption. 

In 1959, Treasury updated its regulations to establish that organizations 
can receive tax-exempt status by demonstrating a charitable purpose, 
such as the promotion of health. 

In 1969, 4 years after Congress and the President created Medicare and 
Medicaid, IRS removed the requirement for tax-exempt hospitals to 
provide charity care—patient care without charge or at rates below cost—
when it issued Revenue Ruling 69-545.10 The ruling compares the extent 
to which two hypothetical hospitals satisfy the Internal Revenue Code’s 
requirements for a tax exemption. In making that comparison, the ruling 
identifies six factors that distinguish how one hospital satisfies the 
requirements and how the second does not. IRS says that although a 
hospital is no longer required to provide charity care, it considers doing so 
to be a significant factor indicating community benefit. 

There is no specific definition of community benefit. These six factors 
currently serve as the primary examples of community benefits that 
                                                                                                                       
7See Geisinger Health Plan v. Comm’r, 985 F.2d 1210, 1216 (3d Cir. 1993) (discussing 
IRS policy and cases construing exemption provisions for hospitals).  

8Pub. L. No. 111-148, tit. IX, § 9007, 129 Stat. 119, 855 (2010), codified at 26 U.S.C. § 
501(r).  

9Rev. Rul. 56-185, 1956-1 C.B. 202. Charity care is generally defined as care provided to 
patients whom the hospital deems unable to pay all or a portion of their bills. 

10Rev. Rul. 69-545, 1969-2 C.B. 117. 
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hospitals can provide to obtain and maintain a tax exemption. The factors 
are commonly referred to as the community benefit standard. IRS 
describes the six factors on its website: 
• Operate an emergency room open to all, regardless of ability to 

pay. A hospital that does not operate a full-time emergency room may 
not be fulfilling the community’s need for emergency health care. If 
that emergency room is not open to everyone regardless of ability to 
pay, the hospital may not be serving a significant segment of the 
community.11 

• Maintain a board of directors drawn from the community. A 
hospital board of directors comprised of independent civic leaders 
helps to ensure that the hospital serves public, rather than private, 
interests, and therefore operates for the benefit of the community. 

• Maintain an open medical staff policy (i.e., not restrict medical 
staff privileges to a limited group of physicians). A hospital that 
restricts its medical staff privileges to a limited group of physicians is 
likely to be operating for the private benefit of the staff physicians 
rather than for the public interest. 

• Provide care to all patients able to pay, including those who do 
so through Medicare and Medicaid. A hospital that restricts 
admissions to patients of staff members, or otherwise discriminates 
against patients with the ability to pay for nonemergency services, is 
not operating for the benefit of the community. 

• Use surplus funds to (1) improve facilities, equipment, and 
patient care; and (2) advance medical training, education, and 
research. The use of surplus funds for these purposes demonstrates 
that a hospital is promoting the health of the community.12 

The standard states that a hospital need not meet all of the factors to 
qualify for a tax exemption. The absence of any one factor, or the 
presence of others, may not necessarily be conclusive of the hospital’s 
                                                                                                                       
11IRS Revenue Ruling 83-157 established that if a state health planning agency 
determined that additional emergency facilities would be unnecessary and duplicative, or if 
the hospital offers medical care limited to special conditions unlikely to necessitate 
emergency care, such as eye or cancer hospitals, then the fact that a hospital 
organization does not operate an emergency room will not, by itself, disqualify it from a tax 
exemption. Rev. Rul. 83-157, 1983-2 C.B. 94. 
12IRS, Charitable Hospitals — General Requirements for Tax-Exemption Under Section 
501(c)(3), accessed April 30, 2020. 
https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/charitable-hospitals-general-requirements-for-tax-
exemption-under-section-501c3. 

https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/charitable-hospitals-general-requirements-for-tax-exemption-under-section-501c3
https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/charitable-hospitals-general-requirements-for-tax-exemption-under-section-501c3
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community benefits. Furthermore, IRS considers all of a hospital’s facts 
and circumstances relevant when determining whether a hospital’s 
community benefits are sufficient to warrant a tax exemption. 

PPACA established four additional requirements that tax-exempt 
hospitals must meet to maintain a tax exemption.13 

• Conduct a community health needs assessment. Every 3 years, 
each tax-exempt hospital must identify the community’s health needs 
and develop an implementation plan for how it will address those 
needs.14 

• Maintain a written financial assistance policy. Each tax-exempt 
hospital must publish a written policy that identifies who can qualify for 
financial assistance for medical services, how the hospital calculates 
costs for those services, and the actions the hospital will take in the 
event of nonpayment. 

• Set a limit on charges. A tax-exempt hospital cannot charge 
individuals eligible for financial assistance more for medical services 
than they do patients with insurance. 

• Set billing and collection limits. A tax-exempt hospital may not take 
extraordinary collection actions against an individual, such as filing a 
lawsuit, before the hospital determines whether that individual is 
eligible for financial assistance. 

In addition, the law established a new requirement for IRS to review the 
community benefit activities of each tax-exempt hospital at least once 
every 3 years.15 

Congress has taken actions that convey an expectation that hospitals, in 
exchange for a tax exemption, should provide services and activities that 
benefit the immediate communities in which they operate. Specifically, in 
PPACA, Congress required tax-exempt hospitals to identify each 
hospital’s community’s health needs, indicating an expectation that 
hospitals provide benefits to the immediate community. 

However, a broad range of activities fall within the Internal Revenue 
Code’s requirement for a tax exemption for charitable organizations, 

                                                                                                                       
13Pub. L. No. 111-148, tit. IX, § 9007, 129 Stat. 119, 855 (2010), codified at 26 U.S.C. § 
501(r).  

14PPACA establishes that a tax-exempt hospital that does not meet the community health 
needs assessment requirement must pay an excise tax. See 26 U.S.C. § 4959.  

15PPACA, Pub. L. No. 111-148, tit. IX, § 9007(c), 129 Stat. 119, 857 (2010).  
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making it challenging to ensure that the community benefits that hospitals 
provide justify their tax exemption. 

IRS does not have authority to define specific types of services and 
activities that a hospital must undertake to qualify for a tax exemption. 
Instead, it provides guidance on the types of activities that can 
demonstrate community benefits. In this regard, the Internal Revenue 
Code does not identify explicit community benefit activities required for 
tax-exempt status, and the factors IRS identified in its 1969 ruling are 
examples and not requirements. 

Furthermore, some of the factors may have lost relevance. For example, 
in 2005, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue told Congress that some 
community benefit factors, such as maintaining an open medical staff 
policy and accepting patients on Medicare and Medicaid, are now 
common features of all hospitals.16 Additionally, the Emergency Medical 
Treatment and Active Labor Act, signed into law in 1986, requires that all 
hospitals that operate emergency rooms provide emergency treatment to 
all, regardless of ability to pay.17 As a result, these standards may be a 
less useful gauge for measuring community benefit than they once were. 

The Internal Revenue Code and IRS’s implementation of it gives tax-
exempt hospitals broad latitude to determine the nature and amount of 
community benefits they provide. Representatives of tax-exempt hospitals 
told us that current law and the community benefit standard offer 
hospitals needed flexibility in demonstrating community benefits. For 
example, a hospital located in a remote rural community may be the only 
hospital within hundreds of miles, making its existence the primary benefit 
to the community. 

However, that lack of clarity also creates challenges for IRS in 
administering tax law. For example, given this ambiguity, a hospital could, 
in theory, maintain a tax exemption by operating an emergency room 
open to all and accepting patients on Medicare or Medicaid, which are 
common among hospitals, while spending little to no money on charity 
care or other community benefit activities. In our September 2020 report, 
we identified 30 hospitals that reported no spending on community 
benefits in 2016, and other hospitals that could have been at risk for 
                                                                                                                       
16The Tax-exempt Hospitals Sector before the Committee on Ways and Means U.S. 
House of Representatives, 109th Cong. 8-18, (2005) (statement of Mark W. Everson, 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue). 

17Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act, Pub. L. No. 99-272, tit. IX, § 
9121(b), 100 Stat 164 (1986). 
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noncompliance with the community benefit standard during a similar 
period (see table 1).18 

Table 1: Number of Hospital Organizations with Little to No Community Benefit 
Spending, Tax Years 2014-2016  
 

2014 2015 2016 
No financial assistance 64 68 48 
No community benefit spending 48 45 30 
Less than 1 percent community 
benefit spending 

142 137 108 

Source: GAO analysis of Internal Revenue Service data. | GAO-23-106777 

Note: Financial assistance includes financial aid (i.e., charity care), Medicaid, and other means-tested 
government programs. The calculation of community benefit corrects for hospitals that reported 
negative spending values due to excess off-setting revenues, such as grants or Medicaid 
reimbursements. 

IRS officials told us that the agency had not revoked a hospital’s tax-
exempt status for failing to provide sufficient community benefits in the 
previous 10 years. 

We recommended that Congress consider amending the Internal 
Revenue Code to specify services and activities Congress believes would 
provide sufficient community benefits, which could improve IRS’s ability to 
oversee tax-exempt hospitals. As of April 2023, Congress has not 
enacted such legislation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                       
18We examined data on community benefit information that hospitals report from Forms 
990, Schedule H, which hospitals are required to file with IRS. Those data were obtained 
from IRS Statistics of Income (SOI) public microdata files that covered the entire 
population of tax-exempt hospitals for tax year up to 2016, the most recent year available 
at the time of our review.  

IRS Could Improve 
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Taken Action to 
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IRS requires a tax-exempt hospital to file Schedule H with its Form 990 
annually to provide the public with information on its policies and activities 
and the community benefits that its facilities provide. IRS has stated a 
tax-exempt organization’s Form 990, along with its schedules, can be the 
primary or sole source of information the public uses to understand a tax-
exempt organization’s operations, such as the community benefits a 
hospital provides. 

However, Form 990, Schedule H solicits information inconsistently, 
resulting in a lack of clarity about the community benefits hospitals 
provide. The schedule includes questions intended to capture information 
on each of the six factors of the community benefit standard. However, 
these questions are located on different parts of the schedule and 
hospitals are instructed to address them in different ways. 

For three of the six factors, IRS explicitly directs tax-exempt hospitals to 
report the extent to which they have addressed them. For the other three 
factors, IRS provides a space for hospitals to describe in a narrative the 
community benefits they provide, noting those factors as examples of 
community benefits. 

For example, IRS directs hospitals to identify the specific costs they incur 
by providing health education and medical research. However, hospitals 
may describe the use of surplus funds to improve facilities, equipment, 
and patient care in a narrative format. 

This qualitative reporting format does not require tax-exempt hospitals to 
specify the amount of surplus funds used to improve facilities, equipment, 
and patient care. It could also result in potentially incomplete information 
on how hospitals are providing community benefits. 

In our analysis of hospitals’ Form 990, Schedule H filings for tax years 
2015 through 2018, we found inconsistencies in what hospitals reported 
in the narrative description. Some provided numerous examples of how 
they used surplus funds to improve their facilities and patient care, while 
others did not address any of the suggested factors. 

Furthermore, the quantitative, machine-readable publicly available data 
IRS releases on the community benefits reported by tax-exempt hospitals 
on Form 990, Schedule H do not contain information that hospitals 
describe narratively.19 Therefore, this reporting results in information on 
half of the factors that is inconsistent and difficult to obtain. 

                                                                                                                       
19Forms 990 are disclosable to the public and can be requested by submitting Form 4506-
A. 
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We recommended IRS update Form 990, including Schedule H and 
instructions where appropriate, to ensure that the information 
demonstrating the community benefits a hospital is providing is clear and 
can be easily identified by Congress and the public, including the 
community benefit factors. IRS agreed with this recommendation. 

In response to our recommendation, IRS made minor adjustments to 
Form 990, Schedule H instructions to indicate that responses should 
include all of the community benefit factors. However, IRS still asks 
hospitals to describe narratively additional information important to 
understanding the full scope of the community benefits they provide. IRS 
could fully implement our recommendation through further updates to its 
forms. This would help ensure that community benefit information is clear 
and can be easily identified by Congress and the public. 

Form 990, Schedule H directs tax-exempt hospitals to report their 
community benefit expenses at the hospital organization level rather than 
at the facility level. Therefore, hospital organizations that operate multiple 
facilities report community benefits in the aggregate for all of their 
facilities. 

For example, a hospital organization reports the amount of charity care it 
provides and its costs for medical training, education, and research for all 
of its facilities as a whole, not for each facility. In doing so, it is not 
transparent how much each facility contributes to the total. A few facilities 
could contribute the majority of community benefit expenses, while others 
contribute little to none. In tax year 2016, 46 percent of hospital facilities 
were part of a hospital organization, and therefore those facilities’ 
community benefit expenses were reported as part of the organization as 
a whole. 

We recommended IRS assess the benefits and costs, including the tax 
law implications, of requiring tax-exempt hospital organizations to report 
community benefit expenses on Schedule H by individual facility rather 
than by collective organization and take action, as appropriate. 

In response to our 2020 recommendation, IRS qualitatively assessed the 
benefits and costs of requiring community benefit reporting on a facility-
by-facility basis. According to IRS’s assessment, such reporting would 
impose greater burdens on tax-exempt hospitals and IRS with no tax 
administration benefit. Specifically, IRS determined that because the tax 
exemption is granted at the organization level, reporting community 
benefits at the facility level would provide no additional tax administration 
benefit. While reporting at the facility level would increase transparency, 

Reporting by Facility 
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we closed our recommendation as implemented, recognizing the 
tradeoffs between the burdens and benefits of more detailed reporting. 

IRS verifies many aspects of hospitals’ reports during its triennial 
Community Benefit Activity Reviews (CBAR), but it did not have a well-
documented process to identify hospitals at risk for noncompliance with 
the community benefit standard. IRS requires hospitals to self-report 
compliance with all four PPACA requirements on Form 990, Schedule H, 
Part V. Hospitals must answer a series of yes or no questions for each of 
the four PPACA requirements. In addition PPACA required IRS to review 
information about hospitals’ community benefit activities at least every 3 
years. 

IRS referred almost 1,000 hospitals to its audit division for potential 
PPACA violations from fiscal years 2015 through 2019. However, IRS 
could not identify whether any of these referrals related to community 
benefits. 

IRS stated that it sends back forms that are materially incomplete and 
requests that hospitals complete the missing information; however, we 
found that some of the hospitals left the required community benefit 
section of Form 990, Schedule H blank. These hospitals may have 
actually spent funds on community benefit activities, but did not complete 
the form. Other hospitals reported spending amounts that were 
approximately 0 percent of expenses.20 

IRS’s guidance contained specific questions that address the community 
benefit factors, but there was no direction on when a hospital should be 
referred for audit if the revenue agent is unable to verify the factor. 

According to IRS officials, hospitals with little to no community benefit 
expenses may warrant an audit. However, IRS was unable to provide 
evidence that it conducted reviews specifically related to hospitals’ 
community benefits. 

 

 

                                                                                                                       
20IRS agents in the Statistics of Income group in the Research Applied Analytics and 
Statistics Division correct some of the Form 990, Schedule H data for obvious errors 
before posting the public files onto IRS’s website. However, those changes do not extend 
to the forms themselves that IRS officials would review in a CBAR.  
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For example, according to IRS officials, of the 37 hospitals that reported 
zero or negative community benefit spending in tax year 2016: 

• 21 were referred for examination or compliance check as a result 
of their CBAR reviews.21 

• Six of these hospitals were referred for audit based on CBAR 
review of the 2016 Form 990. 

• The other 15 referrals were made based on other tax years. 

However, in all these cases, the referrals were made as a result of 
possible issues with the financial assistance policy or community health 
needs assessment but not issues with the community benefit standard. 
IRS officials said the other 16 hospitals that reported no spending on 
community benefits were not referred for audit because they met the 
PPACA requirements. 

Furthermore, IRS did not have a way to determine if hospitals were being 
selected for audit for potential noncompliance related to community 
benefits during a CBAR. While it used audit issue codes that differentiate 
between PPACA-related noncompliance and other noncompliance, there 
were no codes related to potential noncompliance with the community 
benefit standard. According to IRS, from 2016 through 2019, fewer than 
10 cases each year were referred to its audit division during the CBAR for 
an issue not related to PPACA. 

We recommended IRS establish a well-documented process to identify 
hospitals at risk for noncompliance with the community benefit standard 
that would ensure hospitals’ community benefit activities are being 
consistently reviewed. We also recommended IRS establish specific audit 
codes for identifying potential noncompliance with the community benefit 
standard. 

In response, in 2021 IRS updated the guidance for CBAR reviews to 
include instructions for employees to document case files with relevant 
facts and circumstances considered during their review that determine 
whether the hospital organization satisfies the community benefit 
standard for exemption. IRS also established an audit code in its Case 
Management System under Healthcare Issues 18010.000 for “Healthcare 
- Community Benefit Standard for Exemption.” These actions will help 

                                                                                                                       
21We provided IRS with a list of 37 hospitals that, based on our review of Form 990, 
Schedule H data, reported zero or negative net community benefit spending for tax year 
2016. This number is larger than the amount reported in table 1, because the values in 
table 1 correct for the cases for which hospitals reported negative spending in Medicaid. 
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IRS ensure it is effectively reviewing hospitals’ community benefit 
activities. 

In summary, IRS can easily verify whether the legal requirements in 
PPACA are met. However, it is harder for IRS to verify community 
benefits because IRS does not have the authority to define specific 
services and activities hospitals must undertake to qualify for a tax 
exemption. Additional clarity about specific services and activities 
Congress believes would provide sufficient community benefits could 
improve IRS’s ability to oversee tax-exempt hospitals. 

In addition, IRS action to update and revise Form 990, Schedule H that 
enables tax-exempt hospitals to present community benefit information 
clearly, consistently, and comprehensively could help IRS, Congress, and 
the broader public better understand the full scope of the community 
benefits a hospital provides and whether they justify a tax exemption. 

Chairman Schweikert, Ranking Member Pascrell, and Members of the 
Subcommittee, this concludes my prepared remarks. I look forward to 
answering any questions that you may have. 

If you or your staff have any questions about this testimony, please 
contact me at (202) 512-6806 or lucasjudyj@gao.gov. Contact points for 
our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found 
on the last page of this statement. GAO staff who made key contributions 
to this testimony are Sonya Phillips (Assistant Director), Jennifer G. 
Stratton (Analyst-in-Charge), Caitlin Cusati, Steven Flint, Robert Gebhart, 
James A. Howard, Matthew Levie, Ed Nannenhorn, Sonya Vartivarian, 
Peter Verchinski, Daniel Webb, and Alicia White. 
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 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Ms. Lucas-Judy. 221 

 Dr. Bai. 222 

223 
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STATEMENT OF GE BAI, PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTING, JOHNS HOPKINS 224 

CAREY BUSINESS SCHOOL AND PROFESSOR OF HEALTH POLICY AND 225 

MANAGEMENT, JOHNS HOPKINS BLOOMBERG SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 226 

 227 

 *Ms. Bai.  Chairman Schweikert, Ranking Member Pascrell, and members of the 228 

committee, it's my great pleasure to be here today.  Thank you very much for having me. 229 

 I'm a professor of accounting at Johns Hopkins Carey Business School and a 230 

professor of health policy and management at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 231 

Health.  As a accountant, my research interest is monetary issues in healthcare.  In today's 232 

testimony, I will focus on two things.  Number one, the social contract between taxpayers 233 

and the tax-exempt hospitals.  Number two, evidence on whether tax-exempt hospitals 234 

fulfilled their obligations to taxpayers. 235 

 My views today represent my own and do not represent that of Johns Hopkins 236 

University or its affiliations. 237 

 Let's move to number one.  So hospitals is the largest industry in the United States 238 

with 1.4 trillion dollar annual revenue.  Most of the hospitals, however, are tax-exempt 239 

hospitals, meaning that they are exempted from income tax at the federal, state level, 240 

property tax, sales tax.  They also have lower costs of borrowing because they can issue 241 

tax-exempt bonds because bond holders do not pay income tax on the interest earned on the 242 

bonds.  They can also receive tax exempt -- tax deductible charitable contributions. 243 

 So beyond that, these hospitals can also benefit from the 340B Program.  So this 244 

340B Program was established by Congress in 1992 to help hospitals that benefit low 245 

income patients by giving them the ability to buy drugs at discounted price from 246 

pharmaceutical companies.  This was a buy low/sell low program at that time.  Now it has 247 

evolved into a buy low/sell high program because hospitals can sell those discounted drugs 248 
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to well-insured patients.  And it also encourage hospital's mergers and acquisitions because 249 

they can buy physician's practices and small hospitals in order to take advantage of the 340B 250 

Program. 251 

 More importantly, the tax exemptions or taxpayer subsidies worth more to hospitals 252 

with higher profitability and hospitals located in wealthy areas because of the value of 253 

property tax exemption and the value of income tax exemption.  So these are the indirect 254 

and direct tax benefit or taxpayer subsidies enjoyed by nonprofit hospitals. 255 

 How about obligations?  So our current tax exempt obligat -- tax exempt benefit 256 

comes from 1913, the first Internal Revenue Code.  At that time, nonprofit hospitals were 257 

pure charities.  They focused on charitable activities with very little commercial activities. 258 

 But time has changed.  Our current community benefit standards was adopted by 259 

IRS in 1969 because we have a social contract.  As tax-exempt hospitals, we are going to 260 

provide all kinds of community benefit to the taxpayers.  In return, we receive taxpayer 261 

subsidies. 262 

 Then the ACA defined very specifically eight different types of community benefits, 263 

including charity care, that is the discounted or free care provided by tax-exempt hospitals to 264 

low-income patients.  These are uninsured or insured.  And also, the Medicaid shortfall, 265 

which is the Medicaid payment versus the cost of providing care to Medicaid patients.  266 

And there are other types of community benefit.  So basically, nonprofit hospitals must 267 

report to IRS how much they did for one of the eight or more than of the eight different 268 

categories and at an annual basis. 269 

 Now let's move on to my number two point.  The hospitals have not yet provided 270 

more than the for-profit hospitals in overall.  So our study in house affairs found that in 271 

2018, for every one hundred dollars expense incurred by nonprofit hospitals, they only 272 

provided $2.30 for charity care, but the for-profit hospitals provided $3.80.  And the 273 
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similar result we found for the Medicaid shortfall. 274 

 So overall, nonprofit hospitals have not yet demonstrated that their activities are 275 

consistent with a charitable mission.  So evidence suggests that tax-exempt status does not 276 

provide assurance that nonprofit hospitals will provide sufficient community benefit or 277 

behave in a way consistent with their charitable mission.  Thank you very much. 278 

 [The statement of Ms. Bai follows:] 279 

 280 
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Chairman Schweikert, Ranking Member Pascrell, and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for 
devoting your valuable time to focus on tax-exempt hospitals and the community benefit standard. It 
is my honor to participate in today’s hearing. Thank you for giving me the opportunity.   
  
I am Ge Bai, a Certified Public Accountant, Professor of Accounting at The Johns Hopkins Carey 
Business School, and Professor of Health Policy and Management (joint) at The Johns Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of Public Health. My research expertise is in health care accounting, finance, and 
policy. I am affiliated with Johns Hopkins Center for Health Services and Outcomes Research, 
Hopkins Business of Health Initiative, and Johns Hopkins Drug Access and Affordability Initiative. 
From March 2022 to March 2023, I served as a visiting scholar at the Congressional Budget Office’s 
Health Analysis Division. I have published numerous research articles on leading academic journals 
regarding tax-exempt hospitals’ provision of community benefit and other activities.  
 
My testimony has three focuses: (1) tax-exempt hospitals’ obligation to provide community benefit, 
(2) evidence on tax-exempt hospitals’ insufficient provision of community benefit, and (3) other 
benefits received by tax-exempt hospitals and other activities. I aim to provide an objective holistic 
evidence-based summary of tax-exempt hospitals and the community benefit standard. The opinions 
expressed herein are my own and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Johns Hopkins 
University or any of its subsidiaries or affiliated entities. 
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Section I: Tax-Exempt Hospitals’ Obligation to Provide Community Benefit 
Hospitals are the largest industry in the United States with annual revenues exceeding $1.4 trillion.1 
The majority of U.S. hospitals are organized as tax-exempt institutions.2 They are exempt from 
paying federal and state income tax, sales tax, and property tax, and enjoy other tax-related benefits 
such as the ability to issue tax-free bonds and receive charitable contributions that allow donors to 
receive a tax deduction.3 The value of tax-exempt hospitals’ tax exemption was estimated by the 
Kaiser Family Foundation to be $27.6 billion in 2020.4 Tax exemptions are worth more to hospitals 
located in wealthy areas with high property value (higher property tax exemption) and high 
profitability (higher income tax exemptions), regardless of the community benefit they provide.3  
 
Historically, most hospitals in the U.S. were founded by religious organizations or philanthropists, 
with the mission to relieve the suffering of the disadvantaged patients.5 These hospitals were 
incorporated under their applicable state statute as nonprofit organizations. Their obvious charitable 
pursuits—to relieve the suffering of the disadvantage patients— justified their tax-exempt status. The 
nonprofit ownership form dictates that tax-exempt hospitals cannot have residual claimants. 
Therefore, they do not have shareholders and do not distribute dividends. In the meantime, they also 
do not have the ability to obtain equity financing or benefit from the disciplining effects of 
shareholders and capital markets.  
 
Nonprofit status does not independently confer tax exemption. The legal requirements for a hospital 
to be exempt from paying taxes are defined by the Internal Revenue Services (IRS): A nonprofit 
hospital must be organized and operated exclusively to promote one of the purposes specified in 
section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, including charitable, religious, educational, and 
scientific purposes.6 This provision dates back to the first Internal Revenue Code, adopted in 1913 
after the enactment of the 16th Amendment.5 Over the years, the Internal Revenue Service has issued 
guidance interpreting this language. In 1956, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) began requiring a 
nonprofit hospital to “be operated to the extent of its financial ability for those not able to pay for the 
services rendered.” In 1969, the IRS adopted the “community benefit standard,” which required 
hospitals to promote “the health of a class of persons that is broad enough to benefit the community.” 
State usually follow federal criteria to confer tax exemption for state and local taxes.5 
 
Over time, the market for hospital services has become far more competitive and commercial, in 
which tax-exempt hospitals received more and more money from insurers’ and patients’ payments 
than from philanthropic contributions and compete aggressively with one another and with for-profit 

                                                 
1 https://www.ibisworld.com/united-states/industry-trends/biggest-industries-by-revenue/ 
2 https://www.aha.org/statistics/fast-facts-us-hospitals 
3 https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/forefront.20210903.507376 
4 https://www.kff.org/health-costs/issue-brief/the-estimated-value-of-tax-exemption-for-nonprofit-hospitals-was-about-
28-billion-in-2020/ 
5 https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.25.w312 
6 https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/charitable-organizations/exemption-requirements-501c3-organizations 
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hospitals. In 2010, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) required tax-exempt 
hospitals to report certain information regarding the provision of community benefits in their annual 
tax filings (Form 990, Schedule H), including the costs of providing charity care (i.e., care for which 
hospitals receive no or partial payment from low-income patients), Medicaid shortfalls (i.e., care 
whose cost to provide exceeds Medicaid payments), education, research, and other community 
activities. In addition, hospitals are required to address community health needs, such as illness 
prevention and social determinants that influence health.7,8 In 2020, the Government Accountability 
Office reported that the IRS faces substantial operational challenges in overseeing these activities and 
using them to determine tax-exempt eligibility.9 
 
Form 990 allows tax-exempt hospitals to document different components of community benefit. Each 
component has different congruence, sensitivity, and precision in its ability to measure the extent to 
which it advances the hospital’s charitable missions.3 For example, Medicaid shortfalls are partially 
determined by the Medicaid rate in each state and thus is less affected by an individual hospital’s 
charitable intentions than charity care (hospitals determine their own charity care eligibility policies). 
Some health improvement activities are not clearly distinguishable from marketing activities; and the 
spending on certain community benefit components can be prone to manipulation. The variations 
across community benefit components have undermined the informativeness of the aggregated value 
of community benefit provision and created challenges to compare across hospitals. In addition, the 
IRS does not provide a benchmark to evaluate the sufficiency of community benefit, thus hindering 
the usefulness of reported provision of community benefit.  
 
In sum, tax-exempt hospitals have a social contract with taxpayers—taxpayers grant hospitals 
subsidies in the forms of tax exemptions and other tax-related benefits, and hospitals have the 
obligation to provide community benefits to justify this sizeable subsidy.    
 
 
Section II: Evidence on Tax-Exempt Hospitals’ Insufficient Provision of Community Benefit 
As the GAO report concluded, currently the IRS does not specify any quantitative requirements for 
community benefits or charity care.9 Therefore, an appropriate approach to examine whether tax-
exempt hospitals provided sufficient community benefit is to compare between tax-exempt hospitals 
and for-profit hospitals, which pay federal, state, and local taxes and are not eligible for other tax-
related benefits, such as issuing tax-free bonds and receiving tax-deductible charitable contributions.3 
My colleagues and I focused on two largest components of community benefit, charity care and 
Medicaid shortfalls. 
 

                                                 
7 https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f990sh.pdf 
8 https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/i990sh.pdf 
9 https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-20-679 
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Hospitals deliver charity care when they provide all or a portion of their services free of charge or at a 
discount to financially disadvantaged patients without expectation of payment.10 The Affordable 
Care Act (ACA) also requires tax-exempt hospitals to provide charity care to eligible patients 
on the basis of their own self-determined criteria.11 Charity care, by directly relieving patients’ 
financial burdens, is the single community benefit component that precisely and congruently reflect 
the advancement of a hospitals’ charitable missions. Provision of charity care also has the potential to 
prevent low-income uninsured and underinsured patients who struggle with medical bills from falling 
into the welfare trap and increasing taxpayer burden, which directly fulfills the social contract 
between tax-exempt hospitals and taxpayers—hospitals receive taxpayer subsidies and in return 
provide charity care to relieve burdens for patients and taxpayers.    
 
In a study published in Health Affairs in 2021, my colleagues at Johns Hopkins and I, using 2018 
Medicare Hospital Cost Reports, compared charity care provision across between tax-exempt 
hospitals and for-profit hospitals.10 In aggregate, tax-exempt hospitals spent $2.3 of every $100 in 
total expenses incurred on charity care, which was less than for-profit hospitals ($3.8). More than 
one-third of tax-exempt hospitals (36%) provided less than $1 of charity care for every $100 in total 
expenses. In addition, among regional markets where all three hospital ownership types (tax-exempt, 
for-profit, and government-owned) coexisted, tax-exempt hospitals had lower aggregated charity-
care-to-expense ratios than for-profit hospitals more than 30% of the time. Furthermore, the charity 
care provision was distributed unevenly among tax-exempt hospitals. In my coauthored study 
published in JAMA Internal Medicine, we found that the top 5% tax-exempt hospitals with the 
highest profit accounted for more than half of the total profit generated by all tax-exempt hospitals 
but provided only approximately 20% of total charity care.12   
 
In another study my coauthors and I published in JAMA Open Network last year, we examined the 
largest component of community benefit, Medicaid shortfalls, defined as the costs for treating 
Medicaid beneficiaries minus payments received from the Medicaid program.13 We found that in 
2019 tax-exempt and for-profit hospitals in aggregate had similar Medicaid shortfalls as a share of 
expenses (2.51% vs 2.53%). In 23 of the 45 states in which both tax-exempt and for-profit hospitals 
operate, tax-exempt hospitals as a group had lower Medicaid shortfalls as a share of expenses than 
for-profit hospitals. We observed the same patterns in states that did and did not expand Medicaid. 
 
Taken together, tax exempt hospitals in aggregate fell short compared to for-profit hospitals in 
providing the two largest components of community benefit as defined by the IRS--charity care and 
Medicaid shortfalls.   
 
 
                                                 
10 https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/abs/10.1377/hlthaff.2020.01627 
11 Charity care categorically differs from bad debt, which is recorded after hospitals write off receivables for which they 
initially expected payment and then attempted to collect it. 
12 https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/article-abstract/2760774 
13 https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/article-abstract/2789009 
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Section III: Other Benefits Received by Tax-Exempt Hospitals and Other Activities 
Besides direct taxpayer subsidies, many tax-exempt hospitals with Disproportionate Share Hospital 
(DSH) status also generate substantial profits from the federal 340B Drug Pricing Program. The 340B 
program, created by Congress in 1992, allows qualifying tax-exempt and government hospitals 
serving a large number of low-income patients to purchase discounted drugs from pharmaceutical 
companies and then sell them at a profit.14,15 However, this “buy-low-sell-low” program for safety-
net hospitals has evolved into a “buy-low-sell-high” program for eligible tax-exempt hospitals, who 
can generate substantial profits by providing these drugs to well insured patients.16 To take advantage 
of the 340B program, many tax-exempt hospitals have acquired or affiliated with clinics located in 
wealthy communities, and then shifted care away from outpatient physician offices to more expensive 
hospital outpatient centers.15,16,17  
 
Many tax-exempt hospitals have adopted other revenue-enhancing activities that would normally be 
expected from for-profit entities, such as using anti-competitive tactics to retain market share and 
raise prices,18 failing to offer charity care to eligible patients,19 and employing aggressive debt-
collection practices.20 Furthermore, in my coauthored study recently published in Health Affairs, we 
found that more than one-third of tax-exempt hospitals compensated their trustees.21 In contrast, 
trustees are generally not compensated in other types of 501(c)(3) tax-exempt entities.22 Also, holding 
other things equal, tax-exempt hospitals that compensated their trustees provided less charity care 
than other tax-exempt hospitals that did not compensate their trustees. A report published in February 
this year by North Carolina Department of State Treasurer also shows that some tax-exempt hospitals 
provided substantial compensation to their executives, a practice more commonly observed in for-
profit entities than in 501(c)(3) tax-exempt entities.23  
 
Taken together, many tax-exempt hospitals have been deviating from their original charitable pursuits 
to focus on expanding their market share and enhancing profitability. Their behaviors are inconsistent 
with the charitable missions.   
 
 
Section IV: Policy Recommendations 
The evidence above suggests that tax-exempt status provides no assurance that tax-exempt hospitals 
will provide sufficient community benefit to justify their favored status or behave in accordance with 
their charitable missions. Currently, there is insufficient data at the federal level to compare the 

                                                 
14 https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmsa1706475 
15 https://www.hrsa.gov/opa/eligibility-and-registration 
16 https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2014.0540 
17 https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/24/health/bon-secours-mercy-health-profit-poor-neighborhood.html 
18 https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/atrium-health-agrees-settle-antitrust-lawsuit-and-eliminate-anticompetitive-steering 
19 https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/24/business/nonprofit-hospitals-poor-patients.html 
20 https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/article-abstract/2783297 
21 https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2022.00620 
22 For-profit entities usually compensate their board of directors.  
23 https://www.shpnc.org/what-the-health/hospital-executive-pay-nc 
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amount of community benefits provided by a given tax-exempt hospital with the subsidies received 
by that hospital. Independent estimates of the value of the tax exemption could provide an objective 
assessment, but such estimates rely on assumptions that may not be reliable. To close this information 
gap, the IRS should revise Form 990 Schedule H so that tax-exempt hospitals would be required to 
report: (1) foregone state sales tax, (2) foregone state and local property tax, (3) other foregone state 
and local taxes, (4) savings from issuing tax-exempt bonds, (5) gross profits from the 340B program, 
and (6) charitable contributions received. Foregone federal and state income taxes are excluded from 
the reporting due to the difficulties in estimating these taxes.24  
 
Form 990 is reported at the entity level, identified by the employer identification number (EIN), 
meaning that subsidiaries belonging to the same hospital system, such as physician practices and 
health plans, would be included in the system’s aggregated Form 990. Tax-exempt hospitals would be 
able to use their existing financial records to generate most of the requested information, with only a 
modest administrative burden. Currently, some tax-exempt hospitals in Texas are already required to 
self-report their tax exemption value (excluding federal income tax exemption).3 
 
Greater visibility is a prerequisite for policy action. Disclosure of taxpayer subsidies would facilitate 
the identification of tax-exempt hospitals that have a misalignment between taxpayer subsidies and 
community benefits. Because both itemized taxpayer subsidies and itemized community benefits 
would be reported, policymakers and stakeholders could compare between certain types of 
community benefits that are more reflective of charitable missions (e.g., charity care) and certain tax 
subsidies that are more relevant to the community of interest (e.g., property tax exemption). 
Disclosure of taxpayer subsidies can prompt further policy interventions to address potentially 
unwarranted tax exemptions. States can separate their tax exemption standards from the federal tax 
exemption standards and use the disclosed information to challenge some hospitals’ tax exemption 
status at the state or county level.  
 
It is worth noting that many tax-exempt hospitals face substantial fiscal challenges. Certain federal 
interventions, such as setting a minimum dollar amount requirement, could threaten financial viability 
of some hospitals, reduce incentives for hospitals to provide more than the minimum amount, and 
encourage report manipulations. The proposed disclosure of taxpayer subsidies has the potential to 
allow stakeholders and policymakers the flexibility to understand, design, and test alternative ways of 
encouraging tax-exempt hospitals to provide meaningful community benefits. 
 
 
Thank you again for giving me the opportunity to participate in this hearing and I would be pleased to 
answer any questions you may have. 

                                                 
24 An organization’s taxable income (calculated based on the Internal Revenue Code), is rarely the same as its accounting 
income (calculated based on the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles). 
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 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you.  Thank you, Dr. Bai. 283 

 Dr. Levinson. 284 

285 
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STATEMENT OF ZACHARY LEVINSON, DIRECTOR, NEW PROJECT AT THE KFF 286 

THAT EXAMINES BUSINESS PRACTICES OF HOSPITALS AND THEIR 287 

PROVIDERS AND THEIR IMPACT ON COSTS AND AFFORDABILITY 288 

 289 

 *Mr. Levinson.  Thank you, Chairman Schweikert, Ranking Member Pascrell, and 290 

distinguished members of the subcommittee.  I appreciate the opportunity to be here with 291 

you this afternoon to discuss tax-exempt hospitals and the community benefit standard. 292 

 This issue has been the subject of renewed interest in light of reports on the business 293 

practices of some nonprofit hospitals, such as instances where hospitals have taken 294 

aggressive steps to collect unpaid medical bills, including from patients who may be eligible 295 

for financial assistance. 296 

 To provide context for ongoing discussion on this topic, KFF estimated the value of 297 

exemption from federal, state, and local taxes for nonprofit hospitals.  We estimated that 298 

the total value was about 28 billion dollars in 2020.  This represents over 40 percent of net 299 

income earned by nonprofit hospitals in that year, highlighting the large role the tax 300 

exemption may play in the financial health of these facilities. 301 

 About half of our estimate reflects the benefit of federal tax-exempt status.  The 302 

federal component includes the value of not having to pay federal corporate income taxes.  303 

It also reflects estimated increases in charitable contributions and decreases in bond interest 304 

rate payments that might arise due to receiving tax-exempt status.  In exchange for 305 

receiving federal tax exemption, nonprofit hospitals are expected to provide community 306 

benefits.  One core example of a community benefit is charity care, which reflects free or 307 

discounted services for eligible patients who are unable to afford their care. 308 

 Hospital charity care programs help fill in gaps in coverage for uninsured patients as 309 

well as insured patients whose plans may have large cost-sharing requirements.  We 310 
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estimated that nonprofit hospitals spent about 16 billion dollars on charity care in 2020, 311 

which is less than our 28 billion dollar estimate of the value of tax exemption.  We focused 312 

on charity care to provide context for one of the clearest examples of a public good provided 313 

by nonprofit hospitals. 314 

 However, nonprofit hospitals engage in many other activities that may benefit their 315 

communities.  These include covering unreimbursed costs related to treating Medicaid 316 

patients -- excuse me, offering unprofitable services that are important for local access, 317 

supporting medical training, and funding research, among other activities.  Nonetheless, 318 

research suggests that community benefit spending may vary substantially across hospitals, 319 

and some have suggested the need for additional measures to be sure that all nonprofit 320 

hospitals are carrying their weight. 321 

 Several proposals have been floated to increase the provision of community benefits 322 

and better align these activities with local need.  Approaches include expanding 323 

requirements for hospital charity care programs, requiring hospitals to spend a minimum 324 

amount on community benefits, requiring greater community involvement in hospital 325 

decision making, and increasing transparency in oversight of community benefits. 326 

 Policies that seek to strengthen the regulation of federal nonprofit status would 327 

inevitably involve tradeoffs.  For example, some policies may require new spending on 328 

certain community benefits.  While hospitals may try to offset this new spending by 329 

operating more efficiently, it's also possible that some would cut costs in ways that could be 330 

harmful to patients or the broader community, such as by discontinuing certain services or 331 

laying off staff. 332 

 It may be especially challenging for some to implement new activities given recent 333 

financial challenges facing hospitals and other financial challenges that are on the horizon.  334 

This includes the end of the public health emergency and the unwinding of Medicaid 335 
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continuous enrollment which could lead to many individuals losing coverage and 336 

subsequently requiring charity care. 337 

 At the same time, policies to strengthen standards for community benefit could 338 

increase the provision of benefits that are important to patients and communities, such as 339 

extending free or discounted services to more patients who would otherwise have difficulty 340 

affording their care.  In the context of recent financial challenges facing hospitals, 341 

strengthening community benefit requirements could also protect prioritized services and 342 

activities from hospital's attempts to cut costs.  Given the large role that nonprofit hospitals 343 

play in the nation's healthcare system, the community benefits that they provide may have a 344 

large bearing on patient's access to affordable care and the health of communities. 345 

 Thank you, and I look forward to answering your questions. 346 

 [The statement of Mr. Levinson follows:] 347 

 348 
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Introduction 
Good afternoon, Chairman Schweikert, Ranking Member Pascrell, and distinguished Members of the 

Subcommittee. Thank you for inviting me to testify about tax-exempt hospitals and the community benefit 

standard. 

I am Zachary Levinson, the director of a new project at KFF examining the business practices of hospitals 

and other providers and their impact on costs and affordability. KFF is a non-profit organization providing 

non-partisan health policy analysis, polling, and journalism (KFF Health News) for policymakers, the 

media, the health policy community, and the public. We are not associated with Kaiser Permanente. 

Over the years, some policymakers have questioned whether nonprofit hospitals provide sufficient benefit 

to their communities to justify their exemption from federal, state, and local taxes. This issue has been the 

subject of renewed interest in light of reports of nonprofit hospitals taking aggressive steps to collect 

unpaid medical bills—such as by suing patients over unpaid medical debt—including from patients who 

are likely eligible for financial assistance.1 Given these concerns, several policy ideas have been floated 

to better align the activities of nonprofit hospitals with the needs of their communities and the value of 

their tax exemption. 

During my testimony, I will describe the value of tax exemption, federal oversight of community benefits, 

concerns about the adequacy of government requirements, proposed policy solutions, and general 

tradeoffs of policies that seek to strengthen requirements for tax-exempt status.  

The Value of Tax Exemption 
We recently estimated the value of tax exemption for nonprofit hospitals to provide context for debates 

about the adequacy of community benefits provided by these facilities. One motivation for our work was 

to update a previous estimate from 2011, which predated large changes to the federal tax code and 

health insurance coverage expansions under the Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010. We relied on a 

modeling approach based on prior research, using data from hospital cost reports, filings with the Internal 

Revenue Service (IRS), and the American Hospital Association survey.  

We estimated that the total value of tax exemption for nonprofit hospitals was about $28 billion in 2020 

(Figure 1).2 This represented over two-fifths (44%) of net income (i.e., revenues minus expenses) earned 

by nonprofit facilities in that year.  

About half of our estimate of the total value of tax exemption reflects the benefit of receiving federal tax-

exempt status. The federal component of our estimate includes the value of not having to pay federal 

corporate income taxes. It also reflects estimated increases in charitable contributions and decreases in 

bond interest rate payments that might stem from tax-exempt status. 
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We also found that the value of tax exemption grew over time from about $19 billion in 2011 to about $28 

billion in 2020 (Figure 2). One notable exception to this trend was a large decrease in the value of tax 

exemption in 2018 following the implementation of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, which reduced 

corporate income tax rates and therefore decreased the value of being exempt from federal income taxes 

for nonprofit hospitals.3 Conversely, there was a large increase in the value of tax exemption in 2020, 

which overlapped with the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. This primarily reflects a large increase in 

aggregate net income for nonprofit hospitals in 2020. Although there were disruptions in hospital 

operations in 2020, hospitals received substantial amounts of government relief,4 and it is possible that 

other sources of revenue, such as from investment income, may have also led to increases in taxable 

income. Increases in the estimated value of tax exemption over time also reflect trends that preceded the 

pandemic, such as the growth of supply expenses and net income, both of which would carry tax 

implications if hospitals lost their tax-exempt status.  

The value of the tax exemption may have decreased since 2020 given the more recent financial 

challenges facing the hospital sector. These challenges include the erosion of government pandemic 

relief funds, costs associated with labor shortages, and broader economic trends that have led to rising 

prices and investment losses.5 The recent unwinding of the Medicaid continuous enrollment provision—

which was introduced at the start of pandemic—may also have implications for hospital finances. A KFF 

analysis estimated that millions of people could lose Medicaid enrollment as a result, which may increase 
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hospitals’ charity care and other uncompensated care costs.6 We were unable to evaluate the value of tax 

exemption in the context of recent trends given lags in the availability of our data. 

 

While our analysis focused on the total value of tax exemption, the benefit to a specific hospital or health 

system will vary based on its finances and the state and local policy where it operates. It is possible that 

tax exemption may tend to provide greater value to nonprofit hospitals or health systems with greater 

resources that are serving wealthier patients. For example, hospitals operating in wealthier areas of a 

given region may receive greater value from local property tax exemption than hospitals in areas where 

property values are lower. Similarly, hospitals with low versus high safety-net indices tend to earn higher 

margins7 and may therefore receive greater value from income tax exemption, all else equal. In sum, 

there may be a mismatch between the benefit of tax exemption and the needs of the patients and 

community that a given hospital serves.  

As is the case with previous work, we were unable to capture the effects of all nuances of the tax code, 

nor the various actions that nonprofit hospitals might take to reduce their tax burden if they lost tax-

exempt status, such as by changing how they operate or how they account for revenues and expenses. 

In general, evaluating the value of tax exemption is challenging given the limitations of available data and 

uncertainty about how hospitals would respond to losing their tax-exempt status. 
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Federal Oversight of Community Benefits  
The IRS evaluates community benefits in determining whether a hospital is considered “charitable” and 

thus tax-exempt. The IRS identifies six factors that demonstrate community benefits:  

1. “Operating an emergency room open to all, regardless of ability to pay 

2. Maintaining a board of directors drawn from the community 

3. Maintaining an open medical staff policy 

4. Providing hospital care for all patients able to pay, including those who pay their bills through 

public programs such as Medicaid and Medicare 

5. Using surplus funds to improve facilities, equipment, and patient care; and 

6. Using surplus funds to advance medical training, education, and research.”8 

The IRS requires hospitals to document community benefit activities through Schedule H of Form 990 on 

an annual basis.9 Part I of Schedule H asks hospitals to report net expenses for each of a set of specified 

community benefits. This list includes expenses that are directly related to patient care, such as 

unreimbursed Medicaid costs, charity care costs, and losses on certain unprofitable services (e.g., that 

are necessary to meet community need). The list also includes other net expenses, such as for 

unreimbursed medical education, unfunded research, and community health improvement activities. 

Hospitals may report additional community benefits in other parts of Schedule H. For instance, while the 

IRS does not allow hospitals to report unreimbursed Medicare costs or bad debt as a community benefit 

under Part I, it does allow them to report these expenses elsewhere and explain why some, if any, of 

these costs should be considered a community benefit.  

The federal government has revised its standards for tax-exempt hospitals over time, including by 

introducing new requirements under the ACA. The ACA requires nonprofit hospitals to meet the following 

four criteria:10 

 Establish a financial assistance policy (FAP). The FAP must describe who is eligible for We 

relied on charity care, the level of assistance provided, and how patients can apply. A hospital 

must make its FAP easily accessible to patients and ensure that the FAP is translated into the 

languages commonly spoken in the community served by the hospital. 

 Cap charges to patients eligible for charity care based on amounts generally billed to 

other payers. Federal regulation defines approaches for calculating the amount generally billed 

based on fee-for-service Medicare rates, Medicaid rates, and/or commercial plan payment rates. 

 Conduct a community health needs assessment (CHNA) every three years and adopt an 

implementation strategy to address those needs. The CHNA must define the community that 

the hospital serves and evaluate the health needs of that community, taking into account input 

from local stakeholders. Community health needs could include, for example, lowering financial 

barriers to health care or addressing social determinants of health. 
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 Make reasonable efforts to determine if a patient is eligible for charity care before 

engaging in certain debt collection practices, including selling the patient’s debt to third 

parties, reporting the debt to credit agencies, and taking legal action to control a patient’s financial 

assets. A “reasonable effort” could entail, for example, notifying the patient of the FAP and giving 

them at least four months to apply following their first bill after being discharged from the hospital. 

Adequacy of Federal Oversight 
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) and others have questioned whether current federal 

standards provide adequate oversight of community benefits. Concerns include the following: 

 There are no statutory or regulatory requirements for specific community benefits. The IRS 

uses the six broad factors described above when evaluating a hospital’s community benefits. 

However, the GAO has noted that there is no guidance on what constitutes a sufficient level of 

these benefits or how the IRS weighs different factors when evaluating hospitals’ community 

benefits.11 

 There are limited standards for financial assistance programs. Although the ACA requires 

that hospitals establish a financial assistance program, there are no requirements about who 

must be eligible or how much assistance must be provided.12  

 The IRS does not require standardized reporting for all community benefits. The GAO has 

noted that, while Schedule H of IRS Form 990 includes specific, detailed, and standardized 

questions about some community benefits, it does not require other community benefits to be 

reported in a standardized way.13 For example, hospitals are instructed to report details about the 

“use of surplus funds to improve facilities, equipment, and patient care” in an open-ended, 

narrative section.  

 Some community benefits acknowledged by the IRS may not be aligned with local needs. 

For example, “using surplus funds to improve facilities, equipment, and patient care” may include 

some activities that are not targeted towards the greatest needs in the community, such as 

instances where a hospital opens a new facility in a wealthy neighborhood.14 

The GAO reported in 2020 that the IRS had not revoked a hospital’s nonprofit status on the basis of 

community benefits over the prior ten years.15  

States fill in some of the gaps in federal standards for tax-exempt status and community benefits but have 

varying approaches. For example, about half of states require all or a subset of hospitals to offer charity 

care to certain eligibility groups.16 These state regulations vary in terms of which hospitals they cover, the 

eligibility criteria, and the level of assistance that must be provided. For example, Nevada requires a 

subset of hospitals to provide free care to uninsured patients with very low incomes (about 40% of the 

federal poverty level [FPL] in 2022 depending on household size), while Maryland requires every acute 

and chronic care hospital to provide free care to both insured and uninsured patients at or below 200% of 

the FPL and to provide discounted care to patients with higher incomes. There is little information about 

the effectiveness of state regulations or the extent to which they are enforced. 
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Value of Community Benefits Relative to Tax Exemption 
The extent to which nonprofit hospitals provide sufficient benefit to their communities to justify tax 

exemption is a matter of ongoing debate. Answering this question may be challenging and likely depends 

on at least a few considerations, such as: (1) what counts as a community benefit, (2) whether 

comparisons consider the total value of community benefits provided by nonprofit hospitals or only the 

additional value they provide relative to for-profit hospitals, and (3) whether certain business practices—

such as instances where nonprofit hospitals have engaged in anticompetitive behavior, charged high 

commercial prices, and engaged in aggressive debt collection practices17— affect assessments of the 

value that nonprofit hospitals provide to their communities. 

Whether the value of community benefits exceeds the value of tax exemption, or vice versa, may vary 

across hospitals and health systems. For instance, one study estimated that the value of community 

benefits exceeded the value of tax exemption for about three-fifths (62%) of nonprofit hospitals during 

2011-2018 (when focusing on the additional benefits provided relative to for-profit hospitals), while the 

reverse was true for the remaining hospitals (38%).18 That study also estimated that the value of 

community benefits was more likely to exceed the value of tax exemption in counties with higher poverty 

rates, among other findings.   

Hospital Charity Care  
Hospital charity care—which is one type of community benefit—has received renewed scrutiny amid 

national discussions about medical debt. About four in ten adults (41%)—and about six in ten (57%) of 

those with household incomes below $40,000—reported some level of medical debt in a 2022 survey.19  

A large share of adults who reported medical debt cited costs associated with hospitalizations (35%) and 

emergency care (50%) as sources of unpaid bills. Estimates based on survey data also suggest that 

medical debt totaled at least $195 billion in 2019.20 

Hospital charity care programs provide free or discounted services for eligible patients who are unable to 

afford their care. These programs could help fill in gaps in coverage for uninsured patients, as well as 

insured patients, whose plans may have large cost-sharing requirements. However, eligibility criteria vary 

across hospitals, and news reports have documented instances where eligible patients have fallen 

through the cracks. Policymakers have explored options to strengthen the oversight of hospital charity 

care programs in response to concerns about medical debt and the affordability of care more generally.  

Our estimate of the value of tax exemption exceeded estimated charity care costs among nonprofit 

hospitals in 2020, a difference of $28 billion versus $16 billion (Figure 3). This result highlights that the 

charity care provided by nonprofit hospitals—one core component of community benefit—may not on its 

own justify tax exemption, though nonprofit hospitals also provide many other benefits to the communities 

they serve and the public at large. 
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Hospitals vary substantially in the amount of charity care that they provide (Figure 4). For example, while 

charity care costs represented 0.1 percent of operating expenses or less on the lower end of the 

spectrum, it represented 7 percent of operating expenses or more among a similar share of hospitals.21  
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Differences across hospitals in part reflect the extent to which their patients need financial assistance. 

Indeed, research indicates that hospitals provide much more charity care in counties with high versus low 

uninsurance rates.22 Additionally, hospitals provide much more uncompensated care (charity care plus 

bad debt) in states that have not expanded Medicaid, where uninsurance rates tend to be high.23 

Differences in charity care could also reflect eligibility criteria, the level of assistance provided, and 

application procedures, which vary across hospitals.  

To our knowledge, it is unknown what share of low-income patients are eligible for hospital charity care, 

let alone what share of eligible patients end up benefiting from these programs, or what share of their 

costs are covered.  

Federal and State Policy Proposals Intended to Improve 
Community Benefits 
Several federal and state policy proposals have been floated to increase the provision of community 

benefits and better align these activities with local needs, some of which have already been implemented 

among a subset of states:  

• Expand charity care eligibility, by creating or expanding requirements that hospitals extend 

charity care to certain groups of patients. For example, the state of Washington requires a group 
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of large hospitals and health systems to provide free hospital care to patients with incomes below 

300% of FPL and discounted care to patients with incomes from 300% to 400% of FPL (while 

allowing hospitals to impose asset tests for the latter group), and it has similar but less extensive 

requirements for all remaining hospitals.24  

• Improve uptake of charity care among eligible patients, such as by requiring that hospitals 

screen patients for eligibility and notify patients of potential eligibility throughout billing and 

collections processes.25  

• Establish quantitative standards by requiring that a given hospital spend a minimum amount 

on certain community benefits (e.g., charity care).26 A market-based alternative would be to 

create a floor-and-trade system for charity care where hospitals would be required to either 

provide a minimum amount of charity care for certain eligibility groups or buy credits from other 

hospitals that do so.27 This is intended to account for the fact that the need for charity care varies 

across communities. Quantitative standards could take hospitals’ financial health into account. 

For example, Oregon has established a minimum community benefit spending floor that 

increases with hospitals’ operating margins.28    

• Require greater community involvement in hospital decision-making, such as by requiring 

more extensive involvement from certain community members in the development of community 

health needs assessments or by specifying that boards of directors are more representative of 

the community that a given hospital serves.29  

• Revise IRS community benefit standards to better align with community need, for example, 

by more clearly recognizing investments in the social determinants of health (e.g., housing) as a 

community benefit given the growing attention that these initiatives have received as a means for 

addressing local health needs.30 Some have also recommended that the IRS narrow its standards 

to exclude activities that may do little to address community needs (e.g., opening new facilities in 

wealthy areas).31   

• Increase oversight, such as by requiring that hospitals provide more detailed information about 

their community benefits and report the estimated value of certain tax exemptions (e.g., sales and 

property tax exemptions).32 The GAO has also recommended that Congress consider specifying 

what it considers adequate community benefits, leading to clearer standards for tax-exempt 

status.33  

Policies that seek to strengthen the regulation of nonprofit status would inevitably involve tradeoffs. For 

example, some of the policies discussed above would require new spending from some nonprofit 

hospitals on specific types of community benefits. While hospitals may be able to respond by operating 

more efficiently in order to devote more resources to community benefit, it is possible that some would cut 

costs in ways that are harmful to patients or the broader community, such as by discontinuing certain 

services or laying off staff. It may be especially challenging for some nonprofit hospitals to implement new 

community benefit activities given recent financial challenges, such as the erosion of government 

pandemic relief, labor shortages, and broader economic trends that have led to rising prices and 

investment losses.  
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At the same time, these policies could increase the provision of benefits that are important to patients and 

communities and better align these activities with local needs and priorities, as intended. For example, 

this could include extending free or discounted services to more patients who would otherwise have 

difficulty affording needed care. In the context of recent financial challenges facing hospitals, 

strengthening community benefit regulations could protect prioritized services and activities from 

hospitals’ attempts to cut costs.  

One consideration for these policies is how they might affect hospitals differently depending on the 

communities they serve, the amount and type of benefits that they already provide, and their ability to 

absorb new costs, as well as the increase in the demand for charity care that could result from the 

unwinding of Medicaid continuous enrollment.  

Conclusion 
Tax exemption plays a significant role in the financial health of nonprofit hospitals, with an estimated 

value of $28 billion in 2020 or over 40 percent of net income earned in that year. In exchange for 

receiving tax exemption, nonprofit hospitals are expected to provide benefits to the communities that they 

serve, though there is ongoing debate about how the value of these activities stack up against the tax 

benefits that nonprofit hospitals receive. Some scrutiny has focused on the provision of charity care, 

which helps patients afford needed care and varies substantially across facilities.  

Several federal and state policy proposals have been floated to increase the provision of community 

benefits and better align these activities with local needs. These policies would inevitably involve 

tradeoffs, such as possibly leading to new costs during a period when some hospitals are facing financial 

challenges while potentially expanding the provision of valuable services to patients and communities.  
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 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Doctor. 351 

 Ms. Hatton.  Could you hit your button? 352 

353 
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STATEMENT OF MELINDA HATTON, GENERAL COUNSEL AND SECRETARY, 354 

AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 355 

 356 

 *Ms. Hatton.  Chairman Schweikert, Ranking Member Pascrell, and distinguished 357 

members of the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to testify at this hearing.  On 358 

behalf of the American Hospital Association's 5,000 member hospitals and health systems, I 359 

look forward to sharing the many ways hospitals provide benefits to their communities as 360 

we strive to ensure all individuals reach their highest potential for health. 361 

 Every hospital -- 362 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Ms. Hatton, forgive me.  I know -- will you pull the mic 363 

closer to you? 364 

 *Ms. Hatton.  Sure. 365 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  It's -- the acoustics in this room are really bad. 366 

 *Ms. Hatton.  Thank you. 367 

 Every hospital provides valuable and vital services to their patients and communities.  368 

These include 24/7 emergency care, specialized surgeries, and treatment for complex 369 

diseases that only hospitals can provide.  Tax-exempt hospitals have special obligations to 370 

their communities in exchange for that privilege.  Tax-exempt hospitals report the amounts 371 

they spend on community benefits yearly and conduct a community health needs assessment 372 

at least every three years.  Hospitals work with their communities to develop these 373 

assessments to decide which priority health issues they should tackle.  There's no doubt 374 

that these hospitals both meet and exceed any requirements and expectations that attach to 375 

the privilege of tax exemption. 376 

 A few key facts.  In 2019, which is the most recent tax year that comprehensive 377 

information is available, tax-exempt hospitals devoted nearly 14 percent of their total 378 
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expenses to community benefit programs, and about half of that was for financial assistance 379 

and other means tested benefits.  In addition, the most recent report by the international 380 

accounting firm of EY demonstrated that the return to taxpayers for hospital's federal tax 381 

exemption is nine to one.  That means for every one dollar of tax exemption, taxpayers 382 

receive nine dollars of community benefit.  I think that's a remarkable return by any 383 

standard. 384 

 For nearly 100 years, it's been widely recognized that fulfilling a hospital's charitable 385 

mission is multifaceted and does not rest on the provision of financial assistance alone.  386 

The community benefit standard established by the IRS from its hospitals to satisfy their 387 

community benefit obligations by providing a mix of financial assistance, services, and 388 

programs tailored to meet the needs of their communities.  In 2008, as part of a major 389 

overhaul of Form 990, the IRS developed Schedule H.  This is the form tax-exempt 390 

hospitals use to report the range of community benefits they provide. 391 

 The AHA has been collecting comprehensive information on the benefits reported in 392 

Schedule H since 2009.  The amount of community benefit has remained steady between 393 

11 and 14 percent of total hospital expenses with financial assistance and Medicaid 394 

underpayments counting for about half that total.  Since reporting began, hospitals have 395 

provided between 894 billion and 1.3 trillion dollars' worth of community benefits. 396 

 One of the greatest accomplishments of the community benefit standard is the 397 

flexibility it gives to hospitals to meet the needs of the unique communities they serve.  Let 398 

me give you two brief examples. 399 

 HonorHealth in Scottsdale, Arizona supports its communities through a variety of 400 

programs that increase access to healthcare, provide early childhood education, food bank 401 

access, senior daycare, and trauma and deployment training for military professionals.  St. 402 

Joseph's Health in Patterson, New Jersey works with community partners, including faith-403 
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based, civil, and social organizations, schools, and others to offer a wide-range of services.  404 

Some examples include educational programs on autism, diabetes, obesity, asthma, and 405 

other support services for parents of infants and toddlers with a special focus on children 406 

with developmental disabilities and delays.  Every single hospital has examples of 407 

programs that are designed to address the unique needs of their communities. 408 

 Before closing, just let me note that we do have some areas agreement with the other 409 

three witnesses that you've heard from.  There should be more emphasis on the value of 410 

social determinants of health.  The Schedule H form could and should be more user-411 

friendly for communities.  The value of grants that support programs, services, research, 412 

and training should be counted, and setting minimum dollar thresholds would not be helpful 413 

or prudent. 414 

 In conclusion, hospitals do more than any other sector of healthcare to support the 415 

communities they serve and more than enough to support their tax exemption. 416 

 Thank you again for the opportunity to testify, and I look forward to your questions. 417 

 [The statement of Ms. Hatton follows:] 418 

 419 
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Chairman Schweikert, Ranking Member Pascrell and members of the Subcommittee, I 
am Melinda Hatton, general counsel and secretary for the American Hospital 
Association (AHA). On behalf of the AHA’s nearly 5,000 member hospitals, health 
systems and other health care organizations, our clinician partners — including more 
than 270,000 affiliated physicians, 2 million nurses and other caregivers — and the 
43,000 health care leaders who belong to our professional membership groups, thank 
you for the opportunity to testify at today’s hearing on tax-exempt hospitals and the 
community benefit standard.  
 
Every hospital and health system across the nation provides valuable and vital services 
to the patients and communities they serve. Those include a range of services from 
urgent to highly specialized care delivered in inpatient settings to many programs and 
services delivered in the community that advance health and wellness. For example, 
hospitals and health systems provide financial assistance to help those in need, 
subsidies for services that would otherwise be unavailable, such as burn or neonatal 
units, transportation, food pantries, training for the next generation of caregivers and 
vital research to aid in the treatment of longstanding diseases, such as cancer, and new 
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challenges such as COVID-19. In sum, hospitals do more than any other sector of 
health care to promote and protect the health of their communities. 
 
Tax-exempt hospitals have special obligations to their communities in exchange for that 
privilege. They report the amounts they spend on community benefits yearly and 
conduct a community needs assessment at least every three years. There is no doubt 
that these hospitals both meet and exceed any requirements and expectations that 
attach to the privilege of tax exemption. The essential facts are: 
 

• For the most recent tax year for which comprehensive information is available 
(2019), tax-exempt hospitals devoted nearly 14% of their total expenses to 
community benefit programs, about half of which was for financial assistance 
and certain other means tested community benefits.  

• The most recent report by the international accounting firm EY demonstrated 
that the return to taxpayers for hospitals’ federal tax exemption is $9-to-$1; that 
is for every one dollar of tax exemption taxpayers receive $9 of community 
benefits. That is a remarkable return by any standard.   

 
A LONG HISTORY OF COMMUNITY BENEFIT BEYOND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
 
For the past nearly 100 years, it has been widely recognized that fulfilling a hospital’s 
charitable mission is multifaceted and does not rest on the provision of financial 
assistance alone. A sampling of decades of court rulings provides clear evidence for 
that proposition. 
 
In 1925, the Kansas Supreme Court, in Third Order of St. Dominic v. Younkin, stated 
unequivocally that hospitals’ charitable obligations went beyond financial assistance: 
 

“When an institution is incorporated for benevolent purposes without capital 
stock, and no dividends are declared or paid, and conducts a hospital, and all the 
earnings of the hospital from pay patients, gifts, bequests or whatever sources 
are used in the maintenance, extension and improvement of the hospital, and 
which admits patients without regard to race, creed or wealth, it is uniformly held 
that such hospital is conducted exclusively for charitable purposes.” 

 
Fifteen years later, the Texas Supreme Court built on the Kansas court’s decision in Santa 
Rosa Infirmary v. City of San Antonio stating: 
 

“[T]he mere fact that pay patients largely predominate over the charity patients, or 
that the institution did not go into the highways and byways seeking out those to 
whom its charitable office might be extended, could not, under the great weight of 
authority, be said to so detract from its charities as to disqualify it as an institution 
of purely public charity.” 

 
Twenty five years later, in City of Richmond v. Richmond Memorial Hospital, the Virginia 
Supreme Court went further identifying a greater range of activities that contribute to a 

https://www.aha.org/system/files/media/file/2022/06/aha-2019-schedule-h-reporting.pdf
https://www.aha.org/system/files/media/file/2022/06/aha-2019-schedule-h-reporting.pdf
https://www.aha.org/system/files/media/file/2022/06/E%26Y-Benefit-of-of-Tax-Exemption-Report-FY2019-FINAL-with-links.pdf
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hospital’s charitable mission and underscoring that financial assistance was not the 
touchstone for determining whether a hospital met its charitable obligations: 1 
 

“[n]on-profit hospitals which are devoted to the care of the sick, which aid in 
maintaining public health, and contribute to the advancement of medical science, 
are and should be regarded as charities…. 

 
A tax exemption cannot depend on any such vague and illusory concept as the 
percentage of free service actually rendered. This would produce chaotic 
uncertainty and infinite confusion, permitting a hodgepodge of views on the 
subject.” (emphasis supplied) 

 
Researchers too have recognized that the benefits tax-exempt hospitals provide go 
beyond financial assistance, including that tax-exempt hospitals are “considerably more 
likely” to provide unprofitable services, including psychiatric and hospice services.2 The 
authors of that study warn that overlooking the significance of ownership for service 
provision “has critical health and spending consequences.”  
 
Through a series of decisions spanning almost a century, the courts and many 
commentators recognized that hospitals’ charitable mission goes beyond financial 
assistance.3 In 1969, IRS Revenue Ruling 69-545 memorialized that position and 
established the “community benefit” standard, which remains in effect today. That ruling 
and its progeny establish that “promotion of health in a manner beneficial to the 
community and free of any private benefits or profits is a charitable purpose.” The 
standard permits hospitals to satisfy their community benefit obligations by providing a 
mix of financial assistance, services and programs tailored to meet the needs of their 
communities. 
 
One of greatest accomplishments of the community benefit standard is the flexibility it 
gives to hospitals and health systems to meet the needs of their communities. A small 
rural community in Montana will not have the same needs for support and services as a 
hospital in downtown Atlanta. And it always should be up to those communities to 
decide if the amount, range and focus of their hospital’s community benefit activities 
meets their needs. Any suggestion that the IRS should both define and evaluate 
community benefit clearly misses the point. Community benefit can only be fairly judged 
by those in the community in which the benefits accrue.  
 
The examples of community benefit activities described in the appendix to this 
testimony demonstrate that hospitals’ community benefit activities are responsive to 

 
 
1 Southern Methodist Hosp. & Sanatorium v Wilson, 51 Ariz. 424 at 462 (1938) We think the position that 
the test of a charitable institution is the extent of the free services rendered, is difficult of application 
and unsound in theory.  
2 Jill R. Horwitz and Austin Nichols, Hospital Service Offerings Still Differ Substantially by Ownership 
Type, Health Affairs, March 2022 (Horwitz) 
3 Robert Bromberg, Tax Planning for Hospitals, 1977. 
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their distinctive communities. The following two examples vividly illustrate the benefits of 
that flexibility:   
 
HonorHealth in Scottsdale, Ariz., supports the communities it serves through a 
variety of programs that increase access to health care, provide early childhood 
education, food bank access, senior day care, and trauma and deployment training 
for the military professionals. A few examples of the programs and services it 
provides include distributing 15,000 food boxes to families in need in 2021 through 
Desert Health. It has an affiliation with a local federally qualified health center to 
provide more comprehensive care to those in need, including dental and behavioral 
care, health and nutrition education, and other community resources. It also has a 
special Military Partnership Program to provide professional educational training to 
members of the military in areas such as readiness skill sustaining training, medical 
simulation and nurse transition.   
 
St. Joseph’s Health in Paterson, N.J., works with a wide range of community 
partners, including faith-based groups, civic and social organizations, schools and 
universities, as well as professional groups to offer a wide range of health 
information and services. Some examples of its commitment to the community it 
serves include educational programs on autism, diabetes, obesity, asthma and the 
dangers of substance abuse provided through St. Joseph’s Children’s Hospi tal. It 
also provides educational programs and support services for parents of infants and 
toddlers from birth through age three, with a special focus on children with 
developmental delays and disabilities. Through its Diabetes Education Center at St. 
Joseph’s Wayne Medical Center nurse educators provide monthly education and 
support groups for people with diabetes.  
 
COMMUNITY BENEFIT REPORTING 
 
In 2008, as part of a major overhaul of Form 990, the IRS developed Schedule H, which 
is a form for reporting the range of community benefits tax-exempt hospitals provide.  
The form inquires about a number of areas that pertain to tax-exempt obligations in 
addition to charts for reporting community benefits at cost. Those include financial 
assistance, Medicaid underpayments and those from other means-tested programs 
along with community health improvement services, health professions education, 
subsidized health services, research, community building, bad debt (attributable to 
those who would have qualified for financial assistance) and Medicare underpayments. 
All of those areas pertain directly to a hospital’s community benefit activities and 
obligations. While the form does not encompass the entire range of care, services, 
goods and beneficial activities hospitals provide to their communities in service of their 
health and wellness, it is a good start and hospitals can provide more detail in Schedule 
O. Schedule O implicitly recognizes that “ease of measurement does not make 
uncompensated care costs more valuable, financially or otherwise, than providing a mix 
of services that is less driven by relative profitability.”4 

 
 
4 Horwitz at 340. 
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The AHA has been collecting comprehensive information on the benefits reported in 
Schedule H since 2009.5 Since then, the amount of community benefit has remained 
steady at roughly 11%-14% of total hospital expenses with financial assistance and 
Medicaid underpayments counting for about half or more of the total. 
 

 
 
In total, since reporting began hospitals and health systems have provided between 
$894 billion and $1.3 trillion worth of community benefit, demonstrating an outstanding 
commitment to their communities. AHA’s annual Schedule H report contains a more 
detailed breakdown for the total by size, location, type and system-affiliation along with 
an explanation for the bad debt and Medicare underpayment categories. Both the latter 
categories represent benefits to patients who needed assistance and gaps filled due to 
pervasive underpayments.   
 
COMMUNITY BENEFIT – WILL IT BE AFFECTED BY THE PANDEMIC? 
 
The suggestion that community benefit declined during the pandemic is premature 
speculation because no comprehensive data is yet available for tax year 2020. Either 
the forms have not yet been filed because the IRS allowed more time for filing or they 
have not been processed by the IRS.   
 

 
 
5 2014 was an exception.   
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First, it’s important to recognize that there may be no better example of the benefits 
hospitals provide to their communities than the role they played during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Many hospitals collaborated extensively with local public health authorities to 
implement COVID-19 mitigation strategies, and those effects were felt far beyond the 
four walls of any hospital. In addition, hospitals and health systems developed public 
awareness campaigns, and later in the pandemic, served as vaccination sites, working 
with their staffs and other resources to stand up a rapid vaccination effort to curb the 
spread of new cases. This activity is a reflection of the energy, commitment and 
dedication of hospitals’ teams, which may never be fully accounted for on a balance 
sheet or cost report but should be acknowledged nonetheless.  
 
However, there are a number of factors that could impact the amount and distribution of 
community benefit during this unprecedented period. First, many hospitals implemented 
changes to the financial assistance policies to make them more generous.6 However, 
the impact of those changes could be offset by the dramatic drop in hospital inpatient 
and outpatient volume in 2020 and continued instability in 2021. Many states restricted 
hospital volume or capacity in 2020 and 2021. For example, hospitals and health 
systems in Arizona were limited to 80% occupancy and at least 10 other states imposed 
a similar policy, reserving between 20%-30% of licensed or intensive care unit ICU beds 
in case of another COVID-19 surge. 
 
Another factor that could affect the amount and distribution of financial assistance is 
health insurance coverage gains during the pandemic. The national uninsurance rate 
reached an “all-time low” of 8% in the first quarter of 2022 due in significant part to 
increased marketplace premium subsidies and maintenance of effort requirements on 
state Medicaid programs boosted.  
 
Meanwhile, another factor is that during the pandemic Medicaid and the Children’s 
Health Insurance Program (CHIP) enrollment grew significantly at the same time more 
than 39 states made temporary changes to boost Medicaid payment rates. Medicaid 
and CHIP enrollment grew by 23.3 million enrollees; nearly two-thirds of that increase is 
among low-income adults (63%) and nearly one-third is among children.7 Combined 
with volume declines, those temporary expedients presage a dip in Medicaid 
underpayments. However, as the public health emergency ends, some estimates say 
15-18 million people could lose Medicaid coverage, likely boosting the demand for 
financial assistance and Medicaid underpayments in subsequent years. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The benefits hospitals and health systems provide to their communities far surpass any 
other sector of health care. Tax-exempt hospitals provide a wide range of benefits most 

 
 
6 2022 JAMA study 
7 Kaiser Family Foundation 
 

 

https://www.aha.org/system/files/media/file/2020/05/aha-covid19-financial-impact-0520-FINAL.pdf
https://www.aha.org/system/files/media/file/2020/05/aha-covid19-financial-impact-0520-FINAL.pdf
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2796731
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of which are publicly reported each year. Much of the benefits can be tallied from those 
filings and every year since reporting began they have exceeded the benefit conferred 
by their federal tax exemption. More importantly, both the numbers and the range of 
benefits — from financial assistance for care, to backstopping federal programs that 
consistently underpay, to training and research, community support and the thousands 
of other efforts hospitals make to promote and protect the health and wellbeing of the 
communities — demonstrate hospitals’ commitment to their communities and their 
enduring value. 
 
 
Appendix 1.  
Sampling of Community Benefit Examples – April 2023 
 
UCHealth (Denver, Colo.) 
The At-Risk Intervention and Mentoring Program (AIM) at UCHealth University of Colorado 
Hospital, is a hospital-based violence intervention program that addresses violence as a health 
issue, aiming to reduce upstream risk factors while enhancing protective factors. AIM 
specifically identifies youth and adults in the Denver metro area who are at risk of repeat violent 
injury and links them with hospital and community-based resources that tackle underlying risk 
factors for violence. The AIM program — an expansion of the program at Denver Health — 
utilizes best practices, trauma-informed care and a public health approach to provide care. It 
relies on culturally competent and highly trained outreach workers, paired with public data and 
research, to interrupt the cycle of violence within these communities. These outreach workers 
offer support in myriad ways. They meet with patients and their families when they are admitted 
to the hospital after sustaining an intentional violent injury. They build trusting relationships 
through culturally sensitive, trauma-informed care. And workers continue to follow patients and 
families long term to ensure they are connected with support to aid in their healing and 
recovery process. The list of services they provide ranges from mental health and substance 
use to legal support, job training and much more. Part of a national effort called The Alliance for 
Violence Intervention, which builds and connects violence intervention programs and promotes 
equity for victims of violence globally, AIM is run in partnership with the Gang Rescue and 
Support Project (GRSP). GRSP is a peer-run, intervention program that works with youth who 
are at-risk of gang involvement or are presently active in gangs, helps families of gang victims 
and serves as a youth advocate. 
 
Samaritan Health Services (Corvallis, Ore.) 
Responding to community needs is essential to Samaritan Health Services’ mission of “Building 
Healthier Communities Together.” To that end, the health system collaborates with other local 
nonprofit organizations to serve people who need health care, regardless of their circumstances 
and ability to pay, and to help meet other social determinants of health. These efforts are 
backed up by Samaritan’s vast investment in community health. In 2022, the health system 
invested more than $174 million in a wide range of community health improvement activities, 
including programs and workshops attended by more than 28,000 people, health-related 
research with 915 participants, training for 1,448 health professionals, and grants to local 
nonprofits in support of health initiatives. Community benefit services include veterans support, 
chaplain services and maternity care coordination, to name a few. One example of Samaritan 
Health Services’ investment in its community is its partnership with Pathfinder Clubhouse in 
Corvallis. This organization provides low-barrier, nonclinical support and other resources to 
improve the lives of adults living with mental illness. Visit 
www.samhealth.org/CommunityBenefit for more information. 
 

http://www.samhealth.org/CommunityBenefit
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UMass Memorial Health (Worcester, Mass.) 
In 2021, UMass contributed $268.1 million to positively impact the health and well -being of the 
communities it serves. These community benefit contributions include charity care, subsidized 
health services, education of health care professionals, research, community-based 
programming and partnerships. In addition, $85.8 million was absorbed through bad-debt write-
offs and Medicare shortfalls. The health system adopted a systemwide anchor mission to 
address social determinants of health in economically challenged neighborhoods. This initiative 
is engaged in housing and neighborhood revitalization projects. For example, in 2021 
Worcester Common Ground completed a 31-unit housing project to low-income residents. The 
building features a large community room and a rooftop greenhouse where tenants can grow 
vegetables in partnership with a youth agriculture program – UMass Memorial invested in this 
community health improvement effort to address housing and food insecurity.  UMass Memorial 
Health has a strong partnership with UMass Chan Medical School the state’s first and only public 
academic health sciences center along with the Center for Clinical and Translational Science. It 
works to educate physicians, scientists and advanced practice nurses to advance health and well-
being through pioneering advances in education, research and health care delivery. In addition to 
participating in cutting-edge research, the health system’s physicians, staff and students commit 
countless hours to public service efforts to make the region a healthier place to live by harnessing 
the skills and expertise of the organization to address pressing local needs, such as yearly free flu 
vaccinations clinics for elderly and other vulnerable populations.  
 
Wellstar Kennestone Hospital (Marietta, Ga.) 
Just as health care can extend beyond the doctor’s office, learning can extend beyond the 
schoolroom. Wellstar Kennestone Hospital and its affiliated OB/GYN and pediatrics offices, recently 
implemented the Talk With My Baby program in an effort ensure that all babies and toddlers gain the 
foundational skills necessary to build literacy. Supported by a grant from the Joseph B. Whitehead 
Foundation, the goal of the program is to ensure that every child can read by third grade. Eighty-five 
percent of brain growth occurs during the first three years of life, and much of that can be 
encouraged with regular verbal interaction. The program will educate and support new parents in 
their important role as their child’s first teachers. Books, of course, are an important resource, but 
songs, eye contact and just chatting with a young child are all vital parts of building strong language 
centers in the brain early on. This effort is focused on creating a connected ecosystem with schools 
and early childhood educators to enhance literacy and create a national model that can be expanded 
to serve and support our country’s youth. Georgia ranks 41st out of 50 states for literacy, and literacy 
rates are closely tied to race, ethnicity and ZIP code. This program aims to remove those barriers to 
equity and equip parents with the tools and knowledge they need so that they, in turn, can support 
their children. Working with patients and the community, the Talk With My Baby program will help 
build strong scholars before the school years have even begun. 
 
Meritus Health (Hagerstown, Md.)   
Meritus contributed more than $57 million in benefits to the community in fiscal year 2022. The 
majority of that community benefit was provided through mission-driven health care services, 
the crucial and foundational support the health system provides to advance health and well -
being in the community. Access to health services for all remains a priority with more than $10 
million reported for charity care, the free or discounted health and health-related services 
provided for patients who cannot afford to pay their medical bills. Meritus Health believes that 
health care is not just for people when they are sick or injured. When obesity was determined to 
be a top ranked health priority in Washington County, Meritus Health collaborated with the local 
public health department to create “Healthy Washington County” a coalition of public and 
private organizations whose mission is to strengthen the health and wellness of our community 
and residents. Meritus is working to “Go For Bold” and support the community to lose 1 million 
pounds by 2030. The health system also is investing in the health of the community through the 
proposed Meritus School of Osteopathic Medicine to ensure that access to care in the 
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community continues for generations to come, providing community-based medical education 
and by supporting the education of well-trained and socially responsible physicians. 
 
Baystate Health (Springfield, Mass.) 
In 2021, Baystate Health hospitals provided over $153 million community benefit including research 
and educational programs. Research discoveries can translate into better patient care — now and in 
the future. Baystate researchers conduct clinical, translational and health services research in many 
medical and surgical specialties and also participate in national clinical trials that study potential new 
treatment methods and contribute to the advancement of science. Baystate has a technology 
innovation center that works with technology companies — from one-person startups to tech giants 
— on innovations like remote monitoring technology and e-visits with health care professionals. The 
Department of Healthcare Delivery & Population Sciences leverages expertise in population health, 
clinical effectiveness and outcomes research to focus on making health care more effective and 
efficient. For example, medical students in Baystate's Population-based Urban and Rural Community 
Health track were embedded in local community service organizations as part of their Population 
and Community Health Clerkship to focus on priorities identified by the community including, 
substance use in rural areas, gun violence, the digital divide for Spanish speakers, and food deserts. 
Students discussed their projects in a virtual presentation to legislators, community members and 
faculty.  
 
Mon Health Medical Center (Morgantown, W.Va.) 
Mon Health has partnered with local community organizations and health care providers to break 
down barriers and get people back in the workforce, in particular those who are living in shelters or 
have lost their job due to COVID-19. Called Pathways to Success (P2S), the initiative is designed to 
empower positive systemic change that improves the health and lives of individuals in the 
community. The first P2S cohort included individuals who filled roles at the medical center in 
housekeeping and environmental services, guest and customer services, registration and nutrition 
and food service. The program — described as a “hand up” not a “handout” — provides education 
and training, reliable transportation, health care benefits, daily meals, mentorship and more. As a 
result of the pilot program, individuals have moved out of a shelter and into their own homes, and 
others are in the process of securing housing because they now have a steady income. Some 
individuals have been reconnected with family. To sustain the program and work toward long-term 
success, the program will continue to partner with community referral organizations. 
 
AtlantiCare (Egg Harbor Township, N.J.)  
AtlantiCare is starting early in developing the next generation of health care workers. The hospital 
hosted its inaugural High School Hiring Blitz, interviewing high school seniors who want to start 
building their careers in health care and enhance their college applications. The goal is to support 
students who are looking for learning opportunities and financial resources; build relationships with 
the next generation of health care workers early on. The high school seniors will work at AtlantiCare 
Regional Medical Center’s hospital campuses and other areas of the health care system. Jobs 
include full-time and part-time positions with benefits, as well as pool positions.   
 
UK HealthCare (Lexington, Ky.)  
UK HealthCare views community partners as “a large part of who we are.” The Healthcare Jumpstart 
Program is a partnership between the health system, Bluegrass Community & Technical College 
(BCTC) and school districts in the state to support students interested in a health care career and 
also to increase interest in the health care field. In addition, the program will establish a workforce 
pipeline “to fill critical roles” at hospitals and other health care settings. The Healthcare Jumpstart 
Program offers students an accelerated path to a nursing career by “providing resources and 
learning opportunities to earn dual credit while in high school so that they can get a head start on 
their college education,” according to the UK HealthCare announcement. The dual-credit courses 
are prerequisites for an associate degree in nursing, or ADN. Students who successfully complete 

https://www.baystatehealth.org/patients/learn-about-clinical-trials
https://www.baystatehealth.org/education-research/research/research-centers/dept-of-healthcare-delivery-,-a-,-population-science
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fjoom.ag%2FKuCd%2Fp82&data=05%7C01%7Ccmilligan%40aha.org%7C002b6bb6982c40c2fd3408da9d7a86c2%7Cb9119340beb74e5e84b23cc18f7b36a6%7C0%7C0%7C637995447193002839%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=izlkAJ%2FoCJ%2ByiVzumkdJHC9eZ4Ygsi1jb9VO9LJhnok%3D&reserved=0
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fjoom.ag%2FKuCd%2Fp82&data=05%7C01%7Ccmilligan%40aha.org%7C002b6bb6982c40c2fd3408da9d7a86c2%7Cb9119340beb74e5e84b23cc18f7b36a6%7C0%7C0%7C637995447193002839%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=izlkAJ%2FoCJ%2ByiVzumkdJHC9eZ4Ygsi1jb9VO9LJhnok%3D&reserved=0
https://ukhealthcare.uky.edu/about/healthcare-jumpstart-program
https://ukhealthcare.uky.edu/about/healthcare-jumpstart-program
https://ukhealthcare.uky.edu/wellness-community/blog/new-partnership-will-give-students-jumpstart-healthcare-career
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the program at BCTC will be eligible for tuition scholarships and guaranteed employment. Program 
leaders say that Jumpstart students would be able to earn their ADN in less than two years after 
high school, preparing them to work as a registered nurse. Advanced practice providers from UK 
HealthCare will teach some of the BCTC courses. By providing young students with the educational 
and financial resources to pursue a health care career at an accelerated pace, UK HealthCare is 
reinforcing their commitment to creating a healthier Kentucky on every level. 
  
Banner Health (Phoenix, Az.) 
As a retirement destination, Arizona has the fastest growing rate of Alzheimer’s disease in the 
nation. The state is expected to see an increase of 33% or more in older adults living with 
Alzheimer’s between 2020 and 2025. Banner Health and the Banner Alzheimer’s Institute are 
introducing a new standard of care that provides ongoing hope and help for people with Alzheimer’s 
and their families. One of the health system’s key focus areas is promoting brain health in 
underserved communities. Some of the latest efforts include: 

• In partnership with Dignity Health, Mayo Clinic and advocate organizations such as the 
Alzheimer’s Association, Banner Health hosted a day of health and wellness activities aimed 
at addressing critical health conditions in communities of color and other underserved 
individuals and families. The focus was on promoting brain health, heart health and stopping 
the spread of COVID-19. African Americans and Hispanics are disproportionately affected by 
heart disease, various types of dementia, such as Alzheimer’s disease and COVID-19. 
Education shared at the event underscored how a health, active lifestyle can decrease the 
risk of dementia by 40%. 

• Banner Health collaborated with Arizona State University on new research that more 
accurately detects early indicators of the Alzheimer’s disease through neuroimaging — 
generating images of the brain — and ways to more clearly visualize its physiological signs. 
Advances in neuroimaging and related medical technologies help physicians better 
understand how Alzheimer’s disease is developed, how it progresses over time and enable 
data-driven approaches that will lead to effective treatments that will slow down disease 
progression and prevent or even cure the disease. 

• Banner Health supports The City of Phoenix Memory Café Program, which provides persons 
living with early to moderate dementia a safe place to socialize and participate in activities 
facilitated by professionals that stimulate and support brain health. Memory Cafes offer 
opportunities for care partners to engage in supportive conversations with others and learn 
how best to support their loved ones. 

 
 

https://www.bannerhealth.com/services/alzheimers
https://www.bannerhealth.com/newsroom/press-releases/fibco-release
https://www.bannerhealth.com/newsroom/press-releases/fibco-release
https://news.asu.edu/20220315-solutions-using-ai-battle-alzheimers-asu-researchers-banner-health-team-up
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 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Ms. Hatton. 422 

 Now we're going to have some questions, and the benefits of being chairman, I get to 423 

go first. 424 

 Ms. Lucas-Judy, a very simplistic question.  If the IRS documentation were 425 

updated, Ms. Hatton just said the last time the form was updated was 2008, what would we 426 

change to make it so we would have a commonality of understanding of the community 427 

benefit being offered with this exemption. 428 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Well, as you probably know, IRS recently came out with its 429 

strategic operating plan for using the funds from the Inflation Reduction Act, and part of the 430 

vision that was laid out there was one of the initiatives was to revise forms in general to try 431 

to make them more user friendly, more transparent, make them easier -- 432 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  You beat me to my punchline.  So what would you do to 433 

change the design of the form?  What are the couple things we need to know? 434 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  So some of the things you need to know would be what is it that 435 

hospitals are doing to address the community benefit.  I mean, right now, it's scattered on 436 

several different parts of the form and some of the information is collected through a 437 

quantitative or a, you know, sort of contained kind of answer.  Some of it, as we 438 

mentioned, three of the factors are addressed generally in a narrative that's then not captured 439 

in the electronic version. 440 

 So it's difficult -- from what we heard from hospital associations, it's difficult for 441 

them sometimes to even know what to include where on the form, what kind of information 442 

would be useful.  And then it's difficult for users, for members of the public, for Congress, 443 

for researchers to be able to know where to look on the form to find the answers as to what 444 

is it that a hospital is providing. 445 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  So an update in the design of the form. 446 
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 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Right. 447 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Ms. Hatton, do you agree that at least we could ever throw 448 

together a working group to just update the way we accept that information? 449 

 *Ms. Hatton.  So, Mr. Chairman, we -- a working group would be good.  And 450 

that's actually originally how the Schedule H form was designed, by a working group.  I 451 

think one of the things this committee could consider, the IRS is not one of the agencies 452 

that's subject to notice and comment, so when they update a form, when they update 453 

instructions, they don't go out to the public and those most affected -- 454 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  And to your -- 455 

 *Ms. Hatton.  -- to get -- 456 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  To your point, you're actually making one of the reasons 457 

for this discussion. 458 

 *Ms. Hatton.  To widespread -- you know, to determine from the communities th4 459 

ways in which the form could be, you know, made easier so that it would be easier for 460 

community members to use them.  I mean, I think it's important that we don't ever define 461 

community out of community benefit because those are the individuals that really best 462 

understand the impact of the programs and the services that the hospitals are providing.  463 

And the ability for them to use the form and understand the form more easily is paramount. 464 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Understood.  But much of my concern there is actually 465 

much more mechanical.  You know, when we all look at the form to be able to make policy 466 

decisions off the data. 467 

 Ms. Bai, you said a couple things that I need to understand as an accountant or as an 468 

expert in public accounting.  How did you get to the conclusion of here's your value of the 469 

tax exemption and here's what you see being put out in charitable care, community benefit?  470 

Could you first walk us through the numbers as your research demonstrated, and how did 471 
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you partially get to that math? 472 

 *Ms. Bai.  I love that equation analogy.  Yes.  On one side, let's first look at 473 

taxpayer subsidiaries, right.  Right now, let's assume the -- let's put aside whether eight 474 

categories of charity -- of community benefit is justifiable or not.  Let's assume they are.  475 

Then IRS Form 990, Schedule H already has very explicitly, right, charity care, Medicaid, 476 

shortfall, everything listed by the line.  But what is missing is how much taxpayer subsidies 477 

received by these hospitals at the hospital level. 478 

 Let's say we add three lines on the Schedule H.  Number one, forgone property tax.  479 

Number two, foregone sales tax.  Number three, 340B profit or gross profit.  So that will 480 

help tremendously for the public and the stakeholders at every level to compare that on one 481 

hand you have the taxpayers subsidies; on the other hand, what is the tax benefits, right, and 482 

how much you give back to community. 483 

 And also, by the way, this is a very conservative measure.  Why?  Because a lot of 484 

the community benefit categorized, you know, charity care, Medicaid shortfall, and 485 

education, you know, all these things also provided by for-profit hospitals as well.  So this 486 

is a very conservative measure. 487 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Well, first -- and back to one of the cores of the question.  488 

Here's the value -- as you were looking at nonprofits, here's the value of those levels of tax 489 

benefit.  Over here is what you saw going out in charity care, community benefits.  And I 490 

will tell you, I had a hook at the end.  I wanted to see across the country how many 491 

received dis pro share, disproportion share benefits also as a backfill.  What is that 492 

differential in your research?  What's the gap? 493 

 *Ms. Bai.  So that is the reason we are here, right, to discuss this -- because there's 494 

no way to know at the hospital level how much is the taxpayer subsidy.  Now our friends 495 

have already estimated, but that is at the national level, and that's based on a lot of 496 
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assumptions. 497 

 At the individual hospital, you know, how much is the income tax that they would 498 

have paid if they had been for profit?  There's no way to know because a taxable income is 499 

very different from this closed accounting income.  And also property tax, right, we do not 500 

know.  And, you know, think about the hospitals, you know, in a very wealthy area.  501 

They're property tax is going to be very high, right, compared to a hospital in a rural area.  502 

So that's why we need the disclosure.  We need IRS to have the disclosure on the Schedule 503 

H. 504 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Well, Dr. Bai, but in some of your testimony you actually 505 

have some estimates of what that gap is. 506 

 *Ms. Bai.  So that I think is from Kaiser Family Foundation.  They have about 28 507 

billion dollars. 508 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Oh, that's the -- that's Kaiser's estimate -- 509 

 *Ms. Bai.  Yeah. 510 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  -- of the value of the tax exemption. 511 

 *Ms. Bai.  Mm-hmm. 512 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  And do we have actually -- in any of your research, have 513 

you ever attempted to do the value of the, let's just call it charity care? 514 

 *Ms. Bai.  Charity care is lower than that, yes. 515 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Okay. 516 

 *Ms. Bai.  So we have the same conclusion.  So the tax exemption value as 517 

estimated is actually lower than -- sorry, it's higher than the charity care provided.  Thank 518 

you. 519 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Okay.  Dr. Bai, my last question is, how did you come up 520 

with the calculation that you believe many for-profit hospitals are actually taking and 521 
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providing more as a percentage of their book of value in charitable care? 522 

 *Ms. Bai.  Thank you so much.  The for-profit hospitals are minority, right, in the 523 

hospital industry.  So we found in 2018 for every 100 dollars expense incurred by 524 

hospitals, the for profit provided, this in aggregate, a $3.80.  Okay.  That's in aggregate.  525 

But for nonprofit, it's about $2.30.  So that means the nonprofit, the aggregate provide the 526 

less charity care than for profit counterpart, which actually pay tax.  And I have no reason 527 

to believe that things have changed in 2019 or 2020.  But that's the overall picture. 528 

 And we found similar results for Medicaid shortfall, which is also one of the most 529 

important community benefit components.  The nonprofit do not have evidence -- you 530 

know, there's no evidence that the nonprofit hospitals provided more Medicaid shortfall then 531 

for-profit hospitals, which again, pay all the taxes. 532 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Okay.  The last thing and then we'll go to our ranking 533 

member.  When you've been doing your calculations, were you also able to see if there 534 

were certain state backfills, like in our Arizona system or in disproportionate share that also 535 

backfills some of these -- the charity care? 536 

 *Ms. Bai.  That we did not examine.  You know, Chairman, so we -- our -- right 537 

now there's no benchmark, right.  We do not know if the charity care or community benefit 538 

is sufficient or not.  That's why we chose to look at a benchmark using for profit ones. 539 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Okay. 540 

 *Ms. Bai.  Yeah. 541 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  All right. 542 

 *Ms. Bai.  But that's a great question. 543 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Doctor. 544 

 And to our ranking member, Mr. Pascrell. 545 

 *Mr. Pascrell.  Ms. Hatton, all the folks that gave testimony today know what 546 
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they're talking about.  I want to ask questions in a particular area.  You touched on it, so 547 

you're going to get most of the questions. 548 

 So please share some of the upstream projects our nation's nonprofit hospitals have 549 

undertaken to address social factors of health in the wake of COVID-19.  Could you tell us 550 

some of those projects so we can put it in context what we're all talking about? 551 

 *Ms. Hatton.  Thank you.  During COVID-19, hospitals stepped up into many 552 

shoes.  They worked with a public health agency.  In fact, many of them became the 553 

public health agencies to both develop effective testing kits, to reach out to their 554 

communities to provide effective information and accurate information on both the virus and 555 

the vaccines.  And many of them stood up vaccine sites in very innovative ways to assure 556 

their communities got vaccines. 557 

 One of our favorite examples is in Charlotte, North Carolina.  One of our hospital 558 

systems partnered with the Charlotte Motor Speedway to be able to give vaccinations to 559 

those in attendance at the race.  So hospitals really stepped in an enormous way to fill those 560 

kinds of gaps, all of which I think -- all of which, you know, shows -- demonstrates 561 

commitments to their community. 562 

 There are many other upstream activities that hospitals also undertake around social 563 

determinants of health.  Whether it's food pantries, whether it's education, whether it's 564 

training, whether it's work training, whether it's education for professionals.  One of the 565 

gaps -- one of the workforce gaps that I think this committee is very aware of, in particular, 566 

is the shortage of nurses.  And we find that many of our hospitals are spending 567 

considerable resources to open training opportunities -- to give training opportunities to 568 

nurses because every year there are many more applicants for nursing slots than there are 569 

training opportunities. 570 

 *Mr. Pascrell.  Let me ask you this.  The Ernst and Young report, a very specific 571 
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report, very specific about what we're talking about today, that report was from 2019, I 572 

believe.  Nonprofit hospitals provided over 51 billion dollars in unreimbursed expenses in 573 

means tested government programs.  Do you have a sense of what that amount was in 2020 574 

to 2021 during the height of the pandemic?  Does anybody? 575 

 *Ms. Hatton.  We don't yet have that information, both because the IRS gave tax-576 

exempt hospitals some additional time to file their Form 990s and Schedule Hs, but also 577 

because the IRS is behind on processing them. 578 

 *Mr. Pascrell.  Has everybody filed? 579 

 *Ms. Hatton.  So we won't have -- we don't expect to have that information til 580 

closer to the end of the year. 581 

 *Mr. Pascrell.  Has everyone filed, now that we're in 2023? 582 

 *Ms. Hatton.  We don't know if everyone's filed.  Again, hospitals -- the IRS gave 583 

hospitals an extension on filing for this year because of the pandemic, so the number of 584 

actual Schedule Hs that are available are just a fraction of what you usually see this time of 585 

year.  And again, there's some processing issues on the part of the IRS.  So again, we don't 586 

expect to have that data until later this year, but when we do, we'll be happy to share it with 587 

the subcommittee and do our annual Schedule H report on that data. 588 

 *Mr. Pascrell.  Can anyone add anything to -- Dr. Bai? 589 

 *Ms. Bai.  Thank you.  Thank you, Ranking Member.  In our study, we did not 590 

have direct number on the -- you know, what you just mentioned.  But we found that 591 

overall profitability of hospitals actually increased during pandemic.  Why?  Because of 592 

relief money. 593 

 So looking at -- operating income went down because, you know, no patients came 594 

and a lot cancelled, delayed procedures.  But because of the relief money received, they 595 

actually enjoyed a higher financial viability, higher profitability than before the pandemic.  596 
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In other words, Congress have provided them more than their fair share to endure the 597 

pandemic.  That's what our study found. 598 

 *Mr. Pascrell.  My time's out, but God bless you.  Providers and patients, I hear 599 

this all the time and so do you, the healthcare workforce is in crisis.  Tell me how this has 600 

impacted our nation's nonprofit hospitals.  Just be brief, but to the point.  Speak up, 601 

please.  You shut your mic off? 602 

 *Ms. Hatton.  No, it should be on. 603 

 *Mr. Pascrell.  Now you put it on. 604 

 *Ms. Hatton.  Okay, sorry.  The chronic shortages in workforce started before the 605 

pandemic but they were greatly exacerbated by the pandemic and persists today.  Nonprofit 606 

hospitals were impacted -- have been impacted a number of different ways, including by the 607 

costs, particularly of contract labor going up twice or three times what they were before the 608 

pandemic.  In fact, a number of the members of this subcommittee signed a letter to the 609 

Federal Trade Commission asking it to investigate staffing -- price -- alleged price gouging 610 

by staffing agencies because of those price increases. 611 

 The price of materials skyrocketed and continue to sky -- has continued to skyrocket.  612 

And just the general inflation that we see in the economy has also impacted hospitals.  So 613 

all of that has made the workforce shortage a top priority, you know, for America's 614 

hospitals.  And many -- as I indicated earlier, many community benefit efforts on the part 615 

of nonprofit hospitals are now being directed to train individuals to try to alleviate that 616 

shortage. 617 

 *Mr. Pascrell.  Thank you very much for your testimony, all of you.  And thank 618 

you, Mr. Chairman. 619 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Mr. Pascrell. 620 

 Mr. Fitzpatrick. 621 
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 *Mr. Fitzpatrick.  Thank you, Chairman Schweikert, for holding this important 622 

hearing. 623 

 In my home state of Pennsylvania, we do not have a public hospital system.  In 624 

2021, uncompensated care in Pennsylvania approached 900 million dollars, an increase of 625 

just under five percent from 2020. 626 

 My first question, Ms. Hatton, how -- in your estimation, how, if at all, has the 627 

amount of community benefit provided by tax-exempt hospitals changed over the years? 628 

 *Ms. Hatton.  The amount of community benefit actually since we've been 629 

measuring it for Schedule H has remained quite steady, between 11 and 14 percent of 630 

hospital expenses.  And again, about half of that has been for financial assistance, Medicaid 631 

underpayments, and other means tested programs. 632 

 *Mr. Fitzpatrick.  And your testimony mentions that the national uninsurance rate 633 

reached an all-time low of eight percent in the first quarter of 2022.  How do you believe 634 

that has impacted the amount of community benefits, including charity care, that the 635 

hospitals are not providing? 636 

 *Ms. Hatton.  We don't yet know that for certain, but we expect that that will mean 637 

that there is likely more impact on Medicaid underpayments in the future because with more 638 

individuals qualifying for Medicaid during the pandemic. 639 

 *Mr. Fitzpatrick.  Okay.  I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 640 

 *Ms. Hatton.  Did I misunderstand your question? 641 

 *Mr. Fitzpatrick.  No, you got it. 642 

 *Ms. Hatton.  Okay. 643 

 *Mr. Fitzpatrick.  I yield back. 644 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Mr. Fitzpatrick. 645 

 Ms. Chu. 646 
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 *Ms. Chu.  Ms. Hatton, in your testimony, you highlighted the importance of 647 

having flexibility in the community benefit standard to allow hospitals and health systems to 648 

support the social determinants of health that most impact their specific communities, 649 

including safe housing, nutritious food, and transportation.  For example, in my district in 650 

California, Monterey Park Hospital uses their tax-exempt status to provide free 651 

transportation to and from the hospital for patients within a ten-mile radius for outpatient 652 

services, emergency room service, surgery, and admissions. 653 

 Can you expand on the importance of sustaining this flexibility in the community 654 

benefit standard so that hospitals can tailor their services to the unique needs of their 655 

communities? 656 

 *Ms. Hatton.  One of the geniuses behind the community benefit standard has been 657 

exactly that kind of flexibility so that hospitals can look at their communities to determine 658 

what it is they need.  Is it food insecurity, is it transportation needs, is it employment, is it -659 

- you know, is it education?  What exactly are the deficits? 660 

 And I should also mention that hospitals do this in a couple of different ways, 661 

including through the community health needs assessment, where they work with the 662 

community and public health authorities to determine exactly what the highest priority needs 663 

are in that community, and they work together, again, with these same groups to develop a 664 

plan and actually evaluate the impact of the plan. 665 

 So the community benefit standard and its flexibility  has been essential to allowing 666 

communities of all sizes with all different needs really to be able to prioritize those health 667 

issues that they can tackle along with their communities. 668 

 *Ms. Chu.  And do you think Form 990, Schedule H captures the amount that 669 

hospitals are putting in, such as this? 670 

 *Ms. Hatton.  I think it's probably an undercount, particularly on social 671 
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determinants of health.  One of the recommendations that we had and others have had is to 672 

elevate the importance of social determinants of health and make it more clear and I think 673 

more evident to those who are filling out the form of the importance of capturing that 674 

information and putting it on the form. 675 

 *Ms. Chu.  Director Lucas-Judy, it's clear that there are many nonprofit hospitals 676 

that deliver community benefits to our communities, but in recent years, certain tax-exempt 677 

hospitals have pursued aggressive debt collection, denied charity care to those who qualify, 678 

and have engaged in anticompetitive practices at the expense of patients and taxpayers.  In 679 

your testimony, you mentioned that hospitals Form 990 and Schedule H can be the primary 680 

or sole source of information available to the public to understand the community benefits 681 

provided by a tax-exempt hospital.  You pointed out certain deficiencies in the reporting. 682 

 And I'd like to know specifically what sort of things would you change to update 683 

Form 990, Schedule H to include clearer information to the general public and to Congress.  684 

For instance, what would you do about the narrative issue, because you outlined that the 685 

narrative doesn't get transmitted to the public at all in the electronic reporting?  And then 686 

also, would you require an answer, because you pointed out that some hospitals had 687 

extensive answers there and some had nothing at all.  And would you eliminate some 688 

questions, like the provision of emergency care at the emergency room? 689 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Well, what we looked at is what is IRS doing to determine the 690 

extent to which hospitals are providing community benefits and what is it that they're 691 

reporting as part of that oversight.  And what we found was that the form really doesn't 692 

allow anyone to do that because the -- for one thing, the community benefit standard itself 693 

really is not a standard, it's a series of examples of things that could be provided. 694 

 But even if you were looking at those factors that currently make up the community 695 

benefit standard, they're on different parts on the form, and as I mentioned, they're -- some 696 
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of them are closed-ended questions, some of them are open-ended narrative and sort of more 697 

optional.  That narrative question tries to address several of the factors, and even go 698 

beyond, and so IRS really is left with a facts and circumstances determination in each case. 699 

 And so, you know, one of the things for a good tax system is to make sure that you're 700 

treating similar taxpayers similarly, and right now you really can't do that, either with the 701 

standard as it currently is determined and also in the reporting itself. 702 

 *Ms. Chu.  So what would you do about the narrative problem? 703 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Well, that would be something that it would be up to IRS to 704 

determine how to do, but if those factors are important, then we think that IRS could design 705 

the form in such a way so that the factors are more clearly addressed. 706 

 *Ms. Chu.  Thank you.  I yield back. 707 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Ms. Chu. 708 

 Mr. Steube. 709 

 *Mr. Steube.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 710 

 Nonprofit hospitals derive substantial benefits from their tax-exempt status, but in 711 

some cases aren't providing the charity care that their nonprofit status requires.  Nonprofit 712 

hospitals have an obligation to serve indigent patients and not try to push them off on other 713 

hospitals, but the numbers show they aren't doing this. 714 

 For instance, in 2020, nonprofit hospitals received almost 40 percent more in tax 715 

benefits than they provided in charity care.  A New York Times report found that a 716 

nonprofit hospital in New York City received nearly 250 million in tax benefits a year for 717 

which they are supposed to provide charity care.  But according to the report, that hospital 718 

routinely told ambulance workers to take homeless patients to other hospitals. 719 

 My question is for Dr. Bai and Dr. Levinson.  There are several requirements that 720 

tax-exempt hospitals must meet to maintain tax exemption, two of which include 721 
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maintaining a written financial assistance policy for needy patients and the requirement that 722 

hospitals set billing and collection limits.  But we are increasingly hearing about how some 723 

nonprofit hospitals are making it difficult for eligible patients to get financial assistance, are 724 

delaying checking patient's eligibility for financial assistance, and are sometimes engaging 725 

in aggressive billing and debt collection practices. 726 

 Are you familiar with these practices, and if so, can you elaborate on the practices 727 

you have seen from some hospitals?  I'll start with Dr. Bai. 728 

 *Ms. Bai.  Thank you, Representative Steube.  Thank you very much for the 729 

question. 730 

 What we have seen is that hospitals have 100 percent discretion in designing those 731 

eligibility criteria, right.  To start, if you have your resource available, you can make the 732 

policy very generous, so many people would have been qualified to receive charity care.  733 

That's number one. 734 

 But the way we are seeing it is, no, many hospitals did not do that.  And beyond 735 

that, as you already mentioned, they are trying to make the charitable -- charity care policy 736 

very obscure.  So patients under stress would not be able to find the policy, so they would 737 

lose the opportunity to apply for it.  And then after that, once they incur that, some 738 

hospitals go into very aggressive techniques to go after them, garnish wages, et cetera. 739 

 So these, as you mentioned, this is really against their charitable mission, not 740 

consistent with what's the purported mission statement. 741 

 *Mr. Steube.  Dr. Levinson, do you have anything to add to that? 742 

 *Mr. Levinson.  I agree with everything Dr. Bai said.  I should also mention, there 743 

-- again, it is a requirement that hospitals have a financial assistance policy in place.  As 744 

Dr. Bai was mentioning, there are fairly limited requirements of what that financial 745 

assistance policy has to entail, and that both includes who is eligible for charity care but also 746 
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it grants hospitals substantial flexibility in their application procedures and how often they 747 

have to notify patients of their eligibility. 748 

 So, for example, hospitals are currently required to make a reasonable effort to 749 

determine eligibility before taking extraordinary collections actions.  However, that could, 750 

for example, include notifying a patient of their eligibility and giving them four months to 751 

apply for financial assistance. 752 

 There's some areas of the country where states have required more transparency 753 

around financial assistance policies, such as sending patients information about financial 754 

assistance with every bill that they receive and once their bill goes to collections. 755 

 *Mr. Steube.  And when -- and I'll just stick with you, Dr. Levinson, if that's okay.  756 

When nonprofit hospitals aren't providing the charity care that they are obligated to provide, 757 

how does that impact other hospitals that are in the area?  Dr. Levinson first, and then you 758 

can add, if you want. 759 

 *Mr. Levinson.  Thank you for that question.  So, you know, in theory, it most 760 

directly impacts the patients at those hospitals who ultimately might be saddled with medical 761 

debt.  It could also I think conceivably lead to some patients choosing to receive their care 762 

at other hospitals where those hospitals will in turn be obligated to cover their charity care 763 

costs. 764 

 *Mr. Steube.  Dr. Bai, do you want to add something to that? 765 

 *Ms. Bai.  Yeah, thank you.  And more importantly, you know, these patients are 766 

not high-income patients, right.  Many of them are struggling, working class Americans, 767 

very marginalized.  And if they are being collected -- you know, very aggressively pursued 768 

for medical debt, they might just give up and fall into the welfare trap.  That will increase 769 

taxpayer burden. 770 

 See, there is a social contract.  So the taxpayers lacks the subsidy, go to nonprofit 771 
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hospitals, but in return they must help taxpayers by helping those marginalized and very 772 

struggling low-income Americans so they can stay in the workforce and stop being a 773 

taxpayer's burden.  So I think that is a breach of the social contract. 774 

 *Mr. Steube.  Well, and real quick, I only have a couple seconds left.  And for 775 

both of you, of the various types of community benefits that hospitals provide, how many of 776 

those do hospitals receive reimbursement for through other means such as Medicare, 777 

Medicaid, DSH, 340B, et cetera?  So they're taking that as well, correct?  Go -- Dr. Bai. 778 

 *Ms. Bai.  Thank you.  So right now there is no transparency regarding this 340B 779 

Program, so it has become a, you know, buy low/sell high program.  So that is the 780 

transparency we probably need.  But in other -- the DSH also is a black box.  The tax 781 

exemption value also, as we have mentioned.  You know, you don't have the information at 782 

the hospital level.  Thank you. 783 

 *Mr. Steube.  I'd ask unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, to add, "Hospitals Often 784 

Don’t Help Needy Patients, Even Those Who Qualify.''  I ask unanimous consent to add 785 

that to the record.  And also the New York Times article, "They Were Entitled to Free 786 

Care.  Hospitals Hounded Them to Pay.'' 787 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  So ordered. 788 

 [The information follows:] 789 

 790 
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In 2018, senior executives at one of the country’s largest nonprofit hospital chains, Providence, were frustrated. They were

spending hundreds of millions of dollars providing free health care to patients. It was eating into their bottom line.

The executives, led by Providence’s chief financial officer at the time, devised a solution: a program called Rev-Up.

PROFITS OVER PATIENTS

With the help of a consulting firm, the
Providence hospital system trained staff to

wring money out of patients, even those eligible
for free care.
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Rev-Up provided Providence’s employees with a detailed playbook for wringing money out of patients — even those who were

supposed to receive free care because of their low incomes, a New York Times investigation found.

In training materials obtained by The Times, members of the hospital staff were instructed how to approach patients and

pressure them to pay.

“Ask every patient, every time,” the materials said. Instead of using “weak” phrases — like “Would you mind paying?” —

employees were told to ask how patients wanted to pay. Soliciting money “is part of your role. It’s not an option.”

If patients did not pay, Providence sent debt collectors to pursue them.

More than half the nation’s roughly 5,000 hospitals are nonprofits like Providence. They enjoy lucrative tax exemptions;

Providence avoids more than $1 billion a year in taxes. In exchange, the Internal Revenue Service requires them to provide

services, such as free care for the poor, that benefit the communities in which they operate.

But in recent decades, many of the hospitals have become virtually indistinguishable from for-profit companies, adopting an

unrelenting focus on the bottom line and straying from their traditional charitable missions.

To understand the shift, The Times reviewed thousands of pages of court records, internal hospital financial records and

memos, tax filings, and complaints filed with regulators, and interviewed dozens of patients, lawyers, current and former

hospital executives, doctors, nurses and consultants.

The Times found that the consequences have been stark. Many nonprofit hospitals were ill equipped for a flood of critically sick

Covid-19 patients because they had been operating with skeleton staffs in an effort to cut costs and boost profits. Others lacked

intensive care units and other resources to weather a pandemic because the nonprofit chains that owned them had focused on

investments in rich communities at the expense of poorer ones.

And, as Providence illustrates, some hospital systems have not only reduced their emphasis on providing free care to the poor

but also developed elaborate systems to convert needy patients into sources of revenue. The result, in the case of Providence, is

that thousands of poor patients were saddled with debts that they never should have owed, The Times found.

Founded by nuns in the 1850s, Providence says its mission is to be “steadfast in serving all, especially those who are poor and

vulnerable.” Today, based in Renton, Wash., Providence is one of the largest nonprofit health systems in the country, with 51

hospitals and more than 900 clinics. Its revenue last year exceeded $27 billion.

Providence is sitting on $10 billion that it invests, Wall Street-style, alongside top private equity firms. It even runs its own

venture capital fund.

In 2018, before the Rev-Up program kicked in, Providence spent 1.24 percent of its expenses on charity care, a standard way of

measuring how much free care hospitals provide. That was below the average of 2 percent for nonprofit hospitals nationwide,

according to an analysis of hospital financial records by Ge Bai, a professor at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public

Health.

By last year, Providence’s spending on charity care had fallen below 1 percent of its expenses.

The Affordable Care Act requires nonprofit hospitals to make their financial assistance policies public, such as by posting them

in hospital waiting rooms. But the federal law does not dictate who is eligible for free care.

https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/hospitals-by-ownership/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D
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Ten states, however, have adopted their own laws that specify which patients, based on their income and family size, qualify for

free or discounted care. Among them is Washington, where Providence is based. All hospitals in the state must provide free

care for anyone who makes under 300 percent of the federal poverty level. For a family of four, that threshold is $83,250 a year.

In February, Bob Ferguson, the state’s attorney general, accused Providence of violating state law, in part by using debt

collectors to pursue more than 55,000 patient accounts. The suit alleged that Providence wrongly claimed those patients owed a

total of more than $73 million.

Providence, which is fighting the lawsuit, has said it will stop using debt collectors to pursue money from low-income patients

who should qualify for free care in Washington.

But The Times found that the problems extend beyond Washington. In interviews, patients in California and Oregon who

qualified for free care said they had been charged thousands of dollars and then harassed by collection agents. Many saw their

credit scores ruined. Others had to cut back on groceries to pay what Providence claimed they owed. In both states, nonprofit

hospitals are required by law to provide low-income patients with free or discounted care.

“I felt a little betrayed,” said Bev Kolpin, 57, who had worked as a sonogram technician at a Providence hospital in Oregon. Then

she went on unpaid leave to have surgery to remove a cyst. The hospital billed her $8,000 even though she was eligible for

Bev Kolpin, a former Providence employee in Oregon, was billed $8,000 despite being eligible for
discounted care. Jovelle Tamayo for The New York Times
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discounted care, she said. “I had worked for them and given them so much, and they didn’t give me anything.” (The hospital

forgave her debt only after a lawyer contacted Providence on Ms. Kolpin’s behalf.)

Gregory Hoffman, Providence’s chief financial officer, said in an interview that The Times’s findings about the hospital system’s

treatment of poor patients “are very concerning and have our attention.” He said Providence wanted “to get things right, on

behalf of our communities and on behalf of our patients,” though he acknowledged that the Rev-Up program initially had “some

hiccups,” including sending Medicaid patients to debt collectors.

Melissa Tizon, a spokeswoman for Providence, said the health system stopped doing that in December, although that was two

years after an executive raised internal alarms about the practice. Providence has also instructed the debt collection firms it

works with to not use “any aggressive tactics such as garnishing wages or reporting delinquent accounts to credit agencies,”

she said.

Ms. Tizon said Providence was the largest provider of charity care in Washington. While the hospital system has been

providing less of that care in recent years, she said, Providence has been treating more patients on Medicaid, the federal-state

insurance program for poor people.

“Our practices comply with and in many instances exceed state requirements,” she said.

Paying With Poultry

Providence’s transformation from a small charitable organization to a huge hospital system mirrors the story of the country’s

nonprofit hospitals.

Providence was founded in 1856 when, at the request of a local bishop, Mother Joseph and four other nuns from the Sisters of

Providence trekked from Montreal to Vancouver, Wash., to provide services to the poor. Their first hospital, St. Joseph, was a

single room with four beds. The hospital charged patients $1 a day, not including extras like whiskey.

Patients rarely paid in cash, sometimes offering chickens, ducks and blankets in exchange for care.

At the time, hospitals in the United States were set up to do what Providence did — provide inexpensive care to the poor.

Wealthier people usually hired doctors to treat them at home.

Given their work serving the indigent, hospitals were exempted from state and federal taxes.

That system remained relatively unchanged until the federal government created Medicare and Medicaid in the 1960s. Millions

more people suddenly had insurance that covered medical expenses.

The Providence hospital in Olympia, Wash., billed Harriet Haffner-Ratliffe, who was eligible for charity
care, almost $2,300 after she gave birth to twins. Jovelle Tamayo for The New York Times

https://www.providence.org/-/media/Project/psjh/providence/socal/Files/about/providence-archives/st-joseph-hospital-centennial-album-18581958web.pdf?la=en&hash=8FB385AAB2643E84378F3B614DCB62EA
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The I.R.S. began allowing hospitals to justify their tax exemptions by providing a broader range of loosely defined benefits to

their communities beyond treating patients for free. Some hospitals took advantage of the new leeway, arguing that things like

employees’ salaries counted toward the I.R.S. requirement.

Top government officials warned that hospitals were abusing their privileged status as nonprofits.

“Some tax-exempt health care providers may not differ markedly from for-profit providers in their operations, their attention to

the benefit of the community or their levels of charity care,” the I.R.S. commissioner Mark W. Everson wrote to the Senate in

2005.

Some hospital executives have embraced the comparison to for-profit companies. Dr. Rod Hochman, Providence’s chief

executive, told an industry publication in 2021 that “‘nonprofit health care’ is a misnomer.”

“It is tax-exempt health care,” he said. “It still makes profits.”

Those profits, he added, support the hospital’s mission. “Every dollar we make is going to go right back into Seattle, Portland,

Los Angeles, Alaska and Montana.”

Since Dr. Hochman took over in 2013, Providence has become a financial powerhouse. Last year, it earned $1.2 billion in profits

through investments. (So far this year, Providence has lost money.)

Providence also owes some of its wealth to its nonprofit status. In 2019, the latest year available, Providence received roughly

$1.2 billion in federal, state and local tax breaks, according to the Lown Institute, a think tank that studies health care.

The greater the hospital system’s profits, the more money it could pump into expanding. In addition, the greater its cash

reserves, the stronger its credit rating. A pristine rating allowed Providence to inexpensively borrow money, which it could

then funnel into further growth.

Over the past decade, Providence has opened or acquired 18 hospitals. Dr. Hochman earned $10 million in 2020.

‘Don’t Accept the First No’

https://www.nytimes.com/2006/03/19/politics/nonprofit-hospitals-face-scrutiny-over-practices.html
https://www.advisory.com/blog/2021/05/our-finest-year
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Even before the Rev-Up program, Providence was collecting money from poor patients, sometimes in violation of state laws,

according to five current and former executives and a review of patient complaints filed with regulators.

Harriet Haffner-Ratliffe, 20, gave birth to twins at a Providence hospital in Olympia, Wash., in 2017. She was eligible under state

law for charity care.

Providence did not inform her. Instead it billed her almost $2,300. The hospital put her on a roughly $100-a-month payment

plan.

It was more than Ms. Haffner-Ratliffe, who was unemployed, could afford. She had to ration gas for her car. One day, her

boyfriend walked into their apartment and found her surrounded by bills, crying. When she fell behind on the payments,

Providence dispatched a debt collector to pursue her.

For people already on the financial brink, debt collection companies can push them over the edge. The companies often inform

credit-rating firms about patients’ debts, which can torpedo their credit scores. That, in turn, can make it much harder and

more expensive to buy or rent a car or home or to borrow money.

Ms. Haffner-Ratliffe’s ordeal chopped her credit score by about 200 points. For years, she couldn’t get a credit card. (Ms. Tizon,

the Providence spokeswoman, said that the hospital had told Ms. Haffner-Ratliffe about how to seek financial aid but that she

had not completed her application. Ms. Haffner-Ratliffe and her parents dispute that.)

Around that time, in 2018, Providence was looking for ways to save money. It had recently merged with another nonprofit

hospital system, and integrating the two was expensive.

Providence turned to the consulting firm McKinsey & Company. The firm’s assignment was to maximize the money that

Providence collected from its patients, the five current and former executives said. In essence, the hospital system wanted to

apply the tactics it had used with Ms. Haffner-Ratliffe to even more patients.

McKinsey’s solution was Rev-Up, whose name was an apparent reference to the goal of accelerating revenue growth.

Training materials instructed administrative staff to tell patients — no matter how poor — that “payment is expected,”

according to documents included in Washington’s lawsuit and training materials obtained by The Times. Six current and former

hospital employees said in interviews that they had been told not to mention the financial aid that states like Washington

required Providence to provide.

One training document, titled “Don’t accept the first No,” led staff through a series of questions to ask patients. The first was

“How would you like to pay that today?” If that did not work, employees were told to ask for half the balance. Failing that, staff

could offer to set up a payment plan. Only as a last resort, the documents explained, should workers tell patients that they may

be eligible for financial assistance.

Another training document explained what to do if patients expressed surprise that a charitable hospital was pressuring them

to pay. The suggested response: “We are a nonprofit. However, we want to inform our patients of their balances as soon as

possible and help the hospital invest in patient care by reducing billing costs.”

Staff members were then instructed to shift the conversation to “how would you like to take care of this today?”

Exhorting employees to do their jobs well, some versions of the training materials invoked a famous line from a speech by the

Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.: “If it falls your lot to be a street sweeper, sweep streets like Michelangelo painted pictures.”

Ms. Haffner-Ratliffe’s debt from the birth of her sons continues to have financial repercussions five years
later. Jovelle Tamayo for The New York Times

https://youtu.be/202nbcLwxsg?t=440
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Ms. Tizon, the spokeswoman for Providence, said the intent of Rev-Up was “not to target or pressure those in financial

distress.” Instead, she said, “it aimed to provide patients with greater pricing transparency.”

“We recognize the tone of the training materials developed by McKinsey was not consistent with our values,” she said, adding

that Providence modified the materials “to ensure we are communicating with each patient with compassion and respect.”

But employees who were responsible for collecting money from patients said the aggressive tactics went beyond the scripts

provided by McKinsey. In some Providence collection departments, wall-mounted charts shaped like oversize thermometers

tracked employees’ progress toward hitting their monthly collection goals, the current and former Providence employees said.

On Halloween at one of Providence’s hospitals, an employee dressed up as a wrestler named Rev-Up Ricky, according to the

Washington lawsuit. Another costume featured a giant cardboard dollar sign with “How” printed on top of it, referring to the

way the staff was supposed to ask patients how, not whether, they would pay. Ms. Tizon said such costumes were “not the

culture we strive for.”

The Rev-Up program alarmed some Providence employees.

“It was awful working for this rich system and not being able to help people who were just crying in front of me,” said Stephanie

Shufelt, who worked in patient registration at a Providence hospital in Portland, Ore., until February 2021.

Taylor Davison, who worked in the emergency department of a Providence hospital in Santa Rosa, Calif., until last year, said

Providence’s tactics had struck her as predatory. She was told to approach patients as soon as doctors had finished examining

them. She would crouch at their bedside and ask for money. She was required to document in the patients’ charts that she had

repeatedly pushed for payments.

Employees were urged to collect any amount, no matter how small, she said. Some patients offered as little as $2, which she

accepted.

“Here are people coming in at the worst moment of their lives, and I’m asking them to empty their wallets,” Ms. Davison said.

Providence paid McKinsey at least $45 million in 2019 for its assistance, tax filings show.
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Warning About Harm to Patients

When patients left a hospital without paying, Providence sent them at least three bills. If they still did not pay, they would

receive one last warning.

“This is your final opportunity to pay your account,” one such letter said. Otherwise, it went on, Providence would enlist “a

third-party agency that may adversely affect your credit rating.”

Under Washington’s law, Providence was supposed to screen patients at the hospital to assess whether they qualified for free or

discounted care. But Providence often checked patients’ income only after months of hounding them had failed, according to

depositions included in the Washington lawsuit and internal memos that a former Providence executive shared with The Times.

At that point, Providence ran accounts through a screening tool provided by Experian, a credit reporting company, to

determine whether accounts were eligible for free care.

But despite Rev-Up, the amount of free care that Providence was providing was “spiking,” an executive later explained in an

email to colleagues. So in 2019, Providence’s chief financial officer at the time, Venkat Bhamidipati, and other executives made

a change, according to the five current and former Providence executives and depositions included in Washington’s lawsuit.

Previously, when treating patients who were on Medicaid, Providence eventually waived any outstanding portion of their bill.

In 2019, Providence stopped doing that. Medicaid patients were sent to debt collectors instead. That appeared to violate laws in

Washington, Oregon and California that required nonprofit hospitals to provide free care to patients earning below certain

thresholds, according to regulators.

Some Providence executives warned that the changes were harming patients.

“I just want it made clear to our leadership that patients that would normally have been eligible for charity care are going to

bad debt,” Lesa Wood, a director of financial counseling and assistance, emailed colleagues in late 2019.

Stephanie Shufelt said pushing poor patients to pay felt “awful.” Chris Creese

for The New York Times
Taylor Davison was told to accept payments as small as $2. Preston

Gannaway for The New York Times
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In 2020, a Providence executive wrote to co-workers to report that the system’s charity care spending was down “across all

markets.”

Skimping on Groceries

In November 2020, Paulo Aguirre went to a Providence hospital in Orange County, Calif., with a splitting headache, blurred

vision and nausea. Doctors gave him a shot that made the pain “go right away,” he said.

Mr. Aguirre earned minimum wage working at a dental office and was on California’s version of Medicaid, known as Medi-Cal.

Under California law and Providence’s financial assistance policy, his low income qualified him for free care.

In early 2021, Mr. Aguirre said, he received a bill from Providence for $4,394.45. He told Providence that he could not afford to

pay.

Providence sent his account to Harris & Harris, a debt collection company. Mr. Aguirre said that Harris & Harris employees had

called him repeatedly for weeks and that the ordeal made him wary of going to Providence again.

“I try my best not to go to their emergency room even though my daughters have gotten sick, and I got sick,” Mr. Aguirre said,

noting that one of his daughters needed a biopsy and that he had trouble breathing when he had Covid. “I have this big fear in

me.”

That is the outcome that hospitals like Providence may be hoping for, said Dean A. Zerbe, who investigated nonprofit hospitals

when he worked for the Senate Finance Committee under Senator Charles E. Grassley, Republican of Iowa.

“They just want to make sure that they never come back to that hospital and they tell all their friends never to go back to that

hospital,” Mr. Zerbe said.

Last October, an ambulance rushed Alexandra Nyfors to the Providence hospital in Everett, Wash. A diabetic, she was severely

dehydrated, and her kidneys were failing. Providence put her on intravenous medications to treat an underlying infection. She

spent about two weeks in the hospital.

Ms. Nyfors, 66, is covered by Medicare, and her only income is about $1,700 a month in federal disability payments. Under

Providence’s policies and state law, she was eligible for free care because of her low income.

But Providence billed her $1,950 — the amount left over after Medicare covered its share. The remaining sum was daunting. It

was getting colder, and Ms. Nyfors knew her heating bill would gobble up much of her monthly check. But when she went on

the hospital’s website, she said, there were only two choices: Pay in full or set up a payment plan.

Ms. Nyfors agreed to have $162.50 automatically withdrawn from her bank account each month until the bill was settled. She

Providence put Alexandra Nyfors on a payment plan, forcing her to go without heat. Jovelle Tamayo for The

New York Times

https://www.providence.org/-/media/project/psjh/shared/files/financial-assistance/policy/ca/fa-policy-english.pdf?la=en&hash=D9F91948C2701A624B85F6390CAB99AF
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started buying fewer groceries, she said. She went without heat. She split her medication in two to make it last longer.

She had no idea she qualified for free care until she read about Washington’s lawsuit. After Ms. Nyfors was interviewed by The

Everett Daily Herald, Providence forgave her bill and refunded the payments she had made.

In June, she got another letter from Providence. This one asked her to donate money to the hospital: “No gift is too small to

make a meaningful impact.”

Following a Script ‘Like Robots’

In 2019, Vanessa Weller, a single mother who is a manager at a Wendy’s restaurant in Anchorage, went to Providence Alaska

Medical Center, the state’s largest hospital.

She was 24 weeks pregnant and experiencing severe abdominal pains. “Let this just be cramps,” she recalled telling herself.

Ms. Weller was in labor. She gave birth via cesarean section to a boy who weighed barely a pound. She named him Isaiah. As

she was lying in bed, pain radiating across her abdomen, she said, a hospital employee asked how she would like to pay. She

replied that she had applied for Medicaid, which she hoped would cover the bill.

After five days in the hospital, Isaiah died.

Then Ms. Weller got caught up in Providence’s new, revenue-boosting policies.

The phone calls began about a month after she left the hospital. Ms. Weller remembers panicking when Providence employees

told her what she owed: $125,000, or about four times her annual salary.

She said she had repeatedly told Providence that she was already stretched thin as a single mother with a toddler. Providence’s

representatives asked if she could pay half the amount. On later calls, she said, she was offered a payment plan.

“It was like they were following some script,” she said. “Like robots.”

Later that year, a Providence executive questioned why Ms. Weller had a balance, given her low income, according to emails

disclosed in Washington’s litigation with Providence. A colleague replied that her debts previously would have been forgiven

but that Providence’s new policy meant that “balances after Medicaid are being excluded from presumptive charity process.”

Ms. Weller said she had to change her phone number to make the calls stop. Her credit score plummeted from a decent 650 to a

lousy 400. She has not paid any of her bill.

Susan C. Beachy and Beena Raghavendran contributed research.

Employees at the Providence hospital in Santa Rosa, Calif., were told to seek money from patients as soon
as doctors finished examining them. Preston Gannaway for The New York Times

https://www.heraldnet.com/news/lawsuit-everett-hospital-hid-charity-care-in-the-fine-print/?utm_source=ourcommunitynow&utm_medium=web
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 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Mr. Steube. 793 

 Mr. Schneider. 794 

 *Mr. Schneider.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Chairman Schweikert, Ranking 795 

Member Pascrell, thank you for having this conversation.  The witnesses, thank you for 796 

sharing your perspectives and insights as we try to understand this issue better. 797 

 I think back through the pandemic and even the years before that, I visited hospitals 798 

throughout my district, and I hear the same concerns repeating themselves over and over.  799 

Among the most, Ms. Hatton, you touched on it, is just getting good providers, whether it's 800 

nurses or doctors.  We are struggling.  And I live in the suburbs of Chicago, a place where 801 

there is a lot of access.  Rural communities I know are having an even harder time. 802 

 We know that the first responders, the frontline workers, the doctors, the nurses were 803 

the heroes of the pandemic, but they've been squeezed as well throughout this period.  And 804 

so as we come out of the pandemic, and we're looking forward to making sure people have 805 

access to care, access to quality hospitals is critical. 806 

 Ms. Hatton, you touched on the fact that these nonprofit hospitals providing 807 

community benefit, it's nine dollars for every dollar they're benefitting.  Would love to get 808 

further expansion of how that's working, how you see that nine dollars playing, and the 809 

impact it's having.  But, in particular, with respect to training doctors and nurses, the 810 

hospitals are often the places where our professionals go for that medical training. 811 

 *Ms. Hatton.  That's a major focus for many hospitals, to provide training 812 

opportunities for, you know, workforce.  And again, it's become -- the workforce shortages 813 

in focus before the pandemic, they were exacerbated by the pandemic, made those programs 814 

even more important, again, particularly with nurses.  And I know in the Chicago area that 815 

you're suffering from a shortage of nurses. 816 

 And again, one of the issues there is there are so many applicants than there are 817 
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training opportunities, which means that hospitals -- part of what hospitals can do on 818 

community benefit is to open up more training slots so that more applicants have an 819 

opportunity to actually train.  And they're doing this one in a number of different ways in a 820 

number of different staff shortages, but it's a major focus.  And I expect when we see the 821 

next iteration of health -- community health needs assessments, we'll find training for the 822 

workforce becomes one of the priority programs that hospitals want to tackle together with 823 

their communities. 824 

 *Mr. Schneider.  Great, thank you. 825 

 Let me turn to Ms. Lucas-Judy.  We were talking about the form, and I know others 826 

have asked how do we make the form better.  If I understand this correctly, the form 827 

basically asks the hospital to quantify their contribution but without full meaning, without 828 

full capture of data.  Is that a fair statement? 829 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  For some of the factors, it's asking for a quantitative answer, and 830 

for others it's just what is it important to know about the community benefit that your 831 

hospital provides.  That's very amorphous. 832 

 *Mr. Schneider.  Okay.  So at best, it's a partial quantification, at worst it's an 833 

amorphic description.  It doesn't get into the quality of the community service provided, it 834 

is a partial snapshot.  Is that fair? 835 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Right.  And it's a form that's attempting to get something very 836 

complicated, and that's part of why, you know, we think it's important for Congress to 837 

maybe clarify what the community benefit standard ought to be or, you know, what -- some 838 

of these things that have been discussed, you know, whether it be the social determinants of 839 

health or other things. 840 

 You know, if a hospital is providing these services, and we're going to be subsidizing 841 

it through the tax code, it's important to be clear about what those types of things are, and 842 
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still preserve some flexibility to be able to meet local needs. 843 

 *Mr. Schneider.  And going back to my previous question, training the next 844 

generation of doctors or training nurses and other medical professionals, that’s something 845 

that has value not just to the specific community but to the nation as a whole.  Is that fair? 846 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Certainly that is one of the things that could be considered. 847 

 *Mr. Schneider.  And my last question along these lines, so we have partial 848 

quantitative, we have a very superficial qualitative description, not a quality assessment, but 849 

the other thing I'm hearing is we don't have the transparency necessary to fully understand 850 

what community benefits are being provided.  And I'm running out of time.  Is that a fair 851 

statement as well? 852 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Yes, that's correct. 853 

 *Mr. Schneider.  So for us it's better numbers, more transparency [indiscernible]. 854 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Correct. 855 

 *Mr. Schneider.  All right.  I yield back.  Thank you very much. 856 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Mr. Schneider. 857 

 Ms. Tenney. 858 

 *Ms. Tenney.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you Ranking Member, and 859 

thank you to our witnesses. 860 

 I have a pretty extensive background serving on different levels of hospital boards, 861 

and especially in the rural upstate communities where I'm from.  My grandfather founded a 862 

hospital in a rural community in upstate New York, and I -- it's always been a struggle to get 863 

quality care and to -- I think it has to be emphasized that New York City, even Westchester 864 

and Long Island, is very different from upstate New York in terms of evaluating the 865 

hospitals.  And I understand the ability to take advantage of this tax-exempt status.  All of 866 

the hospitals in New York are nonprofit and two are actually community -- or county 867 
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owned, including one in Wyoming County which is in my district, and another one outside 868 

my district. 869 

 But I want to just jump right into some of the questions I have.  I want to get into 870 

just asking -- and first I want -- Ms. Lucas-Judy, you've done a good job of explaining how 871 

vague and amorphous this standard is on defining what community benefits are.  Could you 872 

tell me on the 990, the Schedule H, what would you do to improve this and what could the 873 

hospitals provide?  And I know this is a multiple part questions.  Could you tell me in 874 

your research, have you seen a distinction between upstate rural New York and downstate, if 875 

it's in any of your studies, or even in any other state that has a nonprofit hospital system? 876 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  So that last question, that wasn't part of the scope of this 877 

particular review, but I can tell you that in earlier work that GAO has done, we did find 878 

quite a bit of variability in terms of even the types of information that hospitals were 879 

providing, the definitions that they were using and the ways that they were measuring their 880 

charity care and uncompensated care, and some of that had to do with different standards at 881 

the state level as well. 882 

 In terms of things to do to make the form itself, I mean, ideally, as IRS is looking to 883 

make all of its forms more user friendly, both for the taxpayer who is having to report the 884 

information as well as people who are trying to, you know, get information from it, this I 885 

think would be a good form for them to look at to figure out is there an easier way, a more 886 

transparent way to get this information reported. 887 

 But, you know, sort of in the short term, we think it's important to be able to cover 888 

all the different factors that IRS considers to make sure that its reviewers have that 889 

information to be able to determine whether a hospital is meeting the community benefit 890 

standard. 891 

 *Ms. Tenney.  Well let me ask, I mean, do you suggest that we in Congress come 892 
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up with a different standard for not-for-profit hospitals, or do you think we need to do better 893 

oversight? 894 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  I think not necessarily an either/or question.  I think certainly 895 

having some more definition around what the community benefits are that a hospital could 896 

be providing would certainly be helpful to make sure that taxpayers -- different types of 897 

hospitals are being treated the same and have that same opportunity. 898 

 *Ms. Tenney.  So in your September 2020 GAO report, you identified 30 hospitals 899 

that reported spending nothing on community benefits in 2016.  In addition, 48 hospitals 900 

reported spending nothing on financial assistance, and 108 hospitals reported spending less 901 

than one percent of expenses on community benefit spending, placing them at a high risk of 902 

noncompliance in community benefit standard, as you've pointed out. 903 

 What do these hospitals generally state in their community benefit standard to meet 904 

this?  I know you sort of answered that, but what did they say, like what was listed?  905 

Because we do have, obviously, you know, a concern about that, and I don't know if that's -- 906 

these are upstate hospitals, or profit, nonprofit, you know what I mean?  I don't know 907 

which state they're from but -- 908 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Right.  So we weren't identifying specific hospitals. 909 

 *Ms. Tenney.  Right. 910 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  But we were flagging this as an area of concern and something 911 

that seems like it should have, you know, triggered some additional review on the part of 912 

IRS. 913 

 *Ms. Tenney.  I guess what I want to say -- allow me to reclaim my time for -- are 914 

these hospitals, were they more rural, were they more urban, what would you say?  Was 915 

there some commonality that you could say that you saw -- 916 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  So that -- 917 
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 *Ms. Tenney.  -- in the trending on the -- 918 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  That was not information that we had.  We did refer them -- all 919 

of them to IRS and some of them did go back and get additional information on.  And it's 920 

not necessarily that those hospitals were not even spending money, they just weren't 921 

reporting it.  And so that part of our point was that the form itself isn't being used 922 

effectively for oversight. 923 

 *Ms. Tenney.  Okay. 924 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Because if you had, you know -- 925 

 *Ms. Tenney.  So we got -- I understand about the form because we've talked about 926 

whether we should change it, but let me ask you this.  There is a big difference state to 927 

state.  And did you and your study come up with the difference between say states like 928 

New York, which have a very different type of healthcare system, and it's really burdensome 929 

for rural hospitals to survive.  Most of them my area are really in freefall, I mean, because 930 

of the mandates coming from the government in Albany. 931 

 I mean, would you say there's a distinction say based on state to state and the way we 932 

do healthcare? 933 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  That definitely was not in the scope of this work, but I do know 934 

that, you know, again, in earlier studies, trying to find a difference, looking at different kinds 935 

of states and different uncompensated care that they were providing, the differences between 936 

the nonprofit and the for-profit hospitals was actually very small. 937 

 *Ms. Tenney.  Wow, that's interesting.  Thank you so much.  I think my time's 938 

out.  I yield back. 939 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you.  Thank you, Ms. Tenney. 940 

 And Ms. DelBene. 941 

 *Ms. DelBene.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks to everyone for taking the 942 
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time to join us today.  We really appreciate it. 943 

 Ms. Lucas-Judy, we've been talking a lot about how challenging it can be for the IRS 944 

to determine whether a hospital is providing sufficient community benefits because the 945 

requirements are so ambiguous.  You also recommend that the IRS assess community 946 

benefits at the facility level rather than the collective organization.  And I wondered if you 947 

could talk a little bit about why you think that's important to increase transparency and 948 

enforcement. 949 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Right.  So one of the things that we found, as you mentioned, 950 

was that there -- the community benefits were reported at the aggregate level, at the 951 

organizational level and not at the facility level.  And when you have very, very large 952 

organizations full of multiple hospitals all reporting one level of community benefit, it's very 953 

difficult to know, you know, maybe one hospital in that system is contributing and not the 954 

rest of them at all.  And so for a transparency and accountability perspective, that's 955 

difficult. 956 

 We recommended that IRS assess the costs and benefits of changing that reporting 957 

because for the ACA requirements, those are at the facility level rather than at the 958 

organization level.  IRS looked at that qualitatively and determined that the administrative 959 

burden that it would put on the hospital and on IRS was not worth the tax administration 960 

benefit that they would get.  We still think it's important for transparency, but we 961 

understand their point. 962 

 *Ms. DelBene.  Okay.  Thank you very much.  Also, we were talking about the 963 

importance of healthcare services to our most indigent communities and that despite the 964 

benefits, we know that there needs to be increased oversight.  And there is reference to a 965 

New York Times article last year where Providence, a nonprofit hospital system that 966 

actually has a large presence in my state of Washington, engaged in aggressive practices 967 
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intended to increase payments from patients who should have received free or discounted 968 

medical care. 969 

 Ms. Hatton, I was wondering, how can the federal government increase oversight of 970 

tax-exempt hospitals to ensure that their practices are consistent with the law?  You're -- 971 

yeah, there you go. 972 

 *Ms. Hatton.  There really is, I think, a great deal of oversight for hospitals now.  973 

And there's a great deal of transparency when you look at all of the different parts of the 974 

requirements for tax-exempt hospitals.  One, there's the reporting on Schedule H, which is 975 

really quite comprehensive. 976 

 But there's also the community health needs assessment, and again, that's a report 977 

that's done by the hospitals in conjunction with the community, with the public health 978 

authorities and civic groups, including civic groups that represent disadvantaged 979 

communities to determine -- not only just to determine the priorities but determine how the 980 

priorities will be addressed and whether or not they've successfully addressed them.  That's 981 

really a lot of oversight I think for what tax-exempt hospitals are doing in their communities 982 

on the community level. 983 

 *Ms. DelBene.  Ms. Lucas-Judy, is there anything you'd add there?  Because 984 

clearly we need to have oversight so we can see if folks aren't receiving the benefits that 985 

they deserve.  What else can we do to make sure they are operating? 986 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  The ACA required IRS to do triannual reviews of the hospital's 987 

compliance with the other requirements, and that included things like the community health 988 

needs assessment.  And we found that IRS had -- in doing those reviews, had referred 989 

about a thousand hospitals during the five-year period that we examined for their audit and 990 

examination. 991 

 They were working -- treating some of the initial reviews as sort of educational 992 
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opportunities to make sure that hospitals were aware of the requirements, and we saw that 993 

the self-reported compliance with all of the ACA requirements did go up over the course of 994 

time that we were -- of our review. 995 

 But the one thing that we found was that, again, IRS couldn't -- didn't have the 996 

mechanism in place to be able to say whether or not any of these reviews looked at 997 

community benefits, and so they made a number of changes to their guidance for doing the 998 

reviews and to the way that it codes the results, so we'll be curious to see the results of that 999 

in a few years. 1000 

 *Ms. DelBene.  Thank you.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I yield back. 1001 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Ms. DelBene. 1002 

 Ms. Fischbach. 1003 

 *Mrs. Fischbach.  Thank you, Mr. Chair, and thank you so much for all of our 1004 

testifiers -- all of our witnesses here today.  I appreciate it. 1005 

 I'm from Minnesota.  Minnesota's hospitals and health systems contributed 3.3 1006 

billion to their communities and 649 million in uncompensated care in 2020.  In my 1007 

district, smalltown hospitals are more than just a place where people receive healthcare.  1008 

They act as a staple in the community helping bridge the gap between workforce, education, 1009 

and law enforcement. 1010 

 Our nation's opioid and chemical dependency crisis is out of control.  I think 1011 

everybody can agree with that.  Facilities such as the ones in my district have partnered 1012 

with community members and outside organizations in their area to come up with 1013 

collaborative prevention efforts that include unused medication disposal systems, and 1014 

strengthening relationships, and creating referral pathways between mental health and 1015 

chemical dependency providers, clinics, law enforcement, emergency medical, schools, and 1016 

social services.  So there's a whole array of things that those hospitals are helping with and 1017 
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doing. 1018 

 One hospital, I'll just use the example, is actively participating in the program is in 1019 

Alexandria, Minnesota.  It's a small town of less than 15,000 people.  And it was the first 1020 

Minnesota hospital to be named one of the top rural and community hospitals in the nation.  1021 

So this is what's happening in rural areas all across our country. 1022 

 It's obvious that the incredible relationship that they share with their community, law 1023 

enforcement, schools, and other community leaders has helped this hospital to thrive and 1024 

address the needs of the community.  Minnesota is my home, and it is home to many, many 1025 

nonprofit small community hospitals that utilize these tax exemptions to support the 1026 

healthcare communities to meet the needs of their communities. 1027 

 Dr. Bai, how has the healthcare landscape changed since this tax exemption was first 1028 

made available to those hospitals? 1029 

 *Ms. Bai.  So if we think about the origin of the tax exemption, 1923 -- sorry, 1913, 1030 

at that time, hospitals scoffed the tax exemption because they were charities, right.  They 1031 

have the doctors and nurses as volunteers.  But then things have changed, because think of 1032 

the proportion of their revenue coming from commercial activities versus coming from 1033 

charity activities.  Totally different today.  That's why our, you know, community benefit 1034 

standard has to also change to come -- yeah, to be consistent with this. 1035 

 But I want to emphasize that any heavy-handed policy efforts will have a lot of 1036 

unintended consequences on hospitals.  And so just to mention, right, there are some 1037 

hospitals with a lot of financial vulnerability, and if we, you know, have bright-line 1038 

initiatives, and they might be under huge pressure, it might close, and that will affect the 1039 

access of care to the local community. 1040 

 So therefore, I believe still we should do disclosure.  Then let the local community 1041 

decide, the state or local level decide what to do, because they really pay the lion share in 1042 
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terms of taxpayer subsidies, because property tax is almost always the largest component.  1043 

Thank you. 1044 

 *Mrs. Fischbach.  And maybe you can just go a little bit more into, you know, if the 1045 

requirements that the hospitals abide -- must abide by to obtain and maintain their tax-1046 

exempt status -- I'm sorry, I'm fighting a cold, so I'm a little -- it's a little -- sometimes I'm 1047 

stuffed up.  But how have those changed to reflect some of these changes in the landscape?  1048 

Maybe you could go into a little more -- you kind of mentioned it, but if you can go in a 1049 

little more detail. 1050 

 *Ms. Bai.  Yeah.  There's very little evidence that IRS or the state attorney general 1051 

have used the tax exemption as -- taken away tax exemption using any evidence.  There's 1052 

no such enforcement.  And recently in Pennsylvania, four nonprofit hospitals lost their 1053 

property tax exemption because of a special statute in Pennsylvania.  So I would say so far 1054 

there -- this threat has not been credible from -- you know, from the enforcement at the 1055 

federal or state level. 1056 

 *Mrs. Fischbach.  Okay. 1057 

 *Ms. Bai.  They have been enjoying the tax exemptions. 1058 

 *Mrs. Fischbach.  Well, thank you very much, and I appreciate it.  And I was 1059 

going to ask about the same thing that Ms. Tenney was asking, so I appreciate that she asked 1060 

that and there was that discussion included because that's a concern, too.  But thank you 1061 

very much, and I yield back. 1062 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Mr. Fischbach. 1063 

 Ms. Moore. 1064 

 *Ms. Moore of Wisconsin.  Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ranking 1065 

Member, and our witnesses for being here today.  This is a very important topic, and I 1066 

really have been listening very carefully to the questions that my colleagues have been 1067 
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asking and your responses, and it's really given me a lot of thought about whether or not we 1068 

ought to constrict the definition of what community benefits are or whether we ought to 1069 

leave the flexibility there, because communities are so very, very different. 1070 

 And I also, I'm going to ask a question, I have no idea what the answer is to this 1071 

question, but I know it's a source of frustration for me.  Ms. Hatton, you talked about social 1072 

determinants of health, and one of the frustrations we have around here is that there's not a 1073 

lot of dynamic scoring on healthcare issues so that the predictability -- so that they won't 1074 

necessarily score as a benefit or preventive medicine. 1075 

 So if I, for example, as a hospital decide I'm in a community where there's a lot of 1076 

diabetes, and say I give six workshops a year on cooking and alternative eating styles, and 1077 

so on and so forth, can I only claim as a community benefit the amount of money I spent on 1078 

the lecturer, and the venue, and the food, or can I come back and say, we've reduced diabetes 1079 

by 20 percent based on our outreach to the community? 1080 

 And if you can't do that, then what, Ms. Bai, you might want to jump in, how are we 1081 

accounting for community benefits if we aren't allowing the institutions to demonstrate 1082 

through what they're doing that there is some impact?  You know, it could be any numbers 1083 

of things.  We see that, you know, kids are poor, so we're giving out fruits and vegetables 1084 

to increase the fruits and vegetable intake, and, you know, a year later, obesity has 1085 

decreased. 1086 

 So I guess who should I ask?  Can I ask you, Ms. Hatton, Ms. Bai? 1087 

 *Ms. Hatton.  You can do both. 1088 

 *Ms. Moore of Wisconsin.  Okay. 1089 

 *Ms. Hatton.  You can take an exemption on your -- you can take the credit for it 1090 

on your Schedule H for the amount that you spend on those workshops.  But that's where 1091 

the second part of your question is where the community health needs assessment comes in.  1092 
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And that is, if this is a need of the community, and again, hospital working with community 1093 

groups, determine that this is need, one of the things that they -- among the things that 1094 

they're going to document is what is the need, what's the plan to tackle it, and what's the 1095 

results of tackling it. 1096 

 So you get really transparency in two different ways.  One, you get a number, 1097 

which will really -- which, you know, when you come to social determinants of health, the 1098 

amount that you spend on it may not really be commensurate with the impact.  It may have 1099 

a huge impact on people's lives. 1100 

 *Ms. Moore of Wisconsin.  And that's my conundrum because -- 1101 

 *Ms. Hatton.  Yeah. 1102 

 *Ms. Moore of Wisconsin.  -- Ms. Bai said more than once that some of the 1103 

nonprofit hospitals don't necessarily provide as much community impact.  But, I mean, if 1104 

we were to have this sort of dynamic scoring to be able to say, yeah, you know, we reduced 1105 

diabetes in this community, and to be able to add up and count up how much diabetes costs 1106 

every year and so on.  Ms. Bai. 1107 

 *Ms. Bai.  Thank you so much, Ms. Moore.  One challenge is [indiscernible], the 1108 

impact of the hospital on the health and wellbeing of the community residents.  And the 1109 

second, if we are -- as the GAO report has already mentioned, that right now the reporting is 1110 

already quite complex and their lack of standardization.  What we have to remember is 1111 

when we make the standards very complex it becomes a very regressive system.  The rich 1112 

and the powerful hospitals will be able to hire consultants, right, to window dressing -- to 1113 

window dress to make themselves look good. 1114 

 *Ms. Moore of Wisconsin.  What do you think, ma'am?  Yeah.  We've got 27 1115 

seconds. 1116 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Well, certainly, I mean, accountable is our middle name, and so 1117 
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we do think it's important for there to be some accountability, some transparency, some 1118 

measures in place for the community needs assessment.  You know, part of it was to -- 1119 

 *Ms. Moore of Wisconsin.  But what about the conundrum with how they're 1120 

scored?  I mean, prevention -- this is why people say we have a sick care system instead of 1121 

a healthcare system, you know, because prevention, if it were scorable, maybe people would 1122 

do more of it, and providing it as a general healthcare practice, you know. 1123 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  And those are definitely things that Congress could consider if it 1124 

wanted to, you know, put in place, like what is it that we want from our hospitals?  What is 1125 

it that we think some of these community benefits could be, and what kind of reporting, 1126 

what kind of outcomes is it important for them to be able to provide to demonstrate that they 1127 

are making a difference in the community? 1128 

 *Ms. Moore of Wisconsin.  Okay, thank you.  My time is up.  Thank you, and I 1129 

yield back. 1130 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Ms. Moore. 1131 

 Ms. Van Duyne. 1132 

 *Ms. Van Duyne.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you to all of our witnesses. 1133 

 This hearing is about access to quality care for all Americans and having good 1134 

options for getting that care.  And while nonprofit hospitals can serve a critical role in 1135 

providing a benefit to our local communities, I have serious concerns about the IRS 1136 

guidelines that are in place that are used to identify whether a hospital meets those 1137 

requirements.  We've talked about that, you know, pretty much all day. 1138 

 But in some cases, it looks like a patient with financial insecurity needs to fill out 1139 

more paperwork to receive financial aid than it does for a hospital to obtain nonprofit status.  1140 

In a Wall Street Journal article published in November of last year, they detail how a patient 1141 

must use a 19-item checklist that includes three months' worth of bank statements that must 1142 
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be shown, and show all deposits and withdrawals, loan information on all cars that they may 1143 

own and, among other things, a list of the applicant's monthly expenditures for 17 different 1144 

categories. 1145 

 They must do all of this while meeting a 10-day deadline set by the hospital to file 1146 

their paperwork to see if they even qualify for financial aid. 1147 

 Meanwhile, a nonprofit hospital only needs to satisfy limited and very vague 1148 

requirements set by the IRS to maintain their status.  This is clearly one example of how 1149 

things can go wrong, so I'm glad that we're having this hearing today.  That -- it shows that 1150 

when Congress delegates authority to an executive agency without sufficient oversight, 1151 

agencies like the IRS can confuse -- can create more confusion and bureaucracy in our 1152 

healthcare system. 1153 

 Dr. Bai, is the excessive amount of paperwork required to be completed by a patient 1154 

in financial distress to receive access to care, is that a requirement by the IRS? 1155 

 *Ms. Bai.  It is actually indirect requirement from the IRS.  So the IRS says 1156 

hospitals must have eligibility policy there.  What exactly in the policy is up to the hospital 1157 

to decide. 1158 

 *Ms. Van Duyne.  So it's not the IRS then that's requiring it, the hospital gets to 1159 

decide. 1160 

 *Ms. Bai.  [Indiscernible], exactly.  But you have to -- 1161 

 *Ms. Van Duyne.  So the IRS is not requiring that they fill out a list of every single 1162 

expenditure for 17 different categories. 1163 

 *Ms. Bai.  Yes, that's correct.  So if a hospital wants to do good things, they can.  1164 

They can make it very accessible and tell the patients face to face and make it like a one-step 1165 

process; or if they want to do, you know, like try to increase their revenue and reduce their 1166 

charity care, they can make the process very, very complicated. 1167 
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 *Ms. Van Duyne.  Okay.  So this sounds like it might possible be a hospital that's 1168 

trying to avoid financial aid -- 1169 

 *Ms. Bai.  Exactly. 1170 

 *Ms. Van Duyne.  -- through creating a very overburdensome paperwork trail for 1171 

their patients. 1172 

 *Ms. Bai.  Mm-hmm.  And also increase eligibility.  The, you know, floor level.  1173 

Let's say it's 300 percent, the federal poverty line -- 1174 

 *Ms. Van Duyne.  Is there something that Congress can do to address this? 1175 

 *Ms. Bai.  So I think if we have a broad bright-line requirement of eligibility, then 1176 

there will be no variation, right.  Some hospitals, you know, wealthy neighborhood, they 1177 

wanted them to be more general, right.  But some hospitals in a poor neighborhood, you 1178 

want them to be -- especially facing financial threats, you want them to be more flexible. 1179 

 So I think this should be decided at the local level, at state or county level.  Once 1180 

they have the information from the federal government, they can decide based on their 1181 

situation. 1182 

 *Ms. Van Duyne.  Okay.  So, Dr. Levinson, can you give some examples of the 1183 

different kinds of activities that hospital report as a community benefit, considering that no 1184 

one specific type of community benefit is used to determine the hospital's nonprofit status? 1185 

 *Mr. Levinson.  Yes.  So as Director Lucas-Judy described, there are six broad 1186 

categories, examples of community benefits that hospitals can provide, and hospitals are 1187 

also required to report specific expenses on specific types of community benefits to their 1188 

Schedule H, so that includes, as we were discussing before, charity care, unreimbursed costs 1189 

for Medicaid, unfunded medical research, unfunded medical training, and so forth.  And 1190 

then there are also opportunities in Schedule H to narratively describe other community 1191 

benefits that hospitals might be providing. 1192 
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 *Ms. Van Duyne.  All right, I appreciate that.  I mean, recognizing that the IRS is 1193 

responsible for enforcing the hospital's non-exempt status, I don't think anyone would be 1194 

comfortable knowing that a random IRS agent is charged with determining if a hospital in 1195 

my district is meeting the needs of a community.  As I can you, the needs of north Texas 1196 

did not reflect necessarily the needs of Congressman Fischbach or Congresswoman 1197 

Malliotakis' district or anyone on this committee. 1198 

 So I look forward to continuing to further look into this issue to see how Congress 1199 

can do a little bit more.  And thank you very much for your testimonies today.  I yield 1200 

back. 1201 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Ms. Malliotakis. 1202 

 *Ms. Malliotakis.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  My home state of New York is in a 1203 

unique situation compared to many other districts and the rest of the country because 1204 

practically all our hospitals are nonprofits due to regulations at the state level.  In my 1205 

district, in Staten Island in particular, I have two nonprofit hospital systems and, you know, 1206 

they do an amazing job.  They work tirelessly to serve our community, and I'm very proud 1207 

to represent them. 1208 

 And when we're talking about fair share value, meaning how hospitals contribute to 1209 

their communities compared to the tax breaks they receive, I think there are some important 1210 

aspects that may get overlooked.  For example, more than seven out of 10 of the patients 1211 

my hospitals on Staten Island care for are either on Medicare, or Medicaid, or both.  Public 1212 

programs that have a much lower rate of reimbursement than commercial insurers, as you 1213 

know.  Medicaid reimbursement pays 60 cents on the dollar compared to private and 1214 

commercial insurance, meaning that the hospital is eating 40 cents for every dollar. 1215 

 Ms. Lucas-Judy, my first question is for you.  When the IRS is evaluating the 1216 

community benefits of nonprofit hospitals in order to maintain their tax-exempt status, does 1217 
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the rate at which they treat patients on public health programs such as Medicaid factor into 1218 

the equation? 1219 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  So for the community health benefit section, you know, what 1220 

they're looking at is just some of the extent to which hospitals report that they are addressing 1221 

those factors.  But as I mentioned in the testimony, it's very open ended, and so there really 1222 

isn't necessarily an assessment of, you know, what -- it's not clear what it is that the IRS 1223 

would be assessing against, I guess is what I was trying to say. 1224 

 *Ms. Malliotakis.  So there should be better metrics.  There should certainly be 1225 

better criteria to make this evaluation, and they should specifically take into account 1226 

Medicaid, Medicare at the hospital. 1227 

 *Ms. Lucas-Judy.  Well, there -- so there are different parts.  So under the ACA, 1228 

there are certain requirements that hospitals have to meet, and there are other reporting 1229 

requirements, separate from these as well in terms of things getting at some of the 1230 

uncompensated care.  But some of the variability in what hospitals report and one of the 1231 

reasons why it's difficult to know the extent to which community benefit -- or what the full 1232 

extent of community benefits is that hospitals are providing is things like to the extent to 1233 

which the unreimbursed -- uncompensated care for Medicare and Medicaid are included. 1234 

 *Ms. Malliotakis.  Okay.  In addition to filling out the IRS tax forms to qualify for 1235 

nonprofit status, my home state of New York goes a step further in requiring nonprofit 1236 

hospitals to include budgets in their community service plans, to demonstrate investments in 1237 

evidence-based community health interventions. 1238 

 Dr. Bai, what are the advantages of Congress enacting changes to the IRS code that 1239 

would require well-defined charity care minimum rates and/or detailed plans as to how 1240 

nonprofit hospitals are providing community benefit? 1241 

 *Ms. Bai.  Thank you.  I think there will be several unintended consequences if we 1242 
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set a bright-line rule.  Let's say, you know, two percent of revenue.  I'm just making it up.  1243 

That will discourage current good performers if there are, right, to reduce their charity care. 1244 

 Number two, there are some financially vulnerable hospitals already struggling, 1245 

especially in rural areas.  If we set a standard apply to every hospital, then these, you know, 1246 

financially vulnerable hospitals would be more vulnerable. 1247 

 And number three, no, we -- these hospitals will lose a signaling channel, right.  If 1248 

they want to show the community, you know, we are doing something that -- right now they 1249 

can show in there a higher provision of charity care or community benefit.  But if -- I know 1250 

we have seen evidence from academic studies.  Once you start this bright-line, and then the 1251 

hospitals might converge to that level, then we lose the signaling factor. 1252 

 *Ms. Malliotakis.  Okay.  And one other issue that I heard a lot from my hospitals 1253 

-- not just mine but across New York City, is the influx of the undocumented immigrants 1254 

receiving care.  It's placing a tremendous strain on the hospitals, it's overcrowding our 1255 

emergency rooms, and it's obviously coming at a burdensome cost to taxpayers.  Hospitals, 1256 

you know, now have to shift critical resources, and I'm concerned about how that may 1257 

diminish care for my constituents. 1258 

 And, Ms. Hatton, is there something that you -- is this something that you've been 1259 

hearing from hospitals, and how would that factor in to nonprofit charity care requirements? 1260 

 *Ms. Hatton.  If I could go back to your very first question about Medicare and 1261 

Medicaid underpayments, which are pervasive in New York and other places, those are 1262 

counted on Schedule H, and there's a specific way that they're counted on Schedule H.  So 1263 

they do -- the hospitals do get credit for those underpayments, which again, in New York are 1264 

quite significant.  And those show up right in the numbers and are very explicit on the 1265 

form, so they're definitely getting credit for that. 1266 

 With respect to patients who are -- patients without insurance, hospitals -- and who 1267 
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have no -- you know, have no access to insurance, hospitals can do a couple of things.  1268 

They can write it off as uncompensated care and then estimate the amount of 1269 

uncompensated care that -- that's attributable to patients who don't have insurance, which all 1270 

these patients wouldn't have insurance. 1271 

 So there's a way to sort of account for the care and for the amount of care they're 1272 

providing without any pay for that care right on Schedule H.  And we encourage hospitals 1273 

to do that so that you get a more accurate picture of how much care that they're -- how much 1274 

community benefit they're providing in free and unreimbursed care. 1275 

 *Ms. Malliotakis.  The Chairman is giving me the eye.  My time is up.  Thank 1276 

you. 1277 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Ms. Malliotakis. 1278 

 Dr. Murphy. 1279 

 *Mr. Murphy.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1280 

 Let me just start out first, Dr. Wenstrup was not able to come, so I would like to ask 1281 

unanimous consent to enter Dr. Wenstrup's statement into the record, as he was unable to be 1282 

here today, but as a physician colleague, has valuable insights into this topic. 1283 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  So ordered. 1284 

 [The statement of Mr. Wenstrup follows:] 1285 

 1286 
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Thank you, Chairman Smith, Ranking Member Neal, and Subcommittee Chairman Schweikert, 

for holding this hearing today. I would also like to thank all our witnesses for being here to 

examine hospitals’ tax-exempt status and the Community Benefit Standard.   

The purpose of today’s hearing is to better understand the community benefit being provided by 

tax-exempt hospitals, including the charity care they provide. Allowing hospitals who meet the 

eligibility requirements to obtain nonprofit, tax-exempt status was designed to support hospitals 

that are treating high numbers of uninsured, poor, or vulnerable patients.  

This important benefit has allowed patients to receive care in nonprofit hospitals regardless of 

their ability to pay and can provide great benefit in communities that are rural or underserved.   

However, as the cost of nonprofit hospital tax exemptions continues to grow, recent reports and 

studies have started to examine the level of community benefit provided by these tax-exempt 

hospitals. And while there are many good actors, it is our job as Members of Congress to provide 

the oversight necessary to ensure that bad actors are not abusing the incentives – which are 

ultimately taxpayer dollars – that have been put in place to meet the needs of vulnerable patient 

populations. As the cost grows, it is our responsibility to ensure that additional costs are due to 

increasing levels of care and services provided to the community, and not due to business 

decisions of health care systems.  

Nonprofit hospitals should be providing a level of community benefit that aligns with the value 

they are receiving from their tax-exempt status. Taxpayers who are on the hook for providing this 

benefit deserve to know what they are getting in return.  

I look forward to hearing from the witnesses today on the community benefit and charity care 

they provide and ways that we can work together to improve the requirements to maintain tax-

exempt status. In doing so, we can work together to ensure hospitals are providing the required 

community benefits that justify these exemptions. 
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 *Chairman Schweikert.  And thank you for joining us on the subcommittee. 1289 

 *Mr. Murphy.  Yeah, thank you. 1290 

 Thank you guys for coming, I appreciate you all bringing your expertise.  Just as a 1291 

point of reference, I've been a physician for over 30 years, was chief of staff of a Level 1 1292 

trauma center, close to a thousand beds.  We had a 12 hospital system, close to a two 1293 

billion dollar budget, so I know some of the language.  We are a non-for-profit entity. 1294 

 I know some of the challenges over the last two years have been extraordinary, 1295 

things we've actually -- hospitals have never faced before, travel nurses especially.  Who 1296 

would have foretold this and the exponential rise in the cost for travel nurses. 1297 

 I -- you know, I want people to earn the highest wage as possible, but it got to be the 1298 

point where hospitals were actually closing beds because they could not afford the care of 1299 

nurses.  And I’m sorry, I took an oath as a physician, and I know nurses took an oath to 1300 

care for patients, and I think fortunately the pendulum has swung back and hopefully will 1301 

stay there.  You know, you want people to earn, but our first and primary goal -- or first 1302 

and primary oath is to take care of patients, as are all people on the medical staff, including 1303 

executives, C-suite people, and everything.  I know medical supplies have grown.  The 1304 

inflation rate to Medicare is essentially nonexistent comparatively.  Absolutely abusive 1305 

practices by insurance companies. 1306 

 This -- I mean, this is going to be a little political here.  There was a bipartisan law, 1307 

bicameral law sent over to the President that was signed during the last Trump 1308 

Administration, and this Administration has absolutely disregarded the intent of the law, 1309 

giving everything to insurance companies, and such to the effect that they send out letters to 1310 

attack physician repayments and some of the other things.  Absolutely wrong. 1311 

 So let's get back to the order of the day, and that's the tax-exempt status of a non-for-1312 

profit, which I think is a good thing.  It allows institutions to actually be able to serve at 1313 
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risk communities.  I live in one, a very, very poor rural area in eastern North Carolina. 1314 

 But a couple things I'm going to ask different folks to give me some help with.  Dr. 1315 

Bai, I'm in receipt of some things I just don't quite understand, some 990 forms, from one of 1316 

the institutions in North Carolina I won't name, that shows some significant, and I mean 1317 

billions of dollars of offshore accounts from a non-for-profit institution.  Can you tell me 1318 

why would any non-for-profit do that?  Why are they hiding money offshore?  What's the 1319 

purpose of that? 1320 

 *Ms. Bai.  Well, we have seen evidence that nonprofit hospitals have been engaged 1321 

in all sorts of activities that you would only expect in for profit entities.  For example, this 1322 

offshore hiding, and then investment in private equity and venture capital, and then investing 1323 

the income, doing some quite risky investment and going after return.  So this is only one 1324 

of the examples of this underlying trend that nonprofit hospitals have been behaving more 1325 

and more profit oriented like their for profit counterpart. 1326 

 *Mr. Murphy.  I mean, what's the motive for that?  Is it to avoid taxes or some -- 1327 

what -- why were -- why are they doing this?  Because it -- honestly, it just doesn't pass the 1328 

smell test. 1329 

 *Ms. Bai.  I think these activities, none of them is random, none of them is 1330 

accidental, everything is strategic.  For, you know, expanding market share, making more 1331 

money, you know, profit driven, yeah. 1332 

 *Mr. Murphy.  Okay.  I just -- you know, it just looks kind of funny when you've 1333 

got all of the sudden non-for-profits that are supposed to be charity institutions shifting 1334 

money offshore. 1335 

 I will tell you, Ms. Matton -- or Hatton, I got a pet peeve, and that's CEO 1336 

administrative compensation in this country.  And especially, you know, in the chairman's 1337 

remarks that the top 10 nonprofits average seven million.  I'm a physician, and I take care 1338 
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of patients, nurses take care of patients, and I love my CEOs, one of my best friends is a 1339 

CEO, but this is absurd.  Absolutely absurd, when we have charity care going in this 1340 

country where the CEOs, Executives are paid millions of dollars, getting taxpayer money to 1341 

get these -- to run their hospitals.  I'd love for you to comment on that. 1342 

 Can I have an extra two minutes? 1343 

 *Ms. Hatton.  First of all, let me thank you for your support for trying to get at the 1344 

price gouging by staffing agencies, and I think you were talking about surprise billing -- 1345 

 *Mr. Murphy.  Yep. 1346 

 *Ms. Hatton.  -- and thank you for your support there, we very much appreciate it.  1347 

As you know, we were one of the original groups that went to court over surprise billing -- 1348 

 *Mr. Murphy.  Right. 1349 

 *Ms. Hatton.  -- to vindicate that. 1350 

 In terms of CEO compensation, for tax exempt executives, they typically go through 1351 

a process to have the amount of their compensation reviewed by an independent committee 1352 

that has comparability data.  And again, everyone on the committee is independent to try to 1353 

determine whether or not that compensation is reasonable and fair for that job.  It's called 1354 

the rebuttable -- 1355 

 *Mr. Murphy.  Yeah.  And I'll just tell you, I'm familiar with that. 1356 

 *Ms. Hatton.  Yeah. 1357 

 *Mr. Murphy.  But let me tell you, being on the other side of the coin, being up at 1358 

2:00 in the morning and repair -- saving the life of a gunshot victim and everything, I kind of 1359 

get honestly ticked off about that because I know boards do that in compensated care, but 1360 

here we are, we're taking care of the patients.  They're running hospitals.  Why are they 1361 

being paid more than the people who take care of the patients? 1362 

 I get it.  It's important to run hospitals, big systems and everything.  But it doesn't 1363 
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pass the smell test for patients when they hear about that.  I've had patients come and bring 1364 

their Medicare bill to me and apologize to me for the amount of money I get.  And so when 1365 

the cuts go through and we're trying to trim healthcare costs, guess who gets cut?  The 1366 

people who deliver the care. 1367 

 And so I think this needs to be a reckoning with boardrooms across the country, 1368 

especially in nonprofits.  Nonprofits.  Charity care.  That we need to reexamine CEO pay 1369 

because it's just not right.  I believe in people earning as much as they can, but when 1370 

physicians, the people who are delivering the care, when they've had a 20 percent cut in their 1371 

average care in the last 20 years, but CEO pay keeps rising.  It's absolutely absurd. 1372 

 So I -- you know, I know you're not controlling it, but it's something that's really 1373 

important to patients.  And at the end of the day, that's what we're talking about. 1374 

 *Ms. Hatton.  Yeah, we understand.  And just want you to understand that the 1375 

process of setting that is a fair and independent process and -- 1376 

 *Mr. Murphy.  I get it. 1377 

 *Ms. Hatton.  And, you know, you can certainly argue with the results, but all the 1378 

nonprofit CEOs use that to try to come up with a compensation that's fair and reasonable. 1379 

 *Mr. Murphy.  I get it.  I get it.  But I'm sorry, I just don't get that they should be 1380 

earning more than the people who deliver the care. 1381 

 *Ms. Hatton.  I understand. 1382 

 *Mr. Murphy.  So, all right, thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I'll yield back. 1383 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Dr. Murphy. 1384 

 Mr. Hern. 1385 

 *Mr. Hern.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, thank the witnesses for being here for a 1386 

couple of hours now talking about this issue. 1387 

 I'm not a doctor, certainly don't play one on TV, but I'm a business person, and 1388 
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somebody that's concerned about where the cost for healthcare industry is going.  And, you 1389 

know, as we know, and I'm going to state some obvious here, hospitals play a very 1390 

important role in delivering cares to -- care to Americans in our rural areas, which I grew up 1391 

in.  They are usually the largest employer and the first line of defense for miles when an 1392 

accident happens.  But the role hospitals play in urban areas is evolving.  And I live in 1393 

Tulsa, and we have really great hospitals there doing a lot of great work. 1394 

 In the 1960s, hospitals popped up all over the country as the only site of care, and 1395 

more than 60 years later, there's several different types of hospitals that are not only the -- 1396 

not the only option for care.  There are family physician offices, ambulatory surgical 1397 

centers, urgent care centers, rehab centers, nursing homes, and the list goes on and on and 1398 

on.  The diverse options patients have speaks to the American entrepreneurial spirit and the 1399 

freedom to choose. 1400 

 And as our healthcare system evolves, Congress must examine each sector of the 1401 

industry to root out bad actors.  And what we're seeing in these -- and, Dr. Bai, you did a 1402 

great job.  I read your article, your research on that.  We see the benefit from nonprofit tax 1403 

status while delivering less charity care than their profit competitors.  Abused federal 1404 

programs like the 340B to prop up their bottom lines instead of helping the members that 1405 

they are supposed to be serving.  Buy off-campus physician offices and immediately 1406 

increase the prices by 200 percent. 1407 

 This is totally unacceptable.  As a member of Congress who must ensure the people 1408 

represent -- that we represent are not taken advantage of and that the taxpayer money is well 1409 

spent.  Again, I want to reiterate my interest in rooting out the bad actors doing this.  And 1410 

there are many hospitals throughout the country earning their community benefit. 1411 

 I am fortunate, as I mentioned, to be in Tulsa, and we have several world-class 1412 

hospitals that innovate and cut costs to compete with their competitors down the street.  1413 
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They invest in the community and make tough decisions while closing down units to keep 1414 

their businesses running. 1415 

 Many hospitals across the country similarly contribute to their communities.  For 1416 

example, there are over 250 physician-owned hospitals which collectively paid more than 1417 

1.2 billion dollars in taxes in 2021, and over 1,000 investor-owned hospitals similarly paid 1418 

billions in taxes and provided 65 percent more charity care than their exempt counterparts.  1419 

However, I can't say the same for many bad actors nationwide. 1420 

 So I want to insert for the record, Mr. Chairman, a report from the Progressive 1421 

Institute -- Lown Institute.  Mr. Chairman, if I could enter this for the record.  Thank you. 1422 

 [The information follows:] 1423 

 1424 

**********COMMITTEE INSERT********** 1425 

1426 
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 *Mr. Hern.  That outlines how out of this 1,773 tax-exempt hospitals evaluated, 77 1427 

percent spent less on charity care and community investment than the estimated value of 1428 

their tax breaks. 1429 

 As a business owner, I'm a firm believer in getting the government out of the way, 1430 

but if the federal government is providing hospitals 27.6 billion dollars in tax relief, we must 1431 

make sure they are accurately reporting their value and earning it.  And the nonpartisan 1432 

GAO concluded that under the current law, there are no qualitative requirements for 1433 

community benefits or charity care. 1434 

 Dr. Bai, thank you for your testimony today.  I appreciate how you described your 1435 

community benefit as a social contract between hospitals and their communities.  As you 1436 

know, the federal program provides many incentives to hospitals such as the 340B Program, 1437 

paying more for services in physician offices and nonprofit hospital tax exemptions.  I 1438 

especially like, as my colleague to my immediate left stated, in the 990, I like your 1439 

additional requirements suggested for reporting these so we don't have to go dig through a 1440 

lot of things. 1441 

 But what -- to what extent are these incentives making it hard for small business 1442 

healthcare facilities to survive or enter their marketplace? 1443 

 *Ms. Bai.  Yes.  Actually, these current regulations are the major reason we are 1444 

seeing more and more mergers and acquisitions and the small players leaving the market.  1445 

And then the result is higher price for private pay patients.  Like the 340B Program you 1446 

mentioned and the tax exemption status.  And then we have the banning from the ACA 1447 

banning physician-owned hospitals.  And at the state level, we have a lot of certificate of 1448 

needs law.  And then we have the set of non-mutual payments, we pay hospitals more than 1449 

physicians. 1450 

 These are, in my opinion, policy failures.  Many people would say, oh, the high 1451 
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prices is because market failure.  No.  The Congress and administration has made it very 1452 

hard for small ones to compete, and it makes the life of big ones easy.  So these are 1453 

fundamental policy failures, that's why we're seeing higher and higher price and less and less 1454 

competition. 1455 

 *Mr. Hern.  So if I may ask you in the last 12 seconds here, because I always like to 1456 

ask our witnesses this because you come here and you testify, and you really walk out of 1457 

here and you're saying nobody asked me what we think we should do differently.  So I’m 1458 

going to ask you that.  How do you think Congress can improve reporting to get a better 1459 

picture of the community benefit? 1460 

 *Ms. Bai.  First -- 1461 

 *Mr. Hern.  So I'm going to give you a chance to talk about your changes to the 1462 

990, as an example. 1463 

 *Ms. Bai.  Yes.  Very simple.  Add several lines.  Let hospitals self-report their 1464 

estimated property tax exemption, sales tax exemption, and then charity contributions they 1465 

received, and then the cost of savings -- lower cost of borrowing because they can issue tax-1466 

free bonds, and also 340B profit.  All these things can be easily estimated and no other 1467 

administrative burden whatsoever.  But that will give taxpayers, stakeholders, 1468 

policymakers huge transparency for them to make decisions. 1469 

 *Mr. Hern.  And if I may, in your research, today's technology, that should make 1470 

that relatively easy.  I mean, I could see 20 years ago that might be a little bit difficult, but 1471 

today that should be just adding and programming a line on the 990 software, right? 1472 

 *Ms. Bai.  Yes, thank you, Mr. Hern.  And also, we do not want them to report 1473 

estimated federal income tax or state income tax because, you know, accounting income is 1474 

different from tax income.  But all the other things can be easily reported, and they are 1475 

really the meat. 1476 
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 *Mr. Hern.  Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman, I yield back. 1477 

 *Chairman Schweikert.  Thank you, Mr. Hern. 1478 

 I can't thank all of you enough for spending time with us.  There's still dozens of 1479 

questions.  I was showing an article from an Arizona CEO of a nonprofit system that was 1480 

paid 25 and a half million in one year.  You get questions when things like that happen.  1481 

There is a number of hospital systems, now it may be because they're producing insurance 1482 

products or other things, that I have one that has a billion dollars in the Caribbean.  Would 1483 

help us to be able to have enough sunlight so we understand when we get questions on how 1484 

we explain these things. 1485 

 So, first, thank you for being here.  I must tell you, the actually intellectual level of 1486 

the conversation was one of the best hearings we've had, particularly so far this year. 1487 

 And I now need to -- please be advised that members have two weeks to submit 1488 

written questions, and do expect some questions from us, and answered later in writing.  1489 

Those questions and your answers will be made part of the record of this hearing. 1490 

 And with that, the subcommittee is adjourned. 1491 

 [Whereupon, at 4:17 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 1492 
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1. In your testimony, you say “[a]ny suggestion that the IRS should both define 

and evaluate community benefit misses the point. Community benefit can 
only be fairly judged by those in the community in which the benefits accrue.” 

 
a. Are you suggesting that communities develop their own methods for holding 

hospitals in their area accountable to meeting the needs of their 
communities? 

 
Communities have several powerful tools that enable them to fully and fairly evaluate 
and directly influence the community benefits provided by the tax-exempt hospitals in 
their communities.  
 
First, the form 990 — which tax-exempt hospitals must file yearly — contains a 
schedule that is focused solely on community benefit, Schedule H.1 The instructions for 
the form describe the purpose: “Hospital organizations use Schedule H (Form 990) to 
                                            
 
1 https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/i990sh.pdf 
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provide information on the activities and policies of, and community benefit provided by, 
its hospital facilities and other non-hospital health care facilities that it operated during 
the tax year.” 
 
The form provides extensive information on the hospital’s financial assistance policy, 
such as the thresholds for assistance; the method for applying for assistance and how 
the assistance policy is widely publicized; the actual amounts of financial assistance 
provided, including free or discounted care and Medicaid and Medicare underpayments; 
and other important benefits. These benefits include community health improvement 
activities; health professions education; research; community building activities such as 
economic development, workforce development and environmental improvements; and 
bad debt attributable to patients who would have qualified for financial assistance but 
declined to apply. There is also space on the form to describe the many other programs, 
activities and undertakings by the hospital in service of the health and well-being of their 
patients and communities.  
 
This information, some of which is financial, gives community members enormous 
insight into the amounts and means by which the hospital serves its community, which 
is unparalleled in the health care field. Neither drug nor commercial health insurance 
companies regularly make these disclosures, nor are they required to. 
 
Second, while numbers and other information found on Schedule H provide extremely 
useful insights, these are further and amply supplemented by the hospital’s Community 
Health Needs Assessment (CHNA). Section 501(r)(3)(A) of the tax code requires a 
hospital organization to conduct a CHNA every three years and to adopt an 
implementation strategy to meet the community health needs identified through the 
CHNA. The CHNA requires extensive community input.  
 
The first requirement is that the hospital define the community served, considering not 
only geography, but the target populations such as women and children, and “principal 
functions” such as focus on specialty areas or targeted diseases. The community 
served must encompass those who may be medically underserved. Then the hospital 
must identify the significant needs of the community and the resources it will bring to 
bear to meet them. The needs must be prioritized based on extensive input from the 
community, including from at least one public health department; members of the 
community who are medically underserved, low income or historically marginalized or 
those who represent them; and any written comments provided. The established 
priorities must be fully documented, including the underlying data, rationale and 
participants, along with a fully documented implementation strategy. Finally, it must be 
approved by the hospital’s board of trustees or one of its committees.   
 
There is no other sector in health care that provides as much information, insight, 
service or benefit as those provided by hospitals. Communities have more than 
sufficient information readily at hand to make a full and fair determination about whether 
the enormous array of benefits provided meets their community’s needs in whatever 
manner best suits that community.  
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Just a small sample of CHNA assessments illustrates the diversity that characterizes 
the communities served by hospitals and the compelling rationale for preserving 
flexibility required to meet the needs of those communities:  

 
• NYU Langone Health; New York City, N.Y. NYU Langone has taken a data-

driven approach to identify communities of need in the service area and then 
implement programs in close partnership with communities.2 Partnerships with 
local communities highlighted needs in particular communities, including the 
Arab American community in southwest Brooklyn on the lower east side of 
Manhattan and Chinatown. Having identified these communities, additional data 
are being collected through partnerships such as the NYULH Brooklyn Arab 
Community Advisory Council, which includes 19 community-based 
organizations, with the goal of learning more about the health needs and 
priorities of that community. To address the needs and strengths of the 
Chinatown community, NYULH has developed partnerships with community 
groups such as Asian Americans for Equality, the Charles B. Wang Community 
Health Center, and the Chinese American Planning Council.  
 

• Our Lady of the Lakes Regional Medical Center; Baton Rouge, La. Our Lady 
of the Lakes Regional Medical Center (OLLRMC) is a founding organization of a 
region-wide collaborative to improve the health of the Baton Rouge community, 
Healthy BR.3 Healthy BR is led by a multisector group and identifies its 
community service areas and health priorities through a collaborative process. 
This regional approach enables OLLRMC to address community societal factors 
across a wide range of areas and industries.4  

 
• Titus Regional Medical Center; Mt. Pleasant, Texas. Titus Regional Medical 

Center (TRMC) is in East Texas and serves a largely rural area. TRMC 
leadership is strategically integrated across the community, and the CEO 
provides his personal contact information to community members to share their 
needs. TRMC also takes a systematic approach to identifying needs and plans 
collaboratively with community groups and members to develop tailored 
approaches to addressing needs.5  

 
b. Do you think we should have communities more directly engaged in the 

community benefit needs assessment process? 
 

                                            
 
2 Link to 2022 CHNA report: https://nyulangone.org/our-story/community-health-needs-assessment-
service-plan 
3 https://healthybr.com/ 
4 Link to 2021 CHNA report: https://ololrmc.com/assets/documents/chna/chna-2022-3-21-22-.pdf 
5 Link to 2022 CHNA report: https://www.titusregional.com/about/community-health-needs-assessment/ 
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The CHNA process is very inclusive and ensures extensive community involvement in 
the process of evaluating local priorities. As described above, virtually every member of 
the community, including those most in need, can be either directly involved or ably 
represented in the development and execution of the CHNA. And the hospital’s board or 
a committee authorized by the board gives its approval to the CHNA after a thorough 
review, providing yet another layer of community involvement and oversight. Because 
the CHNA process effectively and extensively promotes community engagement, AHA 
has no recommendations for changes currently.  
 
c. Do you support strengthening community involvement in the community 

benefit needs assessment process through stronger participation or 
engagement on Boards of Directors? Would you support community 
members sitting on the Boards of Directors? 

 
The Board of Directors or Trustees (board) for tax-exempt hospitals are directly 
involved. It is well established that a board may create one or more committees and 
appoint members of the board to serve on them. These committees may exercise the 
powers of the board. In this case, that is to oversee and approve the CHNA. It is also 
relevant that the entire board reviews the Form 990 each year, which includes the 
extensive information on community benefits provided by Schedule H. That provides an 
additional layer of oversight of the hospital’s community benefit obligation. 
 
As to the composition of the board, that should be a determination made by each 
organization based on their needs, the community and those served. There are 
numerous ways that a hospital board can and does receive and incorporate public input, 
including having members of the community serve on the board and/or board 
committees, both fiduciary and advisory, to ensure that the voices of those served are 
included in their deliberations.   
 
d. What practical ways do you believe the community benefit needs assessment 

process can be better operationalized? 
 
Our suggestions to the committee focused on making the Form 990’s Schedule H more 
user-friendly for community members. For example, designing a simple cover page with 
the information already collected that would be most useful to the community would be 
a major improvement. Currently, the form is designed for the benefit of IRS personnel, 
who, with all due respect, are unlikely to be in the position to determine whether the 
amount and distribution of community benefits are best suited to the community served 
by that hospital. AHA would be eager to engage in a public forum to help bring such a 
design to fruition.   
 
It would also be useful to have the redesigned Schedule H emphasize the importance of 
community building activities. Early on the IRS failed to appreciate the value of 
improved food access and security, housing, education and training to sustain or bolster 
the community’s health and well-being. It is now well established that initiatives such as 
those are essential to get and/or keep communities healthy. That omission is reflected 
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in the current configuration of the form that can and should be remedied at the IRS’ 
earliest opportunity.   
 
While not strictly operational, the Committee may wish to consider at some point 
whether other sectors of health care that benefit from government programs, such as 
the commercial health insurance or prescription drug industries, should be required to 
report public benefits in a manner like the extensive reporting already provided by 
hospitals.   
 
e. Additionally, what information would a community need from the hospital to 

be able to make such determinations, and are hospitals prepared to share that 
information? 

 
Considering the extraordinary range of information on community benefits available 
through the Form 990 Schedule H, as well as the focused participation and required 
reporting — including on planning and execution — involved in the CHNA, communities 
have more than enough information to determine themselves if additional information 
could be useful. That should be a determination that each community can and should 
undertake on its own considering its particular needs, geography, traditions, 
expectations and the many other considerations that go into determining what works 
best for those served by the hospital. That is not a determination that can or should be 
made centrally by a federal agency, which is, at best, remote from those considerations 
and not answerable to those communities.   
 
2. Per IRS rules, tax-exempt hospitals are required to provide community 

benefits that promote health. The IRS has identified six factors that could 
demonstrate community benefits, including the use of funds to improve 
facilities, equipment and patient care. To what extent does the reduction of 
services (including cutting essential lines of services, shuttering hospitals or 
reducing staff to unsafe levels) factor into a determination of whether 
community benefits are provided — and, if it’s not, do you think it should be? 
Should we be taking a more holistic approach, whereby we balance those 
positive actions with other actions that may have a negative impact? 

 
The basis for tax exemption and the contours of the community benefit standard as 
articulated by the IRS is as follows: 
 
To qualify as an organization described in Section 501(c)(3), a hospital must: 
 

• Demonstrate that it provides benefits to a class of persons that is broad enough 
to benefit the community, and 

• Operate to serve a public rather than a private interest. 
 
Rev. Rul. 69-545 provides the following factors that demonstrate community benefit: 
 

• Operating an emergency room open to all, regardless of ability to pay, 
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• Maintaining a board of directors drawn from the community, 
• Maintaining an open medical staff policy, 
• Providing hospital care for all patients able to pay, including those who pay their 

bills through public programs such as Medicaid and Medicare, 
• Using surplus funds to improve facilities, equipment and patient care, and 
• Using surplus funds to advance medical training, education and research. 

 
Although no one factor is determinative in considering whether a nonprofit hospital 
meets the community benefit standard, the IRS weighs all the relevant facts and 
circumstances in evaluating these factors. Additional factors, such as whether a hospital 
provides financial assistance to those not able to pay, are relevant in determining 
whether the hospital is providing a benefit to the community. 
 
The financial plight of hospitals has never been more concerning. The primary culprit is 
sustained and significant increases in the costs required to care for patients. These 
costs are putting hospitals’ financial stability, and hence their ability to provide services, 
at risk — or worse. They are the result of a confluence of historic inflation boosting the 
cost of medical supplies and equipment; workforce shortages exacerbated by price 
gouging contract labor firms; and the cost of caring for sicker patients with longer 
hospital stays. Coming directly on the heels of two years of battling the COVID-19 
pandemic, these costs are forcing many hospitals to make difficult decisions about how 
to sustain locations and service lines that are not financially self-sufficient. 
 
To be specific, hospital expenses increased more than double the increase in Medicare 
reimbursement for inpatient care between 2019-2022. Over half of America’s hospitals 
ended 2022 with an operating loss. This is one of the primary reasons hospitals have 
been forced to discontinue service lines or sites of services or close their doors 
altogether. In April 2023, the AHA released a comprehensive report on these and other 
forces driving up the cost of hospital care, titled, “The Financial Stability of America’s 
Hospitals and Health Systems is at Risk as the Costs of Caring Continue to Rise.”6 
 
Among other financial challenges, the report documents the fact that the median price 
of a new prescription drug now exceeds $200,000, raising hospital drug expenses per 
patient by almost 20% between 2019 and 2022. Further, tactics by commercial health 
insurers to delay, deny and derail treatment for patients and reimbursement for 
hospitals have resulted in hospitals carrying large balances in accounts receivable. An 
AHA study found that 50% of hospitals and health systems have more than $100 million 
in accounts receivables for claims that are older than six months. It is hardly surprising 
that in the face of these and other challenges, hospitals, including tax-exempt hospitals, 
must make difficult decisions about how best to serve their communities, none of which 
should affect their tax-exempt status or diminish the service they provide to the 
communities to the best of their financial ability.  

                                            
 
6 https://www.aha.org/costsofcaring 



PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD 



 
Chairman David Schweikert (R-AZ) 
Ranking Member Bill Pascrell (D-NJ) 
House Committee on Ways and Means 
Subcommittee on Oversight 
 
Dear Chairman Schweikert and Ranking Member Pascrell: 
 
As healthcare prices continue their unsustainable rise year over year, we are calling upon 
policymakers to prioritize market-based solutions to address the affordability crisis impacting 
American workers and their employers. We appreciate the upcoming bipartisan hearings and 
roundtables to examine these important issues, and we call on Congress to take immediate 
action on these burdens facing employers and employees.  
 
The escalating cost of healthcare services is a primary concern of businesses.1 Both employees 
and their employers have been hurt by a 600% increase in hospital prices since 1990. Hospital 
services now represent the largest share of total healthcare spending, accounting for 44% of 
total spending for privately-insured Americans. Higher cost care settings can impose 
considerable financial burden on patients through higher out-of-pocket payments at the point of 
care and potentially higher health insurance premiums. It should be no surprise that the cost of 
employer-provided health coverage has increased by 43% in the last 10 years, with hospitals 
serving as the leading driver behind rising costs. 
 
As Congress works to solve America’s healthcare affordability crisis, we applaud your focus on 
the role that hospitals and large health systems play in driving up healthcare costs for 
consumers, employers, public sector purchasers, and the government. A lack of market 
competition, pricing transparency, and price mark-ups have exacerbated significant market 
distortions and undercut the stability and sustainability of the system.  
 
We ask the committee to advance legislation that promotes and encourages market-based 
solutions and fair dealing among all stakeholders to address the uncontrollable rise of 
healthcare costs and reduce costs for all Americans. We look forward to working with you to 
drive the legislative proposals required to support our system’s foundations, help fix areas that 
have become broken, and promote beneficial growth, innovation, and investment to protect the 
health of consumers, employers, and their families across the country.  
 

Sincerely,  
 
Better Solutions for Healthcare 

 
1 “Health Insurance, Labor, and Taxes Remain Top Issues for Small Business Owners in NFIB's 
Every-Four-Year Study.” NFIB, 13 August 2020, https://www.nfib.com/content/press-
release/homepage/health-insurance-labor-and-taxes-remain-top-issues-for-small-business-owners-
in-nfibs-every-four-year-study/.  
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Comments for the Record 
U.S. House of Representatives 

Committee on Ways and Means 
Subcommittee on Oversight 

Hearing on Tax-Exempt Hospitals and the  
Community Benefit Standard 

Wednesday, April 26, 2023 at 2:00 PM 
 

Michael G. Bindner 
The Center for Fiscal Equity 

 
 

Chairman Schweikert and Ranking Member Pascrell, thank you for the opportunity to submit our 
comments. We have a few brief comments. 

While there is no reporting data to show whether non-profit hospitals measure up in providing 
charity care during the pandemic, had they not been doing so, it would have been noticed as the 
entire sector was under a microscope. 

Regardless of whether the IRS has audited these hospitals, they are still required to have internal 
compliance audits as to their financial stability and integrity, which would include meeting legal 
requirements. 

In prior years, when religious organizations ran hospitals, the need to monitor charity care 
performance was not required. They were trusted to provide for the poor. In some cases, it was in 
the name of the religious order, such as The Sisters of Charity or The Sisters of Mercy. 

With the decline in vocations, many of these hospitals are under professional management. 
Certain hospital CEOs at Catholic hospitals have been reported as having CEO level salaries, 
which many have considered scandalous, especially given how they have been run. Although 
independent auditing will review legal requirements, the CEO culture is known for hiding 
inconvenient information. 

It is important to add a further check on charitable compliance, as professionalism in business is 
often synonymous with amoral behavior. This is why our recent CEO president failed so miserably 
in an office that requires moral authority rather than the seeking of personal gain by the executive 
class. 

This need is all the more reason why the IRS needed, and still needs, a larger enforcement budget. 
Even with additional budget authority, the agency is short staffed. 

As far as community service, the recent Dobbs Case reminds us of the exemption granted under 
law to Catholic Hospitals regarding certain kinds of women’s health care. When only Catholic 
hospitals are left in some states, due to consolidation, it makes this policy that more acute. In 
order for such hospitals to fully serve women, the drama of abortion politics must settle into 
compromise. There are proposals on both sides for a federal solution - either a federal law banning 
most abortions or permitting it in all cases. At some points, electoral stunts need to recede and 
real compromise must be sought. 

In both scenarios, the need to take the issue away from the states is obvious. Justice Alito ignored 
the problems of both slavery and Jim Crow as reasons why there should not be abortion states 
and anti-abortion states. The respondents relied on the question of rights rather than on the 
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question of powers. Had they examined the competencies of federal and state government on the 
question of who makes the rules on personhood, the answer is obviously that this responsibility 
must be federal.  

A ruling along those lines would have ended the issue at the status quo - with no regulation of 
abortion unless Congress recognized the rights of the unborn as reservoirs of positive rights. They 
are already recognized as having the right to life against government action. It is the same as the 
right to life for adults - the right to not be executed without due process. It is why we do not execute 
pregnant women, as well as the right to seek redress for outside injury.  

What they cannot claim is a right against the welfare of its mother - especially if the child is 
doomed due to a fatal defect. In such cases, termination is the only ethical solution - even in 
Catholic hospitals. Especially if the Catholic hospital is the only hospital for miles around. 

For the larger issue, the right to an abortion in the very early stages should be federally 
guaranteed. After the embryo becomes a fetus - a little person in Latin - then pregnancies should 
be ended in a live birth, but with no medical intervention required to save the child (other than 
baptism or other religious blessing). This form of termination should have no upper limit. No one 
has a right to NOT be born. 

Regardless, the Catholic Health Association should have been asked to present testimony on this 
issue. Since they were not included, their comments should be specifically invited on the issue of 
charitable care. Ambushing them with an abortion discussion would be rude. 

Finally, in a cooperative economy, where companies are owned by their employees and also 
provide cooperative (democratically chosen) consumption options - especially healthcare - the 
need for both outside insurance and charitable care will be eliminated. That day may be sooner 
than you realize, as capitalism’s flaws are showing.  

A few simple steps will quicken the process, such as allowing insured personal accounts for Social 
Security holding corporate preferred and voting stock (not shares in the Wall Street Casino) and 
giving holders of public stock the same capital gains exemption given to private company owners 
when selling to a qualified broad-based Employee Stock Ownership Plan. While the first option is 
unlikely to ever pass, the second should attract bipartisan support. 

Please see our attachment on Asset Value Added Taxes for more information. 

Thank you for the opportunity to address the committee.  We are, of course, available for direct 
testimony or to answer questions by members and staff. 
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Attachment - Asset Value Added Taxes  - The President’s Fiscal Year 2023 Budget, 
June 7, 2022 

There are two debates in tax policy: how we tax salaries and how we tax assets (returns, gains and 
inheritances). Shoving too much into the Personal Income Tax mainly benefits the wealthy 
because it subsidizes losses by allowing investors to not pay tax on higher salaries with malice 
aforethought.  

Asset Value-Added Tax (A-VAT) is a replacement for capital gains taxes and the estate tax. It will 
apply to asset sales, exercised options, inherited and gifted assets and the profits from short sales. 
Tax payments for option exercises, IPOs, inherited, gifted and donated assets will be marked to 
market, with prior tax payments for that asset eliminated so that the seller gets no benefit from 
them. In this perspective, it is the owner’s increase in value that is taxed.   

As with any sale of liquid or real assets, sales to a qualified broad-based Employee Stock 
Ownership Plan will be tax free. This change would be counted as a tax cut, giving investors in 
public stock who make such sales the same tax benefit as those who sell private stock. 

This tax will end Tax Gap issues owed by high income individuals. The base 20% capital gains tax 
has been in place for decades. The current 23.8% rate includes the ACA-SM surtax), while the 
Biden proposal accepted by Senator Sinema is 28.8%. Our proposed Subtraction VAT would 
eliminate the 3.8% surtax. This would leave a 25% rate in place.  

Settling on a bipartisan 22.5% rate (give or take 0.5%) should be bipartisan and carried over from 
the capital gains tax to the asset VAT.A single rate also stops gaming forms of ownership. Lower 
rates are not as regressive as they seem. Only the wealthy have capital gains in any significant 
amount. The de facto rate for everyone else is zero.   

With tax subsidies for families shifted to an employer-based subtraction VAT, and creation of an 
asset VAT, taxes on salaries could be filed by employers without most employees having to file an 
individual return. It is time to TAX TRANSACTIONS, NOT PEOPLE! 

The tax rate on capital gains is seen as unfair because it is lower than the rate for labor. This is 
technically true, however it is only the richest taxpayers who face a marginal rate problem. For 
most households, the marginal rate for wages is less than that for capital gains. Higher income 
workers are, as the saying goes, crying all the way to the bank. 

In late 2017, tax rates for corporations and pass-through income wee reduced, generally, to capital 
gains and capital income levels. This is only fair and may or may not be just. The field of battle 
has narrowed between the parties. The current marginal and capital rates are seeking a center 
point. It is almost as if the recent tax law was based on negotiations, even as arguments flared 
publicly. Of course, that would never happen in Washington. Never, ever. 

Compromise on rates makes compromise on form possible. If the Affordable Care Act non-wage 
tax provisions are repealed, a rate of 26% is a good stopping point for pass-through, corporate, 
capital gains and capital income.  

A single rate also makes conversion from self-reporting to automatic collection through an asset 
value added tax levied at point of sale or distribution possible. This would be both just and fair, 
although absolute fairness is absolute unfairness to tax lawyers because there would be little room 
to argue about what is due and when.  
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Ending the machinery of self-reporting also puts an end to the Quixotic campaign to enact a 
wealth tax. To replace revenue loss due to the ending of the personal income tax (for all but the 
wealthiest workers and celebrities), enact a Goods and Services Tax. A GST is inescapable. Those 
escapees who are of most concern are not waiters or those who receive refundable tax subsidies. 
It is those who use tax loopholes and borrowing against their paper wealth to avoid paying taxes.  

For example, if an unnamed billionaire or billionaires borrow against their wealth to go into space, 
creating such assets would be taxable under a GST or an asset VAT. When the Masters of the 
Universe on Wall Street borrow against their assets to avoid taxation, having to pay a consumption 
tax on their spending ends the tax advantage of gaming the system.  

This also applies to inheritors.  No “Death Tax” is necessary beyond marking the sale of inherited 
assets to market value (with sales to qualified ESOPs tax free). Those who inherit large cash 
fortunes will pay the GST when they spend the money or Asset VAT when they invest it. No special 
estate tax is required and no life insurance policy or retirement account inheritance rules will be 
of any use in tax avoidance. 

Tax avoidance is a myth sold by insurance and investment brokers. In reality, explicit and implicit 
value added taxes are already in force. Individuals and firms that collect retail sales taxes receive 
a rebate for taxes paid in their federal income taxes. This is an intergovernmental VAT. Tax 
withheld by employers for the income and payroll taxes of their labor force is an implicit VAT. A 
goods and services tax simply makes these taxes visible. 

Should the tax reform proposed here pass, there is no need for an IRS to exist, save to do data 
matching integrity. States and the Customs Service would collect credit invoice taxes, states would 
collect subtraction VAT, the SEC would collect the asset VAT and the Bureau of the Public Debt 
would collect income taxes or sell tax-prepayment bonds. 
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Contact Sheet 

Michael G. Bindner 
Principal Consultant 
The Center for Fiscal Equity 
14448 Parkvale Road, Suite 6 
Rockville, Maryland 20853 
301-871-1395 
Fiscalequitycenter@yahoo.com 
 
 
Committee on Ways and Means 

Subcommittee on Oversight 

Hearing on Tax-Exempt Hospitals and the Community Benefit Standard 

Wednesday, April 26, 2023 at 2:00 PM 

 

All submissions must include a list of all clients, persons and/or organizations on whose behalf 

the witness appears: 

 

This testimony is not submitted on behalf of any client, person or organization other than the 

Center itself, which is so far unfunded by any donations. 
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